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The table of contents for Mathemati cs for
can be thought of as a map, each
chapter serving as a springboard for examining
various aspects of the teaching of elementary
school mathematics. As with any map, there is no
one right way to travel, rather possibilities are
presented. The "traveler" is best able to determine
where he wants to go . Such determinations must
be made as they are responsive to the needs
of the communities of parents , teachers and
administrators working together to develop a
more humanistic mathematics program for
their children.
In a very real sense , Mathematics for Everyon e
can be used to support all efforts to reinforce
elementary school mathematics. Much of what is
contained in Mathematics for Everyon e can best
be understood by those who are familiar with CDA
Math . References to specific pages of instructional
materials are not included: rather they can be
found in annotated editions available to parents
and teachers.
The chapter order I chose, as indicated by the
Table of Contents , reflects my particular bias or
sense of progression-the
direction I chose to
follow. Those in your community may very well
decide to travel in different directions. For
instance , you might choose to skip several sections
and first consider "learning theory." Others may
decide to begin with a look at the general outline
of CDA Math materials and then see how those
materials might fit into their current staff
development program in which they are currently
involved. There is no right order in which to read
Mathematics for Everyon e. The object of
Mathematics for Everyone is satisfied if you who
read it find a direction and content that will assist
members of your community in working together
to formulate and implement specific solutions to
your problems, and find possibilities for a more
rewarding educational experience in mathematics
in your community .
Robert W. Wirtz

Everyone
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PARTONE

a. COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION
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An Overview
The "Community Participat ion " we are talking
about is not a well-defined program or a plan of
acti on. It follows no set form or pattern. It is an
opportunity that each community can respond to in
its own way.
Two examples from my own personal experience
may help get at th e notion of how communities can
work t ogether : one had a "mat hematical setting"
and the other was far more general and probabl y
more germane.

help go out . Brothers , siste rs, parents, frie nds are
asked to joi n t he search .
Someone is sure to suggest using the fact th at

v'4= 2
" the square root of 4 equals 2." Beginne rs are not
familiar with t his symbol and it m ust be explained
tha t " /4" is a special name for a num ber which
2 bewhen multiplied by it self equals 4, and
4.
cause 2 x 2

/4 -=

=

This can lead to such expressions as:
Brownsville was selected by the Texas State Department of Education to pilo t an experiment in
lookin g at elementary school arithmetic from a " prob lem so lvin g" point of view.
One episode centered around finding ways to
arrange four 4 's so th ey indicate different numbers.
For example :

4 + 44 + v'4= 50

14 + 14 +/4 +../4= 8

(44~ 4) + Jtf = 13

(44x/4)-4=84

This is just one of th e exp ressions th e more mat hematically expe ri enced members of the communi ty
may offe r. Another is 4 1 (fo u r fa ctoria l).

4!=4x3x2xl
44 + 44 = 88

4+4+4-4=8

44 + 4 - 4 = 44

(4+4)x(4+4)=64

4+4+4+4

(4-4)x(4+4)=0

=16

This activ ity lead s to a classical problem called "four
4 's." Can expressions using four 4's be found for
all numbers 0 through 100?

"Four 4 's" is much too large a prob lem fo r one
individu al to und ertake, but the problem offers an
interesting opportunity for each member of a gro up
to make a persona l cont ribut ion. As an expression
usin g four 4's is fo und fo r any whole number , 0
through 100 , it is contributed to a gro up list.
Here are a few other random examp les:

(4x4x4)-4=60
(44 + 4) + 4 = 15

(4x4)+(4+4) = 24
(4+4)x44 = 44

(4x4)+(4x4)=32

(4+4)x(4+4)=8

(3!=3x2xl

= 24

and 5!=5x4x3x2xl,etc

4x4 1 =96
4x4!+(4+4)=97
4x41-(4-'-4)=95
This comm unity-wide search was successfu lly ca rried out in Brownsv ille . The episode that most often
comes to mind happene d when I went to t he Board
of Educat ion office t o meet with the Curr icul um
Director .
I gave the receptionist my name and exp lained I
had an appoi ntment. She looked at me for a moment
and said: "Oh, you ' re from the mat h group and you
can 't see the Director until you te ll me how to writ e
13 with fou r 4's ."
At that t ime, I knew of only one way to get past
the receptionist, and it inv olved decimals.
On a piece of pape r I wrote:

4 - .4 = 3 .6
In the beginning, the list grows rapidly, and before long there are entries for 25 or 35 different
numbers. But the flow soon slows down . Calls for

.)

3 .6+.4=9

so, (4-.4) + .4 = 9
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"Is that enough?'. I asked.
She look ed at the pape r . "That's
lowed by a long pause .

righ t" was fol-

Then came t he explosion . She jumped to her feet
and almost shouted . " . . . and 9 _; 4 - 13; I've got
it."
She opened the door with a flourish:
low me: he's expecting you."

The originato rs of "let·s do something different"
were ti red but pleased.
Since then. the Community Thanksgiving Dinner
has become a tradition in this commun ity. The only
way to accommodate the growing number of people
wh o want to participate will be for others in the area
to arrange local Community Thanksgiving Dinners.

"Pleas e fol-

The other episode has to do with a Thanksgiving
Dinner.
Several women were talking over coffee about the
extent to which commerc ialis m has tended to distort the original reasons for holidays.
Thanksgiv ing was a few weeks aheada long
weekend and an opportun ity to over eat 1n a
t raditional way.
"Let's do something different.
Perhaps we can
recapture some of the spiri t of the first Thanksgiving.
The original plan was to organize a potluck
Thanksgiving dinner in a church basement - everyone invited to attend and share with others. No
admission, no speeches, no entertainment just
get together. eat together and talk together.
An announcement in the form of a leaflet was prepared and distributed through frie nds. Soldiers from
a nearby army post were inv ite d; notices were put on
bulletin boards in homes for senior citizens. Transportation was arranged for those who needed it .
Even though there was alm ost no coverage by the
pr ess. t he respo nse was such that the site of the
dinner had to be moved to the dining hall of the
community's fair grounds.
So much food was promised that plans had to be
made in advance to distribute the surplus to needy
families in the community.
Someo ne contributed a
tank of helium gas so there would be ligh ter than air
balloons for the children. Tables were decorated with
branches and fruit and nuts.
The hall was filled to capacity.
While there was a steady flow of turk eys from th e
kitchen, the tables were filled wit h foods rep resenting
all the many ethn ic groups in the community.
"What a nice idea .. was heard over and ove r again.

There is a nation-wide groundswell beginning to
surfac e people feel a growing need to do things
with others. They are becoming uncomfortable with
the exten t to which their lives are being manipulated
by "outside forces"
such as commercialism's
disto rtion of o ur holidays . They feel cheated t hat
the old fashioned not ion of neighbors living together and helping each other and having interests in
common has somehow been replaced by impersonal
"peop le who live on the block. "
"Comm unity participation,"
as we use it here, is
an opportunity to work together in areas where there
is general concern ... not leaving it up to the expe rts
who seem unable to meet the needs. not complain ing
that someone else is lagging: rather. finding a way ,
however difficult. to 1oin in with others to make a
cJiffer ence.

Mathematics for Everyone speaks of a goal that 's
been missing for a long ti me . . . to rep lace the image
of mathemat ics as too dull and too hard with a grow ing understandi ng that mathematics can be a source
of enjoym ent for al l. thereby reco uping a loss of our
heritage
The experts have failed in their efforts to help
child ren deve lop the computation skills measured by
standardized achie vement tests. Untold millions of
dollars of public funds have been expended without
any general improvement. Successes that would tend
to bright en th e generally dismal picture are usually
traceable to outstanding efforts by an individ ual or
group of dedicated teachers whose achievements
could spread if the parents were more involved in
these efforts .
Mathematics for Everyone and al I of the CDA Math
mater ials are des igned as resources to help broaden
the opportunity for community participation in the
search for more eHective ways to improve elementary
school mathematics and deepen everyone's aporeciat ion of mathematics
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A Vision
Most peopl e. old and you ng. are being robb ed of
their birthr ight to fi nd enJoyment in mathem atics .
They do not rea liz e they are already fu lly prepa red
to fin d fun and acco mpli shment in one of civilization·s o ldest and most fascinating pursu its.
The two main unwittin g perpetrators of thi s robbery are School Mathematics and professiona l mathemati cia ns. School Math ematics is dul l, con fusing
and a source of continua l frust rat ion and defeat fo r
most children. Professional math emati cian s live com fortably in their own sparsely popula ted world and
have lost mu ch of their abil ity to communicate wi t h
t he rest of us: thei r attem pts-as
in '·n ew mat h" are certainly well intentionecJ. but unsu ccessf ul .
The resulting imag e of mathematic s is tha t it is
both dull and difficult. We and our chil dren will never
come t o know a fascinat ing area of our rightful cultu ral heritage until we chang e tha t general image of
mathemat ics-un t il we help children and adult s
al ike to see tile '·rea l thin g·· for the first time.

a ·'de -frightening pill'' for most readers. The discussion is apt to seem heade d toward the esote ric. Such
is far from the fact.
In a recent Sesame Street ep isod e, an old nur sery
rhy me is in tro duced . One moppet q uest ion s anoth er, "As I was going to St. Ives, I met a man with
7 wives; each wife had seven sack s, each sack had
seven cats, each cat had seven kits kits, cats ,
sacks and wiv es how many wer e going to St.
lves 1 •·
And tile victim seems to be take n in as he beg ins
th e laborio us com putati on: 7 wives and 49 sacks,
7 x 49 or 343 cats; and 7 x 343 or 2 .401 kits: 1 man.
1 . 7
7 wives, 4 9 sacks , 343 cats, 2.401 kits 49 , 343 -:....2 .401 or 280 1 . . "Ye s," sai d the
second mo ppet . "you met 2,80 1 coming from St.
Ives . but, of cours e. on ly you were going to St. Ives."

+

Now that's a switch -

Here is a gro up of numbers an d a ver y simple
task: loop three in the list whose sum is 22 .

""Arithmet ic" is a general term that suggests th e
computational skill s used by the supermarket shopper, engineers, accountan ts. carp ent ers . mar ketin g
experts in la rge co rpora t ions , and by the Int erna l
Revenue Serv ice .
I'm sur e all of tt10se ment io ned. oth er th an the
shopper , would use ··math emat ics" to descr ibe his
manipulation of numbers and fo rm ulas according to
rules he has learned.
Whi le gran ting them li cense to use th at term as
descriptive of what they do . I would like to reserve it
in this discuss ion for a very different activity-for
the "search for relationships that aren 't obvious. "
" Mathematics",

as I am usin g it here , is what hap -

pens when people look at a situation as others do, but
wonder if there isn't something more t han meets the

eye- som ethin g worth tellin g other s about if you
find it. It's the excitement of the search, th e d isappoi ntment of fal se tri es , and the " sometim e thin g "

ot ctiscQver~and its U1rill.
Unfo rtunately, it's necessary to ofter at this point

from du pe to show -ott .

9 9 9
7 7 7
3 3 3
I
Try it. If you know too much, there is no problem. If you don·t it will present some d ifficulty.
21, but not 22 .
Of course. three Ts is close Two 7's an d a 9 is 23 - but not 22 .
All such close combinations simply heighten the
anxie ty and intensify the sense of acc omplishment
when you final ly real ize that the sum of any three
odd numbers has got to be an odd number. Twentytwo is even - the search is impossible.

Everyone is iamiliar

wi th the m ultipli ca tion tab les

-p roducts of all possib le pairs ot single di git whole
numbers.

COMMUNITY
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One very simple example:

3
x4

and

4
x3

12

(1,2,3,4)

12

This examp le has a certa in unique look 1f one considers the di gits used 1, 2, 3 , 4 all of which
can be put in sequence and no digit is repea ted.
To be sure the q uest ion is clear, we'll look at a
mo re di ffi cult example :

8
x7

and

56

7
x8

( 5,6,7,8)

56

Here, we've used digits 5. 6, 7 and 8, once and only
once.
How many more o f the 100 "b asic multiplication
facts" have this same unique loo k?
T he invest igat ion can be broadened to look , also,
for addi t ion facts t hat use consec ut ive d igits once,
and only once . such as:

+2

and

2
+I

3

(I, 2 and 3)

3

Certain ly , this search is all conduc t ed on ground
that is familiar to everyone. If there is any new element at all . it is that th is simple question hasn 't been
ra ised before.,:,
I have a vision t hat elemen tary schoo l teachers and
the parents of the chi ldre n in t heir classrooms can
overcome a barrier that has grow n up over a very
long period of time-by
changing the image of math em at ics through making exciting searches such as we
have ju st done. In a few years, we can accomplis h a
breakthro ugh to mathematical literacy for everyone.

PARTICIPATION

Opportunities for small gro ups to "make a difference" seem t o have almost d isappea red as our society has grown pondero us, more comp lex, and technologically committed. So when such an opportun ity
does develop . it is exc it in g.
Many readers may wish th is visio n were realistic
but, weighed down by their own past exper iences w ith
mathematics . feel they cannot partici pate ; many wi ll
feel th ey are "not mathematica lly inclined." Ot hers
may be overwhelmed by what they might cal l the
"mag nitude of the task ."
Please withho ld any fi nal judgment unt il we have
cons idered new direc t ions that are open to us.
The public image of mathematics as both du ll and
di fficult is a gross misconception . This image has
prevailed only because most people have never encountered mathematics that is both interesting and
easy- not so easy it is t riv ial, bu t just elusi ve enough
to requ ire a li ttle effort .
It ta kes more tha n words t o break th rough the mis taken notio ns abou t mathemat ics, so let's do a little
more toget her and t hen take a loo k at it .
Suppose a family gathers around a tab le to ta lk
about differen t ways to make change for a quar t erwith dimes, nickels and penn ies. So the lit tle ones
can take part, members of the fami ly can pool thei r
reso urce s t o gather at least 2 d imes. 5 nickels and
25 penn ies.
"How many d ifferent ways are th ere to make
change for a quarter using these co ins?"
Each member of the group can have a tu rn.
"We need someone t o make a list of th e combinat ions as we find the m. "
2 dimes and 1 nickel
(2) 5 nickels
(3) 1 d ime . 1 nicke l and 10 pen nies" •:•

"(l)

,:, We fee l a bit guilty in using those t hree examples
to exp lain i he ··consecutive digits" search because
you mi ght have found them on your own-and
we
have been unable to find any others.
But, if you do feel cheated , you might open the
boundaries to inc lude such examples as:

13
x4 (1,2 ,3, 4,5 ) and

52

789
+ 264 (all 10 digits )

1053

which ciualify as using "consecutive

digits" .

,:, Hop eful ly, some readers will put down t his book
now and act out a scenario that begins with real live
people. There is no satisf actory subs t itut e fo r "d oing it" you rself . If t hat isn't pract ical or if it doesn't
seem reasonab le, th en please close the book and
with paper and penci l find as many diffe rent ways as
you can to make change for a (]uarter.
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I'm going ahead to outline one path to the solu tion, so if you want to so lve it with a group or in your
own way. please don't read on until you are ready
to compare results.

I had done this little bit of mathemat ics many
times with children and te achers and parents before
I wondered about a related ques ti on: How many coins
are used in each comb inati on?

Personally, I'd like to find a way to record com•

Since the answer to that question is sim ple ari t h-

binations without using so many words . And I would
like to have some kind of simp le plan as I complete
my record - a ki nd of road t hat will lead to my destination. Here is my own litt le chart and a few ent ries that suggest my plan:

dimes

2 2

l

I

nickels

I 0 3 2

I

I

2 2

nickels

I 0 3 2

coins

Can you anticipate what combination
in my plan?

comes next

My firs t step was to find all combina t ions t hat included 2 d imes. The next step was to find all combinat ions t hat include 1 dime; so I started with 1
dime, 3 nickels and O penn ies, and then I tr ade 1
nicke l in for 5 more penn ies for each new combinat ion. I've comp let ed this second step with the next
1 dime, 0 nickels
combination in the list above and 15 pennies.
All th e comb inat ions that are st ill unl isted will have
0 d imes on ly nick els or pennies or bot h. If I
start with 5 nickels as the next combinat ion , new
combinations ar ise as l trJde those nickels in, one at
a t ime, for 5 more pennies .. . wh ich brings me to
the end of the search.

I

dimes

2 2

nickels

I 0 3 2

I

I

dimes

I

I

I 0 0 0 0 0 0

I 0 5 4 3 2

I 0

pennies 0 5 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 20 25

pennies 0 5 0 5 10

I

met ic, I'll show the to tals :

I 0 0 0 0 0 0

I 0 5 4 3 2

I 0

pennies 0 5 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 20 25
There are 12 combinations, and I feel quite sure
none has eluded my plan . The search has been nei th er long nor hard .. . but we now know something
very few peopl e have ever wondere d abo ut and bothered to work out.

3 7 4 8 12 16

5 9 13 17 21 25

Those totals. at fi rst. may seem to be random. You
migh t not ice, however, th at between t he heavy verti cal line s. eac h combination uses 4 more co in s than
the neighbor on its left. Th is is not su rpr ising. because this happened as I t raded 1 nickel for 5 pen nies - 4 more coins.
But t here is someth ing that 1s far more inte rest ing
yet so simple you probably wouldn' t th ink it was
worth noting .
Those to t als of t he num bers of co ins used are all
different.
That
dimes ,
quarter
te ll you

means, t hat if you have a combination of
nic kels and pennies wh ich is change for a
and te ll me the "number of coins" I can
exac tly what t hose coins are!

Try it : think of a combination of co ins t hat is
change for a quarter: coun t th e co ins ; look up th at
number in the bottom row of the chart we just com plet ed . Above that number you will f ind t he comb ina tion you are thinking of.
And now you have found out someth ing abo ut making change for a q uar te r tha t very few peop le have
known before. It can hard ly be cons idered impor tant
knowled ge, but it certai nly was not obv ious at the
outset.
MATHEMAT ICS - and this may surpr ise you IS SIMPLY A SEARCH FOR RELATIONSHIPS THAT
ARE NOT OBVIOUS'
If elementary schoo l teachers and the parents of
their ch ildre n understood thi s and found t hat it was

6

possible to see the whole subject in this light, then
the vision of a mathematical breakthrough I dared
to suggest is not as fanciful as it seemed at first .
As I have worked with children and teachers and
parents over the years I've heard again and again
the expression , "I sure wish I could have learned
mathematics this way." It comes across in a kind

COMMUNITY

PARTICIPATION

of dreamlike way "it would have been nice but
now it's too late ."
To catch a glimpse of what ·'might have been"
and then to stop short of deciding to do something
about it is too often the end of the matter. Mathematics for Everyone takes a look at what can be and
suggests ways parents and teachers and children and
everyone they influence can "make a difference ."

7

Strategies
Visions become realities only when practical and
effect ive strategies are develo ped and then conscientiously implemented. Goals are easy to state in
attractive terms , but they must be pursued rel entlessly as a way of life.

ways to work wit h chi ld ren - to raise test scores
and to help ch ildren learn more mathematics while
develop ing a fr iendl iness fo r numbers .

The pursuit of goals involves:

The most act ive " test watchers ·· are some school
board mem bers . They are char ged with the respons ibility to use public monies fo r p lans and programs
tha t pursue the goals of the community . They realize
that "standard ized achievement tests " have evolved
as statements of society's min imum goals. Some
school boa rd members have hopes for education t hat
are far above and beyond those minimums , but they
realize that unsatisfact ory test scores will scuttle
their fondest hopes.

a clear assessment of the forces already avail able for a dependable foundation;
an identification of the several groups t hat must
function togethe r to accomplish productive
commu nity participation in the improvement
of elementary mathematics ; and
a sensible assessment of the readiness of each
of these community groups to perceive the need
for change, to accept responsibility for init iating
and implementing it, and to function as a team .

PARENTS
Parents have been told by "new math " prop one nts
that, unfortunately, they are not prepared to help
their children in mathematics because they are not
familiar with " sets, associative principles , inequa litie s, expanded notation, closed curves , missing addends, etc ." . . and these "concep ts " are an important aspect of first grade mathematics.
And these same concerned paren t s are wel l aware
that "test scores " in elementary math ematics have
been eroding for a full decade. We can understand
when some become angry and ope nly critical.
The grow ing tendency to avoid "homewor k" in
mathematics, as well as other subjects, is understood
by some parents as a st rategy of th e schoo ls to dis courage "meddling" in the educationa l process.
Because of this, some parents may be suspicious
when th ey are ur ged to participate in a comm unity
effort to improve school mathematics. It will take
time and patient efforts to build in parents a trust
that "community participation" is anything more than
a passing slogan .
Only a few can be expected , at f irst, to accept in vitations t o become part of open discussions about

SCHOOL BOARDS

For years, these pub lic off icials have lis tened to
the proponen t s of "new mat h" who asked for t ime:
"test scores have suffered, but it takes time to build
unde rstanding; once we have improved t he content ,
and teachers have been re-educated, the resu lt s will
be different ." School Boards were persuaded.
As scores kept slipping and as propo nents of
"new math " began complaining that "t he tests don't
t est what we are teaching, " elected representatives
interpret ed that as asser tin g that " society has set
wrong goals." The only fa ir response a school board
could make would be to charge the in novators with
the responsibility of "re -educat ing the public ." And that's that.
The most di sbelieving ot ou r elec ted pu blic offi cials began ask ing th e schools to become ··acco untable . " Their basic posit ion was unassai lable: "Our
f inanc ial support wi ll depend on demonstratio ns by
school personne l t hat they can achieve spec if ic
goals.· · And this was, of course , j ust the lang uage the
"be haviorists ·· are tun ed to hear . They offered t heir
services t o help state goals in te rms of "observab le"
behavi or.
Schoo l boards are f ully aware t hat even when
almost unl imited federal funds are made available to
Tit le I projects , and goals are clear ly def ined in te rms
of society 's minimum requ irem ents, the edu cational
communi ty invo lved sti ll is unable to show results.
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
Charged with finding ways to "improve math
scores," many administrators have turned to "management systems." They call on teachers to state
their "objectives"
and then to show by "criterio n
referenced tests" that their students, at the end of
a given period. can demonstrate some specified behavior .
Admin istrators have, in t he area of elementary
school mathematics. welcomed almost every scheme
to bring about desired change through some organizational system. But each scheme they try to implement flounders because they have failed to become
concerned with the simple question: ''Why do all
these efforts fail?'' Pursuing this quest ion , they
would find that children do not learn more mathe matic s because they have no reason to learn more
mathematics.

TEACHERS
Teachers ar e where the action is . . where learn ing tak es place or It doesn't. They are first concerned with ch ildren not with organizat iona l
schemes. And teact1ers are pain fully aware tha t the
results of their best efforts in helping children fall
short of their expectat ions .
They have Joined professional organizations, attended work shop after workshop, read the literature,
taken col!ege courses, searching for ways to help
children learn mathematics. They ask for more "staff
development" support, confide nt that they can f ind
effective answers to th e tough problems they face .
Hope lies in help in g teachers with their search for
bett er ways to help ch ildr en learn. Of all the fo rces
needed for comm unity parti cipat ion toward improving elementary schoo l mathematics , the gro up which
has shown the greatest wil lingne ss to f ace up to the
real prob lem s are classroom t eachers.
Consequently, Mathematics for Everyone, while
add ressed to all concerned for ces in the comm un ity,
recogn izes that change depends on supporting thi s
powerful movement th at class room teac hers have
in iti ated and are pressing.
In makin g thi s assessment, I am aware that there
are parents and school board members and admin istr ators who are equa lly concerne d. But, too many

COMMUNITY

PARTICIPATION

of these groups have found ways to ' 'shift the buck ' ';
only teache rs know " the buck" stops in the ir classrooms.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Our "vision" depe nds on all these gro ups finall y
joining in a common effor t to improve elementary
school mathematics.
As a beginning , supp ose a group of teachers came
to the administration with a proposal: "We want your
help and support in find ing ways to impr ove scores on
standardized achievement tests. Based on our ex•
perience, we would like to make this beginning.
Obviously we are exper imen t ing . Help us develo p
ways to evaluate our results over short periods of
time, every 3 or 4 months , so we can modify our
efforts in the lig ht of results. Help us with 'p re-tests
and post-tests' that help measure our effective ness
t o meet the goal of im proved computational proficiency."
In what mo re definitive way could a gro up of teachers announce that they want to be " accountab le"?
What adm ir11stration could say, "No"?
But there is a price tag.
Next, the Superintendent meets wit h his Boa rd .
He passes on the teachers' suggestion with a request
that the Board give support. And the Superinte ndent
explains t hat t he t eachers welcome and need all the
com mu nity participation that can be generated .
The request for "accountability"
whi ch typ ically
is init iated at the " summ it " has now come from the
classroom teache rs, and no one feels he has been
"press ured." "We all want somet hing: let's get together and find out what we ca n do." And, al l at
once, "com munity par t icipat ion" becomes a sensible approach to a problem everyone has been t rying
to push on someone else .
I want , at thi s point. to make two observa ti ons:
(1) I feel th at t eachers are deep ly committed to
finding ways to become more effective and want to
help estab lish "pro fess iona l develop ment" as a basic part of the on-going educa t ional prog ram;

(2) While imp rov in g "s t andard ized achievement
test scores" is a unify ing "f irst goal," ach ieving that
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"minimum goal" permits us to set far more chal lenging and humanistic goals, such as developing a
friendliness for numbers and shapes.

Mathematics for Everyone is
to classroom teachers but
preted as a plea to all parents,
school board members to find
"staff development effort " into

addressed primarily
must also be interadministrators, and
a way to change a
a "community par-

ticipation

program ."

Mathematics for Everyone is written with the hope
that it will help classroom teachers play a more constructive role as initiators of an effort that can eventually develop into a full blown "community participation" thrust-teachers
, administrators, parents and
school board members working together on a prob lem that is common to all.

COMMUNITY
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Some Activities: School or Hon1e
In Mathematics for Everyone, I use the word
" problem" in a specific way. To qualify as an appropriate "problem ," a situation must meet the following crit eri a :
(1) The solver must understand

the question ;

(2) The solver mu st already have the skills reauired for the problem in his memory bank ;

ent letters , 3 different

letters . . . 5 different

letters.

This problem, initially cast in the setting of language arts , takes on an entirely new dimension as
we look for a systematic method for discovering how
many combinations I would need to list to be sure
that I had missed none:
(1) We can see all the possible combinations
the two letters A and E by listing them ,

(3) And the problem must be concerned with relationships that are not obvious at the outset.

for

E0

A[D,

PROBLEM I
Consider the letters A, E, M, S, T : can you rearrange their order to spell out any recognizable 5-letter English words? If you respond by forming two
words , such as

2 x(I)
giving us two combinations .
(2) Then. we could build on this knowledge by
listing the following 3-letter combinations ,

STEAM and MATES
that is evidence to me that we have satisfied the
first two elements of what I consider to be an appro priate problem : you have clearly understood the question and already have sufficient information to answer it. So you are now ready for the problem.
How many such words are there? (which meets
our third criterion, i.e. you don't know the answer.)
You have probably added "TAMES and MEATS
and TEAMS " to this list - 5 words so far. And that's
all I have been able to find . I am satisfied that no
other combination would spell an English word with
which I am familiar . However , if some dire consequence would follow in case a sixth 5-letter word I
would recognize does exist, I would be compelled to
make a list of all possible combinations .
How many combinations would I need to list so
could be sure that I have considered all possible
combinations?
One approach would be to see this question as
one of a series of questions that move from obvious
to less than obvious: consider how many combina tions can be made by rearranging 1 letter , 2 differ-

M~
M~
3x(2xl)

(3) Thus far, we have not taken any very surpris ing moves, but now we are ready to do so:
(4 letter words) A,E,M,S :

A EMS
ESM
MES
MSE
SEM
SME

E AMS

EAS

M

6

4

X (

6

3

X

2

X

S EAM

6

I ) = 24

We were able to take that shortcut because we
had established that three letter words combine to form 6 different combinations and we
had four groups of 3 letter words to consider.
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(4) Because of our new found shortcut (or relationship),
the next step, repres enting th e
answe r to our question of "how
easy: (5 let te r words) A,E,M,S,T :

many

We might
form:

Is

keep records of combinations

✓

I

✓

✓

2

✓

✓ ✓

rST1
rST1
r MT1
TMS
I
rST1

✓

✓

3

24

24

24

24

5x(4x3x2x

24

l)

stick. a 3-st ick, a 4-s tic k and a 5-stick -

••
(2)

••
•

••
••

••
••
•

( 3)

(4)

( 5)

one of each:

You will notice that there are three different ways
to pick up exactly 5 bean s. (And we will use numbers
to indicate the sticks rather t han sketches of sticks
th emselves.)

(5)

✓

✓

✓

s Is

6

6

6

71

I

If you want to continu e th is inves t iga t ion without

For our next example of a problem, we begin by
ta king a look at five beansticks a 1-stick, a 2-

( I)

5

5

PROBLEM 2

•

✓

4

in this

(land4)

any interv ent ion from me, all you need is pencil and
paper.
My resu Its a re these :
7 - (2,5)
8 910 -

(3,5)
(4,5)
(1,4,5)

(3,4)
(1,2,5)
(1.3,5)
(2,3,5)

(1,2.4)
( 1,3,4)
(2,3,4)
(1.2,3.4)

Did you find others? If so , please let me know ,
because those are all the combinations
I've been
able to find.
But there are 15 beans altogether, so let's proceed
How many ways to pick up 11 beans?

11 The going gets rougher. Two com binations are
found without too much trouble (2,4 ,5) and (1,2.3.5).

(2 and 3)

How many different ways to pick up 6 beans? The
same stic k may be used in different combinations.
There are tw o ways that are obv ious and one a little

The third presents some problems.

less than obvious .

be introspective for a minute. " Try ing" means considerin g combination s and rejecting them. And all

(l and 5)

(2 and 4)

Aft er t ry ing dilig ent ly you may come to the realization that there is no th i rd combination.
Good! But

We have already agr eed tha t a stick may be used
in more than one combina t ion - so the three sticks

the computations of this kind - finally rejected or
useful - is the kind of practice ch ildren need to fix
simpl e combinations in t he ir memories available

with the fewe st beans make a third combin ation -

on automatic recall.

1

+-2 i

3

= 6.

Let ' s go extend the investi gation - different ways
to pick up 7 beans, 8 beans , 9 beans. etc. Remember
we have only 5 sticks:

As the going gets tougher, it's usually wise to see
if there isn't a simpler way to look at the problem .
"Picking beansticks up" has another side to it "leaving so me down" ... and it's time for us to look
at th is other side .

•

••
2

•••
3

••
••

••
••
•

"le aving 4 down ."

4

5

Clearly there are only two way s to do that.

The re are 15 beans in all; so "p icking 11 up" is

11- ( I , 2, 3 ,')(, 5 )

ex,2 ,x,4 , 5)

12
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Now the investigation of 12, 13, 14 and 15 can be
completed with a few st rokes of the penci I:

12-(1,2)(,4,5)

Can you find one or more shift lin es in this wall?

14-(1,2,3,4,5)
15 - (I, 2, 3, 4, 5}

Jx)(, 3,

4, 5)
13 - (I, 2, 3 , 4 , 5)

PARTICIPATION

!

I

I

I

I

You may have the pleasure of crossing out the "2"
to leave 13 and crossing out the " l " to leave 14, and
cros si ng out none for 15. And that's the end of the
problem.

-

PROBLEM 3

I

You will need some dominoes for this next problem - unless you want to sit back and let m e do all
the work (in which case you will miss much of the
fun).
Our task is to build "earthquake-pro of'' walls wi th
dominoes . Such a wall has no unbroken straight
lines of mortar along which section s of the wall
could slide if disturbed by a quake. If a straight line
extends from one side to anothe r the walls are not
·'earthquake-proof ."

I

II

40 dominoes

( 2- shift lines)

I

o "shill" lioe

I

I

I

Study this wall as an armchair engineer in earthquake proofing. What do you think of it? Along how
ma ny lines could it shift ? How many straight lines of
mortar reac h fr om one side to the other or fr om top
to bottom?

mw-

-~-

I

I
I

1

>--

The to p of the wall could shif t from side to side.

I

I

What is your
quake-proof?

iudgment

about

this

wall?

Is it

I

I
36 dominoes

As the engineer who built it, I am modestly proud
of its ability to withst and earthquakes. I would feel
better about it if it hadn't taken 36 dominoes to
build.
The height of quake-proof engineering power is
to build a rectangular wall section usi ng the fewest
dominoes . .. and it can be done with less than half
that many - with less th an 18.

8 dominoes
Along how many lines could it shift?
I

I

If you want to go back to building domino walls to
meet this cha lleng e please do n't read on. When you
have done enougl1 building on your own, check back
in.
have a lready gi ven you, in disguise d for m two
of the best answers I know - using but 15 dominoes
each. If you w ill draw in the two shift lines in t he 40
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domino diagram above. those lines divide it into 4
sections -- two large and two small:

A

B

40 dom1nos (2s h1ft lines)

The two large sections are two different 15-dom,no earthquake-proof sections . . the smallest num ber of sections I have ever been able to use to build
an "earthquake-proof"
section.
One might find the following sign in a store (in a
state that allows limiting the number of items that
can be bought):

SALE
Pencils

Erasers

4¢

3¢

LIMIT

- No more than 2

of each to a customer

"Billy spent 11¢ .
''Mary spent 10¢ ...

. What did he buy 7"
What d rd she buy?"

Neither question is too easy even fo r adults and
neither is too difficult. The questions call for more
than acts of automat ic recal l - each has a bit of a
"p roblem" about it.
We agreed that 3¢ was the smallest and 14¢ the
larges t purchases that could be made. Are there any
amounts between 3t and 14¢ th at cannot be made
under the terms of the sale?
4t, 5¢, 6¢, 7¢, 8¢, 9¢, 10¢, 11¢, 12¢ , 13¢?
How many such amounts are there?
How many different

purchases are possible?

Is t here any amount of mon ey t hat can be spent
in more than one way7
Questions in most text books are usually about
single purchases - they are "custome r" arithmetic .
But there is also the arithmetic th e clerk must know
"clerk" arithmetic. The clerk must hand le many
different purchases. Clerks mig ht make up ta bles of
all poss ible purchases so they don·t have to keep
doing the same arithmetic over and over again .
The cler k in the pencil and eraser store mig ht
make such a tab le as this:
Erasers 3 ¢

Lest some confusion arise, we begin with a few
comments. If by "p urchase " one does not admit a
"purchase of 0¢," then the smallest amount of any
purchase that can be made is 3¢. The largest purchase would be 2 pencils at 4¢ each (8¢) and 2
erasers at 3¢ each (64) or a total of 1411:.
I thought of this sign after reading a "story problem " in a third grade arithmetic text book . It went
like this:
"Mary bought a pencil for 4¢ and an
eraser for 3¢, how much did Mary
spend?"
It occurred to me that if the student knows that
4
3 -= 7 then that's a demeaning question: and if
the student doesn't know, then it is inappropr iate
for him.

+

I thought of substituting the sign above and as kin g
other questions.

Pencils
4¢

0

I

2

0

X

3¢

6¢

I

4¢

7¢

10¢

2

8¢

11¢ 14¢

Now at a glance you can answer questions
asked above, quickly and without any doubts .

we

Between 3¢ and 144 th e amou nts that are not
shown are 5¢, 9¢, 124 and 13¢.
If you want to know what Billy bo ught fo r 11¢ and
Mary bought for 10¢ , you can look t hem up in th e
chart.
There are eig ht different purc hases (exclud ing 0¢).
Because no amount is repeated in the char t , th ere
is no way to spend any amount in more t han one way .

COMMUNITY
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Suppose we think of triangles as small fences in
a field. One triangle divides the field so two anima!s
can be kept apart we'll call these animals A
and B.

Now , can another fence be built without making
a new enclosure 7 No, unless one fence is on top
of the other.
Can you plan two triangular fences that creates
just one more place - to separate animals A, Band
C? That's easy

Now let 's try to provide for 4 animals. using only
2 fences. The fences will need to cross each other in
a way something like this.

PARTICIPATION

Now we can draw in one of the points and close up
one fence
. leaving 7.

We can repeat that on the other side , closing up
another fence
so we can accommodate only 6
animals .

And yet again .

to accommodate only 5.

•
•
Can you arrange the two triangles to keep 5 animals apart? ... 6 animals ... 7 animals . . 8 animals?
If you want to doodle away to find your own way
to do it, please do - then come back and compare
your results with those I am going to give.
Perhaps showing an arrangement that separates 8
animals will give you a better feeling for different
possibilities. The familiar Star of David arrangement
meets these requirements.

This completes the problem: arrangements tor 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 animals.
But this process introduces several related problems.
A. Suppose the fences had been rectangles
stead of triangles.

2 animals

'----·_______.I
·
3 animals

•

•

•

in-
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4 animals

B: Suppose the fences are a triangle and a circle .
C: Suppose the fences are 2 circles.
D: Suppose the fences are a circle and a square .
None ot these relationships was obvious when we
started - they were there all the time, but they require some effort to see them , regardless of anyone's
previous education .

.. . and continue the doodling until you have accommodated 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 and 10 animals .

The problems we have just considered were selected because they indicate the great variety of
mathematics that is available to elementary school
children - and to the entire community .

COMMUN ITV PARTICIPATION
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Mathematics in a Pluralistic Society
America is slowly coming to understand that our
unique multi-cultural character is a source of inspiration and strength. The "melting pot ," an unfortunate
notion from another time, has denied to many the
richness of their language and tradition. Fortunate ly,
those who tenaciously resisted assimilation by retaining their identities and languages have reflected a
spirit which is the essence of America. Education in
the schools must begin to resp on d in new ways to
the multi •cultural character of our children and of
our society . The linguistic resources of the nation
must be conserved; bilingualism must be welcomed
as a blessing to be cultivated . not a problem to be
eradicated.
Mathematics has a unique contribution to make
to this more hopeful look toward the future. In mathe•
matics. as in art and music, we can easily tra nsc end
the language barriers. As we do, we find that the
content of math ematics is almost totally culture free
- more culture free than either art or music.
Twelve can be evenly d iv ided by 1, 2, 3, 4 , 6 and

12 in all cultures .

Mar ia had already f inished hal f of level A in CDA
math a self.pa cin g. non -verba l introduction to
arithmetic. Just before Christmas holiday. Maria had
completed Level A and was wel l sta rt ed into Level B.
Her teach er expressed su rprise : "Bu t she's sti ll
count ing to herself in Spanish ' ' .. . ( but wri tin g numbers in English?)
Maria 1s actually gifted . She eventual ly overcame
the language bar rier and found her own way to be
comfortable in a second cultu re
. . with children
her own age.
Ari th metic, at fir st , was a haven for Maria; it was
an oasis of familiarity in othe rwise strange surroundings. From the fi rst day , she was able to move ahead
with th e other children - do ing the same arithmetic
they were do ing
and, in fact , demo nstrated
her real maturity

to a sensitive

teacher.

Because

Maria could count, manipulate objec ts , and write
numbers . she succeeded at ar ithmetic , which fr om
the beginning deals with counting, expe r iment ing
with things in di f ferent arrangements , and recording
resu lts. When Maria enrolled in her new school, she

That the squar e of the hypotenuse of a right t r iang le equals the sum of the squares of the other sides
is un iversally recog nized .

al ready und ersto od the cross •cu ltural message of
·· and ·•_ " sig ns and soon learned when t he
sign s "x" and .. .:,..." were app ropriate.

The sum of t wo odd numbers such as 7 . 9 is
always an even number, 16 in th is case .

Language is a common. usef ul , efficient means of
commun ication between adults . It is a less rel iable
means of communication between adults and young
children. Ofte n universal, non•verbal means - such
as sket ches. movi ng objects around, and order ing
numbers in d ifferent ways lead more di rect ly to
understanding th an do words. Such non-verba l activ •
ities provide precisely those experiences t hat later
become the referent that gives meaning to words.

That the circumference of a circ le is about 3 1 /7
times its diameter is common knowledge in all cul tures.
Man a's family mov ed from Mexico to California
when she was 7 years old. She knew no English, and,
conseque ntly , was assigned to first grade.
Subsequent t est s suggested th at Maria be placed
1n a special c lass for retarded children. Additional
tests were administered by a person who had some
facility with the Span ish language . The results were
the same .

Children can do more and und ers tand more
they can verba lize in the beginning . Chil dren
much more infor mation in their memory banks
they can express; they see many relati onship s
cannot yet put int o words .

than
have
than
t hey

When her teacher learn ed that Mari a was to be
reass igned to a program for the retarded, there was
a hasty confere nce in th e pr incipal 's office because

Consequently . non-verba l techn iques are valuab le
- not on ly wh en t here is a "language bar rier" in the
sense that participants th ink in d iff erent lang uages
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they a lso help all children operate comfortably
on levels beyond the limits of their growing comma nd
of language.
I was asked onc2 to serve as consu ltant t o the
schools in Los Angeles County that had undertaken
the job of providing special facilities and specialized
personnel for the deaf children of elementary schoo l
age.
'"How can the curric ulum be adiusted to meet the
specia l needs of deaf childrenJ· • My answer was that
it would depend entirely on what children can do.
In my 45-minute session with a group of six-year
old deaf children , they grasped the idea of all four
basic number operations,
x and _,_, by moving blocks around and reporting their results. No
oral or written language was used other than reports
such as:

+. -,

3

12 - 6 = 6

X

4 = 12

I started writing on the blackboard .

EE

•

4

Before filling in t he th ird blank, I held out the
chalk toward the group . Severa l hands shot out. I
gave the chalk to a child who promptly wrot e 9 under
the array of 9 blocks.
Then, I pointed to the space over the next blank
and started to draw a lin e; but I stopped and held out
the chalk , and a volunteer made a sketch ,

•

4

9

11 7 3 = 3t

I had never been able to move so fast and so far
with any 6-year-olds - and never have since except
with other deaf children. I think the variab le is that
deaf children have a very highly developed capacity
to ·'see" what's going on .. their life depe nds on
what they see. They are free from the stati c of sounds
that hearin g children experience - noise and words
that are often confusing and distracting.
These experiences with the deaf led to my intensive search for a greater variety of non-verbal means
of communication ...
not for deaf chil d ren alone,
but as more reliable ways of communicating with all
young children particularly in situations where
new ideas are introdu ced.

I had agreed to work with some primary chi ldr en
fn Urbana, Illinoi s, and th e teacher explained that one
boy had just come from Japan, and that he did not
speak or understand English. That was, of course ,
the signal for a "non-verbal" sessio n.
Nobu sat slumped in his seat with his head down.

but did not f il l m the blank below. Nob u's hand was
up 1 I gave him the chalk. He wrote " 16" und er the
sketch. He look ed at me. I smiled. He put the chal k
on the board , indicating he wanted to do something
more .
I smi led and nodded encouragement.
He drew a 5 x 5 array and wrote 25 on the line
below the sketch.

4

9

16

25

Then Nobu put his chal k to the board, ready to
draw another sketch; as I smiled and held out my
hand for th e cha lk , a wide warm smile spread across
his face. He gave me the chal k and sat down.
I\Jobu was ready to vo lunteer every time I held out
the chalk, and he never fal t ered when it was his turn.
Once a method had been devised to remove "the
language bar rie r," Nobu was at home, eager , and
successfu l.

COMMUNITY
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(During such "non-verbal"
sessions, the children
remain silent, showing their displeasure with anyone
who so much as drops a ruler even though there has
been no request for silence.)

9

+ 4 ·=

Levels D, E, and Fare pr inted on ly in Engl ish.

BILINGUAL

13

Th is means the same thing to everyone in our polyethnic, polycultural nation.
CDA Math is a first effort to begin building on the
notion that mathema tics has alm ost no cultural
boundaries, and that non-verbal strateg ies in teaching early mathematics are more appropriate than
oral or written language.
CDA Math is designed to value biling ualism. In all
its pilot versions, the materia ls and teaching methods in CDA Primary Math were essentia lly non -verbal
because of our comm itmen t to communicate as freely and effectively as possible with young children.
Words and other abstractions can interfere with understanding in the early years .
When CDA was approached to produce a Spanish
edition, it appeared immediat ely that, in the existing
primary materials , many pages contained no words
and others contained so few that t hey could be written both in Spanish and English without omitting
any of the mathematics. Consequently, we are able
to present CDA Math at t he primary levels as a bilingua l program . All pupil materials, Ind ividualized
Computations (Levels A, B, and C) and Patterns and
Problems (Levels A, B, and C) , are pr inted in both
Spanish and English on the same page.
At the interm ediate level it was possible to continue a bilingual version in one of the strands of the
CDA Math program. Levels D1 • E1 , and F1 of the
Individual Computation strand have instructions
in
both Spanish and English on the same page. However, at this intermediate level, the need for written
language increases in mathematics and makes it
harder to produc e a program which is simultaneous ly
bil in gua l. The number of words required to express
an idea presents sp ecial design problems. We sim ply
haven't yet devise d sutticiently ettective ways to present this leve l of mathematics in a non-verbal way
on the printed page. Othe r media become more
suited to such communication -- an imation , for example.
Because ot this relatively heavy need for language
described above, the Patterns and Problems strand,

PARTICIPATION

A

B

C

D

E

F

A1

B1

c,

01

E1

F1 I

A2

B2

Cz

Dz

E2

F2

It is CDA's hope to encourage educators concerned
with bilingual education to create school-based curriculum. We hope that from such ettort a variety of
bil in gua l curricula wi ll emerge. CDA is eager to hear
from interested school s to enable us to create and
support co -development projects, especially those
focusing on intermed iate mathematics . CDA Math
is designed to value bilingualism. We are concerned
with the phenomenon that many children grow up in
communities in which they seldom, if ever, think
about the fact th at the same idea can be. and indeed
is, expressed in a languag e other than English. CDA
Math hopes to help overc ome such isolation. and the
negative cultural evaluation of linguistic differences
that so often exists in such situations. Page headings
and explanations are provided in two different languages; these few words introduc e a full page or
more of mathema tics that everyone does together
regardless of his language or background.
We hope to make a smali contr ibution toward (1)
remov ing the language barrier for some children;
(2) dispelling th e misconception that language d ifferences are more fundamental than they seem; and
(3) presenting mathematics as a common aspect
of all cultures .
As we appreciate more fully the unique universality of mathematics, its freedom from cultural differences the vision of Mathematics for Everyone,
assumes a new dimension. Mathematics can sweep
aside cu ltur al boundaries withou t threatening the
ident ity or the inte grity of any ethnic group.
CDA Math has done little more than suggest that
mathematics
can transcend
cultural
differences
among all learners adu lts and child ren . It has
begun to provide all children with an opportun ity
to cultivate a biling ual background in our plural ist ic
society.
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b. PEERGROUP
STAFFDEVELOPMENT
Introduction
There is little doubt that teachers
teaching elementary mathematics.
painfully aware that their repertoire of
ities in this field is limited_ They want

want help in
Teachers are
effective activhelp'

Historically, the help has been provided by calling
in visiting experts, who may have little real knowledge
of the particular needs of individual teachers , and by
dependence on Teacher's Editions that accompany
children 's texts. Teacher 's Editions , to be saleable .
must be universally applicable to all varieties of
teaching situations.
Those of the ?O's include an
exact copy of each of the pupil pages - with answers
and directions to the teacher for using the pages. The
most recent editions have a new feature a "behavioral objective" for each pupil page: "The student
wi II demonstrate that he can . . " These "helps"
suggest that classroom teachers and children will

perform on the written commands in the margins or
on the facing page.
What do you suppose might be the opinion of some
future archeologist as he studies such an artif act?
Would he wonder why a professional person needed
to be told how to perform his job in such minute
detail? Would he wonder why such a book was needed
in an age that professed to individualize instruction
-to
meet the individual needs of children 7 Would
not such a book, if used , dictate the curriculum and
dictate the behavior of classroom teachers? Will his
tory show that it did?
We hope that history will find that teachers even tually rejected the typical Teacher's Edition concept
and became deeply involved in what we will call
" peer-group staff development. "
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Teachers are sensitive to children, aware of their
needs and often feel that most materials of instruction are not appropriate for use in their classrooms.
They know, from experience, the kinds of activities
that will involve children and the kinds that won't.
They have few that are useful. They are searching
for more.
We envision teachers undertaking the task of
revising their mathematics curriculum , beginning
with the most appropriate materials available, trying
them in their classrooms, testing strategies, sharing
results in an organized way with other teachers and
parents , evaluating their progress in terms of observable results in skill development and positive
changes in attitude. At CDA, we call this process the
"peer group approach to staff development" and it
has worked successfully in schools throughout the
U.S.
As such experimentation brings fresh air back into
the classroom, teachers can begin taking stock of
the new situation. What are the needs 7 What are the
goals? What basic classroom strategies can we develop? What questions about content do we need to
raise? What kind of evaluation is useful? How can
the administration
contribute
most successfully?
What does accountability mean? What about the current preoccupation with behavioral objectives?
Obviously, answers to these questions are not easy
to work out. And no answer will, for long, be consid•
ered adequate. The effort has no ending - rather it
becomes a way of life that changes continually; it
leads toward an "unfinished curriculum . "
If a staff development effort can show " better
results " on standardized achievement tests , it will
receive support and be guaranteed freedom to work
toward other goals that are more exciting and more
challenging.
In most school districts, a "track record" has been
established in terms of some nationally normed instrument. The outcome of any change or innovation
will be judged in terms of that district's own past
results its expectancy based on past experience.
If such results are non-existent or too fragmentary ,
some standardized instrument can be used as a "pretest" and again as a "post-test" ... to generate the
" hard evidence" school boards want
.. and have
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a right to expect .
Such tests can be used periodically on a limited
basis to provide an interim reading for teachers on
progress toward minimal goals.
It becomes clear, at this point, that the administra tion has an important function because such "baby
research '' can not usually be organized and carried
out by classroom teachers.

TEACHERS LEARNING FROM TEACHERS
One of the largest and most successful organized
programs focusing on professional growth in mathematics was the Miller Mathematics Improvement
program funded by a $500,000 a year appropriation
from the California State Legislature. After several
years , the annual appropriation failed to remain in
the final budget. The Center for the Improvement of
Mathematics Education (CIME) was established and
is successfully carrying on the program without State
funds.
Each summer , from 750 to 1,000 elementary
teachers participate in workshops in several centers
around the state. For two weeks they are involved
in intensive workshop activities. Credit is granted
by the University of California Extension, several
state colleges or by private colleges in the vicinity
of each workshop.
The staff of 40 leaders for these workshops , with
few exceptions, are elementary classroom teachers!
And these are not " teachers teaching teachers" as a
current slogan goes: rather , the staff has as its goal
the ful lest involvement of every participant in searching for more effective teaching strategies.
In a summer workshop in San Jose (1972) " telling time·· in the primary grades was being discussed.
··some get it and some don't"
.. " It's too hard for
6 and 7 year olds "
. "Most 8 year olds pick it up
whether it's taught or not. "

A first grade teacher reported her experience.
" I got a digital electric clock and a standard electric clock with hands , and synchronized them . I
made it plain to all the children I would under no condition talk about the clocks.
"That worked like a charm . Children would cluster around the clocks and talk about them . Before
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the year was over , all the children who wanted to
tell time - and that was more th an half - learned.
" If each teacher had such a pair of clocks . think
of the tim e and angu ish we could save ourselves .
a 'teachin g machine ' of the most effective kind. "
This is not teachers teaching
teachers learning from teachers.
"Profe ssional growth .. will

teachers

-

become a reality

it's

as

classroom teachers and their principals and other
curriculum leaders join wit h parents to focus on
what can be done to help children learn more mathemati cs. It will not happen by importing expertise
once in awhile in the currently popular fashion. Even
the best " outside assistance " has a half-life of a
week un less the people who work with children keep
talking about what's going on in their own labora tories - where children are learning - in the class rooms and at home.
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A Central Focus
(This section is from Drill and Practice at
the Problem Solving Level- An Alternative.)
Curriculum Development Associates has a funda mental commitment to emphasize the relationship
between staff development and curriculum development. Curriculum materials alone are not sufficient
to achieve educational change . Instructional mater ials must support and encourage teachi ng that is
responsive to both the cognitive and affective huma n
needs of learners . Teachers and parents who understand the design and purpose of the curriculum and
who are in agreement with the theory of learning
which underli es it are in control of the personalization of the learner's experien ce.
Recogn1z1ng the important role of the teacher, administrators and parents in the whole process of educational change, CDA has made staff development
an integral part of the total process of curriculum
development and di ssemination.
In the area of mathematics, more than in any other
area of the curriculum, "o utsid e experts" are called
in to "give In-Service Traini ng." And the "expertise"
brought to the teachers and supervisors is "more
background in mathematics."
The assumption is,
that to tea ch mathematics more effectively to young
children, all you need is to know more mathemati cs:
a patently absurd idea . .. and, of course, parents
are completely ign ored.
Very few cur ri culum generalists feel competent to
provide leaders hip in the area of mathematics. Th ey
were frightened away by "Modern Math " and have
not found a way to get back to urgent needs fo r innovation in the mathematics curriculum.
The " expertise " we need is insight int o ways
young children learn - not "le arn mathematics" simply the way young children learn ' And this expertise is available in every schoo l, in every district
and in every community. The initial task is to direct
thi s know-how into helping children lear n the mathematics a ll teachers and parents know but can't communicate. And, if thi s becomes manageab le, the math ematical hor izons will broaden.

ACTION WORKSHOPSIN CALIFORNIA
During that 1973-74 academic year "actio n workshops" were held on the west coast focus ing on
Drill and Practice at the Problem Solving Level as
a usef ul tool for initiating efforts to encourage ski ll
development and positive attitudes toward mathemat ics on the part of elementary school chi ldre n.
More than 2,000 teachers, pr inci pals and othe r adminis t rators, school board members and parents
participated . In most workshops opportu nity for
earning college credit was provided fo r those who
wanted it.
Often the work-shops had th e character of the beginnings of an "ongoing"
peer gro up staff devel opment. A first session began with exploring new activities and evaluating them in terms of learn ingteaching situations. In th is fi rst session, participants
finally selected several activ ities tha t seemed most
appro p riate for the learne rs who would test the m.
In the two or three weeks between sessions, the
participant s would involve chil dren in the act ivities
selected and keep notes of interesti ng resu lts - successes, failures, mod if ications that grew out of experien ces, and anecdo tes t hat suggested th e learn·
er's attitudes toward t he activities.
The second session began wit h shar ing experi ences , which often had some f lavo r of "s how and
tel I." Diffi culties reported prompted suggestions
from others and often led to d iscussion of generally
troublesome problems; such as how to get past the
barrier some children raise when they are faced with
mathematics of any kind.
The latter part of th e second session was similar
to the latter part of the firs t; plans to try new activities or to try modifications of those already int roduced.
Where local leadership was involve d in these workshops , they became simpl y t he fi rst two episodes in
an ongoing peer gro up effo rt.

PRINCIPALS ASSUME LEADERSHIP
IN OREGON
In th e summ er of 1973, the N.S.F. suppo rted Ore-
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gon Math Education Council joined with the elementary school principals' organiz at io n in that state
to hold two one-week workshops, one at La Grande
in Eastern Oregon and the other at Eugene.
Each workshop spent two days invol ved in learn ing more about Drill and Practice at the Problem

Solving Level and familiari zin g themselves with the
tapes prepared for teachers by Dr. J. Richard Suchman.
The 150 participating principals began to see the
problems of " elementary schoo l mathematics" from
a new standpoint. They began to see more deeply into
some of the obstacles their teachers had been trying
to overcome: and, at the same time, they began to
see they had precisely th e understanding and organizat ional expertise needed to generate "peer
group" staff dvelopment in th eir own buildings (for
which teach ers could earn college credit, if they
wanted it). The notion that lack of success in mathematics education was a " content" problem requiring
"additiona.l training in math emati cs" , was replaced
by an understanding that good old-fashioned arith
metic needed to be presented in ways that showed
deep respect for what teachers and parents already
know about ways in which children learn. They began to realize that there were simple, inexpensive
learning materials already available to help teachers
and parents develop more effective teaching-learning
strategies.
The principals recognized that the need for ongoing evaluation of results can only be met by close
participation of supervisors and principals with their
professional staffs. They faced up to their responsibility to provide support and encouragement and
counsel for their classroom teachers and participating parents who are continually involved in the process of developing, testing and refining new str ategies.
This group of pr inc ipals developed a deeper understanding that a successful peer-group effort of
any kind depends on the day.to-day involvement of
the natural leadership in that local group the
principal - and not on outside "experts" and " advisers."
Upon returning to th eir di stricts, many of the principals involved in the workshops proceeded to help
initiate "peer group" programs for professional
growth.

A DISTRICT-WIDE PROGRAM
In the fall of 1973 , Jacksonville , Florida recognized the urg ency of improving basic mathematics
skills on the part of element ary school children. They
felt a real need for staff development, and created an
impl ement ation model for CDA Math which would
utili ze local resources and meet their particular goals.

I participated in an initial two .day session with the
support of several staff development consultants from
CDA. Key leadership people at the district level were
trained in CDA Math, and they began to create their
plan for implementation.
Shortly thereafter,

a course based on Drill and

Practice at the Problem Solving Level was initiated
at Jackso nvil le University. Sixty elementary and sec•
ondary teachers and "resource teachers'' partici-

pated. Three semester hours credit were available
for this course. After they were trained, those 60
teachers became the in-service leaders for the sch ool
system. They in turn conducted staff development
workshops for approximate ly 400 teachers . T hese
workshops met for two hours , once weekly , for fourteen weeks, and teachers who participated gained
"master plan" in-service credits which could be
applied to cert ificate renewa l requirements.
Many
of the teachers who enro lled in the in-service course
also implemented the CDA primary mathematics program in their classrooms. According lo reports from
the leadership group, feedback from teachers using
the materials has been overwhelmingly favorable.
Prior to implementing

the CDA Math program, the

Jacksonville schoo l system had defin ed a comprehensive set of performance objectives for students in
elementary mathematics. Those who were trained in
the COA approach keyed the math materials to the
performance obJectives and are using the CDA curriculum and methodology as the means to achieve
those objectives. Thus the mathematics program is
being centered on the CDA curriculum and the unique
staff development program designed for Jacksonville
teachers by the leadership group in cooperation with
CDA.

A PERSONALEXPERIENCE
Several years ago, I participated in weekly seminars of classroom teachers and interested parents
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who expressed a genuine desire to know more about
the ' 'New Math. "
The participants
listened patiently through the
first session as they were introduced to " new terminology" and " new topics. " But I knew we were
already bogged down.
What to do7

are the same , such as :

tffij

or

For no particular reason
standard doodler
style I put an extra box on each example . so
they looked like this:

That night I was doodling on a napkin as the gloom
kept closing in. I had been thinking a bit about
magic squares, and wrote out two classic examples
-one of the order 3 (a 3 by 3 arrangement) and one
of the order 4 (a 4 by 4 arrangement).
Then . for no reason other than compulsive

?

E5

15

14

4

8

I

6

12

6

7

9

3

5

7

8

10

II

5

4

9

2

13

3

2

16

9

16

I

3

4

8

12

_J

curi-

osity , I wondered why I had never considered magic
So I
squares of the order 2 (a 2 by 2 arrangement).
d rew such a grid - and the napkin looked like this:
I

7

The sums of all rows . columns , and diagonals must
be the same number.
Try it for 2 by 2 arrangements:

EEEEEEEE
Do you run into trouble 7

There's no question
written in those boxes -

about what ought to be
6, 10 and 20, respectively.

All the doodles " worked" the same way. So, try
to invent one that won't "work." Try big numbers ;
try fractions; call for help from negative and positive
integers. Failure 1
This is how " Cross Number Puzzles " were born .
The next session with the teachers and parents
began with a few examples I had thought up that
"worked " ; the entry in the extra box was in no doubt.
They all "work".

~~

~ ~
' 'All right. Now, take out pencil and paper and
see if you can find others that work .''

Well , it is rather easy to satisfy the condition that
the sum for all rows and columns be the same num ber.

In a short time , volunteers began to report successes . Each was put up on the chalkboard until
it was full .

But the diagonals are stubborn . Start with the
diagonals having th 2 same sums:

Disarmingly easy . But the participants were no
longer listening politely.
They were buzzing; the
"noise level" was rising.

~3

ill?
4

6

~16

24
8

12

~10
~16

3 23

Rather conclusive evidence that the only magic
square of the order 2 is one in which all numbers

"Well , since this is so easy, maybe the investigation ought to be widened , to find
won 't work."

examples

that

The noise level settled down. Quiet prevailed.
Then the buzzing started. Finally someone had
the courage to assert, "It ' s impossible! "
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As soon as this claim was made, there was an ar gument. "No , it isn 't 1" And the counter-example was
given ; it included a computational error! Laughter.
Big numbers were tried. Common fractions , decimal fractions , positive and negative integers were
tried. But each example " worked " if the arithmetic
was right.
The teachers in the workshop were urged to present this little surprising experience to their classes;
and it was agreed that the next session would begin
with reports about what happened .
The entire format of this series of seminars was
revamped that night . Thereafter, each meeting would
begin with reports about what happened in the classroom, and it would end with a discussion of an idea
to explore during the intervening week .
The enthusiasm generated was infectious. Soon
my role had changed to that of a "moderator."
And
the children in the cla sses of these teachers received
a new look at arithmetic.
The Cross Number Puzzle grew up as new facets
were explored in many classrooms. Wednesday night
reporting sessions were exciting.
A question arose: Does the puzzle --work" only for
addition 7 No one knew, but everyone wanted to find
out. This investigation led to the surprising result
that. with a few rough spots to avoid ( or plow
through), it "worked" in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division . For example :

+
2

3

9

4

5

3

2

5

7

12

5

7

8

15

4

5

10

24

6

4

7

7

4

2

2

2 35 70

6

3

2

3

X
2

A "rough spot"' occurs in subtraction . Either
you must plan ahead or be ready to employ positive
and negative integers and zero . Another happens in
division. Either you must plan ahead or be ready to
divide by a fraction .

Teachers reported that the children were anxious
to fill sheets of papers with examples they made up
themselves-testing,
testing , testing-searching
for
an example that wouldn't " work ." They soon gave
up hope of finding a counter -example-involving
small numbers . But would big numbers behave in
the same way 7 Would common fractions and decimal fractions and " mixed numbers" follow the same
rules 7 Pupils pushed their study out to the edges of
their computational abilities and began stretching,
wanting to move into new areas of computation.
These investigations were interesting to children a11d
involved the very practice in computation that leads
to proficiency.
The seminar participants
began to see mathematics from a new view point-as
a fascinating
search for relationships that aren 't obvious at first.

CURRICULUM MATERIALS, STAFF
DEVELOPMENTAND DISSEMINATION
Traditionally, dissemination has been in the hands
oi salesmen. advertising agencies, and profit-moti vated publishers.
Staff development has been a
concern of educators who genera Ily shy away from
published materials of instruction . For the most
part, "in -service training " has become synonymous
with more " methods courses ." Recently, "action
workshops" have become popular . but they are often
no more than sessions on "how to make your own
material" for a single high - interest activity . "How
to teach" discussions maintain a professional aloof ness from specific curriculum materials .
Yet it is hard to disagree with the notion that the
most effective staff development must be vitally concerned with the materials that teachers and parents
are using with their children . Theory gets carried
into practice only when it has something to say about
more effective use of materials that are in the hands
of the learners. "Action workshops" would be more
helpful if they were addressed to working with basic
curriculum materials rather than to interesting side
trips.
If staff development must be centrally con cerned
with materials of instruction , then professional educators must become less "publisher shy... At the
same time , they must be careful to select curriculum
materials that are the most appropriate for children .
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This is a tough new assgnment, and the problem is
made even more difficult by the fact that most basic
materials of instruction are not appropriate for chil dren , especially in mathematics.
Curriculum
Development Associates decided to
hire no salesmen and use no advertising agencies .
It chose to look to the education professiona I-to
those whose main interest is professional growth and
staff development-for
support in the dissemination
of the curricula they publish. To be successful in
this effort, CDA knew it would have to publish only
materials that met the highest educational standards .
Thus far , CDA has published Man: A Course of
Study, a curriculum created by the Education Devel opment Center under the leadership of Jerome
Bruner , and the CDA Elementary Mathematics program , created by the Associates themselves. The
suc cessful dissemination of Man: A Course of Study
is a matter of record. Central to the dissemination
effort has been the International Faculty for Man: A
Course of Study, a core group of professional educators in school systems and colleges and universities throughout the world who have a commitment
to this curriculum , and who organize and conduct
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workshops and seminars to introduce this outstanding curriculum to other educators . The International
Faculty supports the staff development requisite that
CDA has made an integral part of every implementaton of Man: A Course of Study.

A dissemination model patterned, in part, after
this first successful model is emerging for the CDA
Mathematics program. We are beginning to build an
International Faculty for CDA Mathematics from a
core of dedicated professionals who are committed
to the program and its philosophy . These faculty
members will support the staff development requirement that CDA has once again made an integral part
of implementation of the mathematics program .
Through the International Faculty, CDA can provide professional services directed toward helping
teachers and school districts break through to better
elementary school mathematics. CDA has complete
confidence that the education profession will wetcome this pioneering effort and recognize curriculumbased staff development as a valid professional
dissemination model requiring the commitment of
educators to bring about constructive educational
change.
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Strategies
Feature articles in the Wall Street Journal (May 31,
1973) and in Newsweek (June 25, 1973) reported
that " math scores are declining" on a nationwide
scale. Both suggested that " new math" is responsible. Morris Kline, in his recent book, Why Johnny
Can't Add, places responsibility on "the new-math
people."

doing everyday arithmetic was everybody's responsibility. Today, machines are doing more and more of
our arithmetic for us. Thus a powerful social motivation to develop arithmetic skills has, to a significant
degree, faded into the past.

That "math scores are declining " is indisputable
evidence that we, as a profession, are not meeting
the minimum requirements society has set for us.
But finding "the culprit" is dangerously simplistic
and, in this case, leads away from finding basic
causes. The problem is much more complex-and
"new math" is only one of several factors that has
contributed to the serious problem we face todayone of the least significant factors.

Over the same two decades there has been a shift
in elementary schools from a policy of "promotions"
based on achievement to a policy called "social promotions" based on age and without regard for
achievement. Many of us learned our addition facts
and multiplication tables because we had to. The
threat of being "held back" or "failed" is no longer
available as a prod for reluctant learners . Children
today have an option not to learn. Thus, another
motivation teachers used with varying degrees of
effectiveness in the past has been taken from them.

A somewhat wider perspective takes into account
other and more significant causes of our growing
failure to meet society's expectations . Consider some
of those causes .

FACTORONE
Over the past two decades, there has been a dramatic shift in the everyday image of arithmetic.
Today , we live in a world in which arithmetic is done
for us. A trip to the supermarket provides clear evidence of this. With the advent of "unit pricing" the
transformation is almost complete. And the final act
at the checkout counter-determining
the amount
of change due the customer-is
done by a machine .
The little store around the corner-mecca
for children in an earlier day-is
long gone ... and with it
the powerful motivation for young children to learn
arithmetic. Everywhere , computations are done for
us by machines so reliable there is no point in checking the answers they print out.
Adding machines and other calculators have become common household appliances. Electronic
pocket-sized computers have broken the $50 .00 price
barrier and plans are underway to push the price
below $25.00. What sophisticated cash registers and
unit pricing have done inside the supermarket, pocket
calculators are doing on the outside. Not long ago,

FACTOR TWO

The motivational pattern has changed in these
two respects-machines
do our everyday arithmetic
and children are promoted regardless of their progress toward stated goals. And both of these changes
are irreversible.
Electronic equipment will invade
our lives more deeply , and few children will ever
again be stigmatized as failures by being held back
in school. Any program to improve math scores then,
must find new motivations-new
answers to the
question: "Why should I learn to add?"

FACTOR THREE
Now let "new math" make its entrance. It was
not conceived to replace motivations that had paled.
Rather , it was born with Sputnik when the Russians
beat us into space .
Tremendous amounts of money were made available by the government through the National Science
Foundation for developing new mathematics curriculum and training specialists.
Listening to mathe maticians and turning a deaf ear to the judgements
of classroom teachers , the SMSG (School Mathematics Study Group) led the "new math" revolution.
They set about to "clean up" mathematics; first in the
high school curriculum, then the junior high, the
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intermediate, and finally
garten curricula .

the primary

and kinder-

At no point along the way could they show that
their "good mathematics" in elementa ry schoo l text books was contributing toward improved scores on
standardized achievement tests. In fact. evidence
indicated quite the opposite. Elementary teachers
were overwhelmed. They tried to find out why kindergart ner s should talk about "equivalent sets" and
why first grade rs should be confronted by " expanded
notation" and "the associative principle." As long
as SMSG had laundered the content. it was the thi ng
to teach . Supporters of SMSG controlled the leadership and the policy of t he Nati onal Counci l of Teachers of Mathematics.
By administrative decision, one d istrict after another "went into the new math." SMSG enthusiasts
from the col leges came down to t ell teachers how to
handle this new curriculum and to provide classroom
teachers with " mo re adequate mathematical bac kgrounds."
Local curriculum leaders. especially principals, did not feel qua lif ied to becom e involved and
turne d tow ard administrative arrangements in hope
for change. Almost everyone was con fused: teachers.
admi ni strators , parents cind chil dren, and few dared
to admit it.

FACTOR FOUR
Gradually. after the usual 4 to 10 years textbook
publishers need to reflect popular innovations, materials of instruction have cemen t ed "new math" int o
th e elementary school curr icul um . Many teacher s saw
no way ou t but to shelve their "o ld fashioned " ways
and let the textbook tak e over .
As a conseq uence , when g iven the task of sub tracting 2 5 fr om 68, f irst grade child ren are tau ght
to do th e foll owing:

68 ::

~+0

- 25 =-~-

[8

--

(25=20-5

?)

Please try to im agi ne what must be done to persuade
young ch ildr en to conceptualize such an abstr act ion .

Some authors in troduce parentheses to m inim ize
the difficu lty :

68 =

-25 = -( ~ +

0)

And please try again to imagine what cajol ing it
must take to get children t o write what looks li ke

"8

+ 5 = 3."

If you could somehow overcome these serio us nota ti onal difficulties and reach 43 at th e end of the
rout e, it is st ill absurd t o expect a six yea r old child
43" because each of
to believe tha t "68 - 25
the steps along the way followed log ical pr inciples .

=

FACTOR FIVE
Whi le old motivations were fading into history and
no effort was made to replace t hem, whi le "new
math" was brought in by adm inistra tive decree . and
while textbooks were gearing up to reflect th e fruits
of the revo luti on in content, IP\ ( Ind ividually Prescr ibed Instruct ion) made it s appearance.
Most class room teachers have discove red that t he
"management system" (IPI, etc .) imposed on them
are institutiona lizin g basic approac hes to teach ing
mat hematics t hat have already fa il ed - math scores
have decl ined st eadi ly for 15 years. Teacher com pla ints are met by accusations that teac hers don't
want to be "accountab le ." But it is manifestly wrong
to ask t eachers to be acco untab le and the n presc ribe
an approach which th ey know has fail ed in the past .
This is not to say that teachers know of appro aches
t hat will meet th e goals of skill development that
have been set and reverse the downwa rd tendency in
test scores. The experien ce of many teacher s has
conv inced them that simply imp osing a " manage ment system" on a textb ook-orie nted cu rric ulu m
will not prod uce th e des ir ed resu lt s.
The Wall Street Journal and Newsweek seem to
suggest th at maybe we got a litt le off the track with
"n ew mat h" and th at it's probab ly t im e to jump back
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on. They simply haven't done their homework.
math " is only one of the contributing factors.

"New

SUGGESTEDGUIDELINES
Let's reiect any " new-math-is-the-culprit"
judgement and face up to the problems of reversing a
trend that has moved us away from what society
expects of its elementary schools.
The purpose of this chapter is to suggest some
guidelines that reiect the traditional
notion of a
" fixed curriculum" and look toward its opposite the "unfinished curriculum."
These suggestions are
made with a full realization that we must take into
account the historical developments that have led
to a deplorable situation. No "bandaid approach" is
realistic: rather, we must perform major surgery.
Let 's start with an outline of broad proposals and
then fill in some specifics behind each one, remembering that the goal of CDA Math is to find ways of
returning mathematics to the entire community .
I. We can begin showing new deep-seated respect
for classroom teachers· judgements about what is
appropriate for young children-respect
for the tactics teachers have developed and tested and refined
in the past while working with children in their own
classrooms.
II. We can help build a theory of learning that uses
terms teachers already understand-a
theory that is
based on what teachers already know about the ways
in which children learn.
Ill. We can create expanding resources of people,
materials and activites from which teachers can draw
to meet ther neecls.
IV. We can redefine content and base it squarely
on the mathematics which teachers and parents
already know and use.
V. We can find a solution to the dilemma facing
teachers in the area of skill development. They know
that they do not provide enough drill and practice and
that the drill and practice they do provide turns children away from mathematcs. They are confronted
with the situation that "not enough is already too
much, " and they need to find a way out.
VI. We can create conditions under which school
principals and others concerned with instruction and

curriculum development can with confidence once
again fulfill their responsibilities in the area of elementary school mathematics, including ongoing staff
development. They can help groups of teachers plan
and carry out periodic checks to demonstrate children's progress, at least toward that achievement
which standardized tests are designed to measure .
VII. We can encourage colleges to drop their attitude of academic detachment and search for ways to
participate more fully in an effort to meet society's
minimum requirements of skill development and to
move on toward more demanding goals.

PROPOSALI
The --unfinished curriculum'" starts with the ideas
and materials and activities teachers have devised
over the years to help them communicate mathematics as they understood it. When " modern math"
shattered whatever confidence teachers had, these
devices were shelved, but not forgotten. These home spun tactics had been developed. tested in the classroom. and revised in response to children 's needs.
The aforementioned article in the Wall Street Journal
reports that Lee Mahon, curriculum director for San
Francisco City Schools , said: "Most San Francisco
teachers seem to feel the new-math textbooks should
be put in the closet and left there." She commented
that most teachers have replaced the texts with mime ographed math lessons they have written themselves.
The newspaper also reports that classroom teachers
throughout the nation are in rebellion against standa rd te xtbooks .
If classroom teachers are once again urged to trust
their own professional judgement and use strategies
and tactics they feel are appropriate for their children,
they will revive the best out of their past experience
and welcome new ideas that are useful in helping to
meet society 's minimum requirements. As teachers
uncover both old and new resources and try them in
their classrooms, children 's reactions will be a determining factor in decisions about what is effective ,
what needs reshaping , and what needs to be discarded. Teachers are continually growing and children
have various and changing needs. Consequently, the
curriculum will never be "finished " and no two curricula will be precisely alike.
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PROPOSAL II
In creating and build ing thei r own curriculum,
teachers and their local support leadership need a
rationale far more explicit than hunches and guesses.
They need a theo ry of learning that is simple, widely
inclusive and illuminating.
Such a theory will be discussed later in sections
under " learning theory."

PROPOSAL 111
Everyone is encouraged to learn that essentially
all elementary arithmetic can be summarized in very
simple terms:
• arithmetic starts with counting and recording
the results of counting.
• arithmetic is especially concerned with fou r
basic experiments: addition , subtraction , multiplicatio n and division.
• arithmetic is a continual search for reliable
ways to avoid one-by-one co unting .
Teache rs and parents will welcome the notion that
"pencil and paper arithmetic" can be introduced as
a convenient way to keep track of experiments with
real thin gs. Here are some formats tha t might be
used in performing these basic experiments and for
keeping records of both the expe riments and the ir
outcomes:
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Fig 3
The addition experiment (see fig. 1) and record
keeping include these steps : 1) Put some objects in
th e large so lid-l ine frame-th e one on t he left. 2) In
the sma ll box below th e frame, writ e the number of
objec t s in th e frame . 3) Put some other objects in

the frame on the right and record the num ber of
objects in the small box below the frame. 4) Find
the total number of obJects used and record th at number in the li tt le box on the right-the
double line box.
The subtraction expe rimen t (see fig. 2) and record
keeping include these steps: 1) Put some objects in
the doub le-line frame-the
frame on the left. 2) Record the numbe r in the double-l ine box below. 3)
Move as many coun ters as you want to the brokenline frame-the
one on the right-and
record t hat
solid line box
numbe r. 4) In the box on the right-a
-show the number of counters left in the frame on
the left.
The multiplication experiment (see fig. 3) and record keepin g include t hese steps: 1) Put as many
counters as you want (including none) in one of the
broken -line frames. 2) Report that num ber in t he
solid-line box. 3) Put the same number of counters
as th ere are in the f irs t frame in as many broken-l ine
frames as you want . 4) Note the number of brokenline frames used in the sma ll broken -line box after
the " x" sign. 5) In the double-line box on the right
of the " = " sign, show the to tal number of counters
used.
The div ision exper iment (see fig. 3) and record
keeping include these steps: 1) Start with as many
counters as you like . 2) Record the number in the
double-line box to the left of the " = " sign. 3) Place
check marks above as many large broken-l ine frames
as you want to use. 4) Record the number in the
small broken- line box. 5) Dist rib ute as many of the
counters as possib le in the large frames already
checked so there are the same number in each fr ame.
6) In the small solid-line box to the right of the" = "
sign, repo rt the number of count ers in each large
frame and the number left ove r, if any. For example ,
if eleven counters wer e chosen at th e beginn ing and
four large fr ames were checked , the experiment would
be repor ted th us:

r- ,
I

4

I

L - ...,

=

03
2

As soon as a child can record t hese procedu res.
he can make up his own examples to sat isfy his own
sty le and incl inat ions. He understands the conce pts
of addit ion , subtract ion , mu lti pl icat ion and d ivisi on
of whole numbers.
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As teachers use this and sim ilar formats and procedures for getting children invo lved in the four basic
operations, they begin to see "pencil and paper ar ith metic" in a new light. It is a means for recording
what the learner has done with t hings - a way of
describing an experiment and its outcome.
It is signif icant to note that teach ers are helping
children learn their arithmetic in the world of things
and there is no separation between "computat ions "
and "applications."
It is apparent to th em t hat no
separation will develop as long as what happens with
things remains the final acbiter of what's "right" and
" wrong " - of what's reasonable and un reasonable
in arit hmet ic. With this approach, ''mysteries" cannot develop, and common sense is enshrined as
ar ithmetic 's Solomon.

PROPOSAL
IV
As teachers are give n the opportunity and urged
to build their own "unfinished curriculum", they welcome all resources that provide materia ls and suggest activities for them to try with children. And, 1f
they are equipped with some explicit theory of learning, they can make discrim inating cho ices.
Teachers are painfully aware that standard textbooks are devoid of approp riate ideas and activities
for young children . The self-confidence of some
teacher s has been so completely shattered that they
cl ing to the published "scope and sequence" in a
text. Given time, and the example of t heir peers
who are already building their own curricula, they
too will begin to rely on their own ab ility to decide
what meets the needs of their ch ildren.
It is understandable that publishers know th at their
primary goals and purposes are determined by the
law of the marketplace . It would be an economic
mistake to depart very far from "series" that have
been selling. Each cautiou s revision is submitted t o
the sales force and marketing division for f inal
decisions. Any alter ati on in format must be cost
accounted carefu lly, so the profit factor can be main tained .
. But it must be possible for some group , large or
small, to demonstra te tha t it is econo mica lly feas ible
to produce mater ials tailored to the needs of teachers
and ch ildr en. At the risk of appearing to personal ize
this issue-but with th e strong convict ion that one's
"remembered experience " is a strong and legiti mate

way to ill ustra te a point -let
me share with you an
experience I had with two dist inguished colleagues
several years ago. Developing Insights into Elementary Mathematics was designed by it s authors, Wirtz ,
Bebe rman and Botel , to test this hypot hesis. Developing Insights is a set of resource s fro m which teachers can choose t hose which are most appropria te for
use in the classroom. Teachers are given rights to
reproduce the materia ls from the masters provided .
The authors prepared page-by-page comments fo r
teachers . Both volumes were submitted to severa l
leading publishers in the form of camera-ready ar tall set fo r the final step in p rint ing.
One by one, the publishers reached
c lusion - it ' s not in the best interest
lishers to grant reproduction rights to
would mean the sale of only one book
-and no need ever to rep lace it 1

the same conof book pubteachers . That
per classroom

So the authors printed it themselves and submitted it for adopt ion in California. It was adopted by
the state and f urn ished without charge to every
teacher, first throu gh eighth grade.
This encouraged the authors to crea te Curricu lum
Development Associates, Inc ., an organization dedicated to publishing and d issemin ati ng those materials th at big book companies shy away from , even
though th ose materials are needed by teac her s.
In the area of mat hematics , CDA has gone on to
deve lop and publish a second set of resource books
for t eachers and CDA Primary Math - whic h is an
example of an unfin ished curr icul um.
In the area of social studies , CDA publishes t he
NSF-sponsored Man : A Course of Study developed by
Education Development Center with leade rship from
Jerome Brune r. This power fu l curric ul um had been
rejected by all leading publishers because it includes
a seri ous commitment to staff deve lopment . It is
economically feas ible to produce mate rial s teachers
need in a format th at provides a wide var iety of
cho ices .
Such curricula have clear and ident ifiab le designs, yet teachers understand them well eno ugh to
have a sense of control over t he mate rials. The nat u re
of the materials invites them to adapt , modify, and
go beyond the ori gin al cu rr iculum structure. This is
the paradox of the unfinished curri culum: because it
has a finite clar ity, it cr eates cond itions fo r infinite
modification.
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Testing
Very early on , someone, be he skeptic, realist or
antagonist, will remind us that "test scores" standardized achievement test scores- are stacked
against any effort that departs from tradition . Stand:
a rd ized achievement tests a re institutiona Iized trad i ·
tion and will stand as a barrier to change .
This is a strange mixture that must be sorted out.
Standardized achievement tests are, in a very real
sense, society's way of setting minimum standards
for progress in what it calls "mathematics" or "arithmetic."
We accept that as fact. The people who pay the
bills have a right to set standards for those they employ to help children "measure up."
What do "test scores" show over the past decade?
Everyone knows for the past fifteen years those
scores have been declining . (See Wall Street Journal,
May 31, 1973; and Newsweek, June 25 , 1973.)
So, traditional approaches have failed to produce
expected test resu Its .
Now, let's get back to our vision. Suppose we attribute this failure to show satisfactory standardized
achievement scores to the fact that the mathematics
offered children is both dull and too hard, and risk
the assertion that mathematics made interesting
and easy would lead to better standardized achievement test scores - what can the skeptics and realists and antagonists say?
"Show us"

..

is their logical challenge .

So, our vision can move toward reality only as we
can help children perform at a level beyond the
expectancies on standardized achievement tests.
We accept this condition "Go your own way,
but your accomplishments will be judged in our
terms." This is not too unreasonable for us to handle.
Each level of CDA Math - A through F - has two
distinct components (1) Individualized Computation and (2) Patterns and Problems . These organized materials are easily recognized as a "basic
program. " In fact these materials can be used by

those who still feel that a successful mathematics
program requires a textbook.
The title of our resource book, Drill and Practice
at the Problem Solving Level, which is an integral
part of CDA Math further illustrates that attention is
given both to cognitive and affective goals. The first
part of that title is an unabashed call for "drill and
practice" followed by the reservation "at the problem
solving level "
. or , in other words, no return to
pages of unmotivated, repetitious, unrelated examples.
The overall CDA strategy is to focus central atten tion on objectives that lie squarely in the affective
domain.
It this decision seems inconsistent with the tactical approach suggested above, consider for a
moment that it is quite impossible to work successfully toward building positive attitudes toward mathematics and oneself as a learner without development
of skills and acquisition of knowledge.
There may be some useful purpose in considering
the cognitive and affective aspects of human behavior as separable - for discussion, at least. But it is
very hard to imagine a situation in real life in which
skills and attitudes are not inextricably tangled. Negative attitudes impair skill development. Lack of adequate skills leads to feelings of failure.
Considering positive attitudes and skill development are, in effect, two ways of looking at the same
phenomena human learning .
Currently popular " instructiona I management systems" are concerned only with the observable and
measurable cognitive development. They have demonstrated that it is clearly possible to develop curriculum that both fosters negative attitudes toward
mathematics and shatters children 's self-esteem.
Young learners who dislike mathematics populate
the lower quartile when test scores are in. (Only a
few children with unfriendly feelings about numbers
find their way to the top quartile - those who have
been persuaded to bite the bitter bullet .)
But there are no exceptions in the converse situation: all children who enjoy mathematics can be
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found in the upper reaches on any measurement of
skill development and knowledge acquis ition .

Can you mask off all except 6 beans?

If a child has been regularly exposed to mathematics for several years and is stil l on a friendly basis with numbers_, he must have acqu ired more skills
and knowled ge than standardized achi evement test
norms require . (These norms have been sham efu lly
depressed over the years by the performance of large
numbers of children who have learned to dislike
mathematics.)
We wholeheartedly suppor t those pioneers in curriculum development who do not require regular exposure to school mathematics fr om the outset and
are willin g to wait for those times when mathematical
situations arise as part of a less contrived curriculum.
But again, we return to reality . Such a departure
from tradition might reveal that Mary hadn't learn ed
the mathematics by her seventh year that test makers
think she ough t to have learned. And remember that
legislators , schoo l board members and parents want
"better scores" on th oses tests. They show little confidence that Mary has developed powerful methods
to learn what she really wants to learn and feels she
needs to learn.

•
•

•
•

•

Yes! But, what about masking off 7, 8, 9 and 10
beans? ... there are a total of 10 beans.

••
••

•

•
•

•
•
•

Here is a way to keep track of what you can and
can't do. Check the numbers you can mask off and cross out those you can't.
Our efforts

lead to these reco rds:

Thus, our compromise in CDA Math: we provide
organized materials for systematic exposure to a humanized elementary mathematics program . Let's
look at an example of this kind of exposure :
We have 4 beansticks with 1, 2. 3 and 4 beans
glued on them .
or any similar col lection of materials. Put the beansticks in front of you in this way:

••
••

•

•

•
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••
••

•
•

•

•
•

•

Check and cross out again:
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Now, move the beansticks around , perhaps in this
way:

• ••

You need two masks that can be moved in from
either side - your hands, perhaps. Can you move
in masks so you see only 5 beans?
I'\

Two cros sed out add up to four yeses (\ i) and two
noes (x).

''I ~''l
I

•
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This time only one was crossed out. That ' s better.
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Now it's your turn to arrange the sticks and 4 -

1, 2, 3

Try again - th is t ime mak ing your own ar rangement of that particular group of 5 beanst icks.

Hopefully, you can arrange them so that there are
neighbors for all numbers 5 through 10.

Can you find an arrangement so you can mask
out al l numbers of beans 6 through 15?

With pencil and paper you can work at this problem - remembering all the time that beginners have
rea l-l ife beansticks to move arou nd.

That is a prob lem that chi ld ren and adults can
work at together.

Perhaps I ought to admit to you that I have never
found an arrangement that didn't have at least one
cross in its report (b ut don't let that stop you from
looking).

If toge ther you can't find such a comb ination, then
struggle with the prob lem of finding an arrangeme nt
so on ly one of the numbers in the report shows
"can't do."

But, there is an arrangement of 3 sticks 1stick, 2-stick and 3-stick - which has neighbors for
4, 5 and 6 beans.

•
•
•

•

~2

•
•

"Problem solving" in mathematics brings chi ldren
and th eir parents and th eir teachers into the same
arena.

•

I~

4

My private guess is that adu lts th inkin g and work ing at this problem have seldom if ever felt as close
to thei r children as "problem solvers."

5

6

How well can you do with 5 sticks sti ck, 3-stick, 4-stick and 5-st ick?

1-stick, 2-

Th ink backwards now. Is working at these problems - problems not all all demeaning to adu lts preparing children for standard ized achievement
tests?

Here is a sort of natural order:

•
✓

•
•• ••• •••
• •
•

•
•

Had you ever th ought before that adu lt s and children co uld grope ahead toward a solution with such
minimal difference - such closeness? .. : encouraging lots and lots of simp le computation done willingly because they serve an immediate pur pose7

✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓

7

9

12

14

I I IXI I IXI l)(l 1 I
6

1°

If a few parents and teachers are th reatened by
th is, that is their problem ; most parents and teachers
will revel in such int imacy'

15

How do you feel at this point about t he vision of a
breakthrough? What reservations do you stil l have7
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It must be clear now why we invite the use of
standardized achievement tests or CRT's (criterion
referenced tests) to check us for "accountability ."
Any regular exposure to a humanistically designed
mathematics program that places top priority on
developing a positive attitude toward mathematics
and a growing self esteem on the part of the learner
will have equipped him to score high on any reasonable test of computational facility. (He would also ,
of course, more fully reveal his growth on instruments designed to assess growth in his ability to
solve real mathematical problems such as the
criterion referenced "Problem Solving Activities " designed and published by CDA.)
At this point, we repeate the basic objectives of
CDA Math :
1. Our tactics call for careful attention to both
the cognitive and affective needs of children .
2 . Our strategy focuses on the helping to develop
in a learner a positive attitude toward mathematics and a growing self-esteem.
3. We invite outside evaluation with any instrument that represents society's notions of progress.
A mathematics curriculum that places the highest
priority on developing positive attitudes provides
rich opportunities for growth in human terms even
though the results be evaluated with sterile SAT's or
currently fashionable "criterion referenced tests for
mastery of basic skills ."
If staff development effort can show "better results '' on standardized achievement tests it will receive support and guaranteed freedom to work toward other goals that are more exciting and more
challenging.

In most school districts, a "track record " has been
established in terms of some nationally- normed instrument. The outcome of any change or innovation
will be judged in terms of that district's own past results -its
expectancy based on past experience.
If such results are non -existent or too fragmentary,
some standardized instrument can be used as a "pretest" and again as a "post-test" ... to generate the
"hard evidence" school boards want .. and have a
right to expect.
Such tests can be used periodically, on a limited
basis , to provide an interim reading for teachers on
progress toward minimal goals.
It becomes clear, at this point , that the administration has an important function because such " baby
research " usually can not be organized and carried
out by classroom teachers .
Instruments to evaluate development of attitudes
toward mathematics are difficult to design though
significant progress has been made in this direction .
(See the bank of "criterion referenced " tests by CDA
entitled "Problem Solving Activities" .) But such instruments are not as crucial as one might think.
Since progress in the cognitive and affective domain
are inseparable, we can for the time being use SAT's
to meet two different needs:
a. to demonstrate accountability in the area of
skill development (growth in the cognitive do main), and ...
b. to provide indicators indirectly though quite
reliably of the attitudes of the learners
(growth in the affective domain).
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c. LEARNING

THEORY

A Statement of a Theory
Any serious
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ri c ulum or prov ide for appropriate
should
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reflect a bas ic an d consistent
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le arning theory

belief s about the ways in which children
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Goal
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l. All ideas a child ful ly internalizes must be met
first in the world of three dimensional th ingsthe manipulative world. Later, the same ideas
can be encountered and understood in sketches
and pictures and diagrams - the representational world. Eventually, the child can work
with these same ideas expressed in symbols the abstract world.
2 . All learn ing begins as the senses bring a myriad of data to the mind. Some data is retained,
and the child's memory bank grows - he is
remembering experiences. Soon, a child can
use these experiences to determine relation ships that are not obvious at the outset - he
is solving problems. Eventually, the child himself is able to pose problems and work toward
solving them - he is making independent investigations.

In terms of this the ory. the goal of education is tc,
help children develop a taste for carrying out independent investigations at the abstract level (with increasin g degrees of com pl exity).
Movement from left to right in the matrix is suggested by some of the research of Jean Piaget. Ver tica l movement, from top to bottom, is suggested by
some of the research of Jerome Bruner.
Both movements are hierarch ical, beginn ing with
the child's confron tation with the physical world
around him and moving toward handlin g abstraction,
making mdependen t investigations (and movin g
to higher levels of difficulty) . But movement in those
two directio ns takes place in different ways. with dif ferent tempos, with varying possibilities for productive adult int ervention.

I had occasion to fly with my family to Chica go and
drive through the country-side to my home town. David saw his first "silo."
"What's that?"
"A silo."
"Is that another silo ove r there 7 " and he began
find ing silos in every direction.
"What are si los for?"
From my personal experiences with silos as a
child, I filled David in as best I could.
The peculiar sweet-sour smell of a silo full of feed
corn came back to me .. . but I didn't try to describe
it; perhaps somed ay we could visit a silo.
Confrontat ions with the real world of t hings is an
inund ation of input coming in through all the senses.
Pictures are sterile by comparison unle ss they call
up earlier experiences.
There is another fundamental difference between
manipulative and representational situations.
Two episod es some six or seven years apart helped
me see the differences and its significance (repeated
here from Drill and Practice - an alternative).
I introdu ced Joanne at age 5 to the game of "coloring panes and windows. " There are windows with
1, 2 , 4 and 8 panes. The rule for coloring is that if
you color any pane , you must color all the panes in
that window.
I

-TI

-T--T-

MANIPULATIVETO REPRESENTATIONAL
TO ABSTRACT
Movement from manipulating objects to manip ulating symb ols is gener ally very slow.
The meaning of any abstraction is precisely the
sum total of the experiences that are its referent.
Everyone is familiar with this fac t in language development. A ch ild may learn to say the word "dog"
and spel l it correct ly - and yet it may have no meaning for him. Its meaning depends entirely on his experience with dogs, pictur es of dogs, sto ri es about
dogs, etc.

I

I

•

B

In successive sketches she colored in 1 pane, 2
panes . . and 7 panes . She wanted to color 8 panes
in the sketch and began by coloring the 4-pane window.
I

_l_
I

- .l I
_J. -I

•

B

(after all, this start had worked for 4, 5, 6 and 7
panes.)
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"That's

wrong! .

what

can

finally announce 'I've got it'
. with no historyof
the trials and errors that preceded the achievement."

I do?'·

"Just cross out that window and try again."
She complied

reluctantly.

As she finished coloring

in the 8-pane window, her comment was: "Daddy,

I

don't want to play that game any more"
At that moment, I thought
to Clarence, a 6-year-old

back very many yea rs

boy who was having trou-

ble getting started in school. He was in a group of
"immature children"' who were being considered as
kindergartners.
Clarence was a big boy, usually accounting

Joanne had been drawn
"representational
level"

into an activity at the
and the characteristic

of that level is that there is a history of less than success tu I efforts, because the experiment was recorded
in print.
Had Clarence been asked to "copy the dotted
line" his results might look something like this:

for

more than his share of commotion. He often played
for long periods of time building roads and castles
with Cuisenaire

Rods.

One day his interest in moving the blocks around
became intense. He worked with a purpose. He had
isolated the I itt le 1-centi meter cubes and was moving them around, making adjustment in the position

- a discouraging
the line."

of one cube after another. The following
gests certain stages of his work.

And if Joanne could have met
panes" in a "manipulative
activity"

sketch sug-

have

•
0
O

•• Do •
•
•

Do

0

•

D
D 0

••

been discouraged.

she had

been

you must place a counter on each pane in the window
- and she had started with

• o•

I

_l__

"Seel .

Suppose

"windows and
she would not

asked to place 8 counters on a sketch with the rule
that if you put a counter on one pane of a window

-

•

DD

history of his failures to "stay on

I

. that's the first letter in my name!" And

_ _L -

with but a moment's hesitation, he picked up the
longest rod (10 cm) and placed it next to his ''C''-

I

- .l_
I

•
•
•
•

•

B

She wouldn't have asked what to do to correct her
false start. She would have moved the 4 counters
over and added 4 more:

.,.
•'•
-~-

"and that's the second part of my name."

-+-

eie
-+-e Ie

The teacher asked if he would like to draw the
letters with a pencil. He sure would 1 . . and did. Before he went home that night he could write his name.
It was years later when windows and panes were
the problem that this message from Clarence finally
came through loud and clear to me. "Let me first
meet an activity at the manipulative level where I
can set a goal, work toward it, getting closer -

and

''I got it ...
Children

will

•

B

and now I'm going to try 9 counters."
internalize

fully only those notions

they meet first in a real world context, with input
coming in through all the senses and with complete
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freedom to engage in trial and error-with
no record of the failures that lead to ultimate accomplishment.
Clarence and Joanne are eloquent in their pleas
that we concern ourselves more deeply with the ways
children learn.
We can now see why traditional materials of instruction have contributed to dismal results: they
start with a few pictures and race out to manipulating abstractions abstractions
that have little
meaning because they have such inadequate refer ents.
this.

Positioned in our 3 x 3 matrix, they look like
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mind is literally bombarded by sensory data. In some
fashion he filters this information and retains a portion , adding it to his memory bank ..
"remembering
experiences. "

. the act of

This kind of learning is common to all animalsremembering experiences. A dog remembers where
his dinner bowl is placed , etc.
The human mind is capable of a very different kind
of learning which we refer to as "problem solving ."
We need to define what "problem solving" means
in this context. It does not mean those 25 exercises
on page 42: we refer to them as " examples." They are
a kind of test: Can you perform on command the
tricks you have been taught <,.,1d supposed to remember?
By " problem solving ," we mean working at a situation that is new, bringing remembered experience
to bear on that " problem" in an effort to uncover
something that is not obvious.
An " appropriate " problem is one the solver understands and has sufficient experience to work productively toward a solution.
There is another anecdote described in Drill and
Practice an alternative, that warrants repeating
here.

As we proceed to design alternative materials, we
need to search long and experiment tirelessly to find
appropriate activities and situations at the manipulative levels when any idea is first introduced .

REMEMBERINGEXPERIENCEPROBLEMSOLVING AND
INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION
Movement from top to bottom in our two -dimensional matrix suggests a very different aspect of
learning.
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!Ill/
" Can you pick up 1 bean?"

. .. "Sure ."

"What about 2 beans? . .. 3 beans? ...

4 beans?"

When trying for 4 beans he first picked up the 5stick counted it, and picked up the 4-stick . He
had no trouble with " 5 beans."
"How about 6 beans, Michael?"

s
I

Michael was 6 years old. He was introduced
set of beansticks :

•

• ,.

As the child experiences the world around him his

"Naw on it ."

there's

no stick with that many beans

" But you can pick up more than 1 stick at a time ."
"Oh . .. I got it. "

LEARNING
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"What about 7 beans, Michael?"

posed from outside, but the learner takes over and
solves it in his own way.

He tried several combinations to find one with
just 7 beans. "I got it . .. and now I'm going to try
for 8."

"I got it ...

and now I'm going to try for 9."

He considered each number until he ran out of
sticks. He held up all 5 sticks in one hand answering
"Fifteen: I got it, and that's all there is to it!"
And Michael is in the "mentally
He had been introduced
move around.
them.

retarded"

to 5 beansticks

group

1

he could

He could touch the beans and count

The request for 6 beans and then 7 beans confronted him with problems . At "8 beans " Michael
took over on his own and completed an "independent
investigation."
He demonstrated
convincingly
that beginners,
even though they may have less than usual mental
development showing, can display the full range of
human thinking when they find themselves in an appropriate situation and urged on beyond simply remembering experiences. And he was proud of what
he had done.
Michael may develop very slowly toward operating
comfortably at the abstract level , but that need not
prevent him from experiencing the thrill that awaits
all learners who develop a taste for making inde pendent

investigations.

With the help of our 3 x 3 matrix, we might summarize this movement this way:

Remembered
Experience

At the level of "independent
investigation ," the
learner poses the problem for himself and works toward a solution in his own way. At this most mature
level, learning is a fully internalized process independent of any outside intervention.
As children move to the level of independent investigation they take over responsibility
for their
own continuing education.
As already mentioned, left to right movement in
this 3 x 3 matrix is suggested by the findings of Piaget
and vertical movement by the work of Bruner.
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It is instructive to realize why the reports of these
two seminal thinkers in learning theory seem so
different.
Piaget is an observer interested in the "natural"
development of learning reporting the ways chil dren learn. He sits outside the learning process exercising great care not to "contaminate"
the phenomena he is analyzing.
Bruner , on the other hand, wants to contaminate
the learning process - intervene in and influence it
as effectively as possible finding ways to encourage
learners to make independent investigation a way of
life .

------1

Problem--------<
Solving

Piaget has become firmly convinced that, in the
overall view, children mature slowly, developing according to a kind of natural time table as they move
from sensory awareness of the world about them to
manipulating abstract symbols and finally developing
abstract systems.

P,

Individual
Investigation

At the "remembering experiences" level, all input
comes from outside. The mind is much like a sponge,
soaking up what it can or wants to .
At the "problem

THEORY

solving " level. the problem

is

Bruner looks rather at cultivating the uniqueness
of human thinking the ability to solve problems
and carry out independent study . And, he is keenly
aware that individual learners can, in certain situations, traverse the matrix from top to bottom with
amazing speed.
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~fom Theor)' to Practice
Now, we need to demonstrate th at what may seem
neat at the theore t ical leve l can be transl ated int o
practice:
1. You wil l see the tacti cs CDA Math uses to intro -

duce all basic operations to beginners as a
means of keeping records of arranging and rearranging coun ter s.
2. You will see a represent ati ve activ ity that be
gin s with probl em solving using counters ,
moves to problem solving based on sket ct1es
and th en on to problem solving at the "abstract level.'' Lastly, you will see how CDA
Math approaches prob lem solving in ,;story
problems"

or applicat ions .

the sam e ki nd of performan ce. That's the way it has
been. Of course, all the evidence shows th at this
strategy of teaching for command performances has
fa iled
CDA Math has a very different basic strat egy. We
can sugg est it in over-simplified form in this way :
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This extension of the discu ss ion will deal with a
basi c strategy for moving through t his matrix and
consider examples of tactics that mig ht be used suc cessf ully.
The traditional str ategy, as mentio ned before, is
to intro duce ideas with a few pictures and sketches ,
and then jum p to abstract ions - all at the level of
;'rem embered experience ."
Consequently, arith meti c becomes an exercise in
remembering as many facts and processes as possi ble .. . preparing to "perform on com mand " at the
abstract level.
This is und ersta ndabl e. Such perfor manc e at the
abstract leve l is what standardized achiev ement te sts
are all about It is the goal of schoo l board adminis!ration s and parents. If you are a th ird grad e t eacher ,
you know t he fourth gra de te acher is worried about
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I

We have discussed in the previous secti ons two
basic aspects of learn ing suggested by horiz ontal
and verti cal movement in a 3 x 3 matrix:

R

i

In words: introduce the basic idea s of arithmetic
at the manipulative level; move as soon as possib le
to the probl em solvin g level; and then move acr oss
at this level so eventually children are •·so lving
problems at the abstr act level."
Please note at the outs et tha t our goals are not
th e same as thos e presum ed by the standardized
achievement tests ... but those test goals are more
than satisfactor ily achieved in reach ing our ultimat e
goal. In other words, a child who can do "p roblem
solving " at the abstract level obvi ously mu st be able
to "compute " - he is simply computi ng with a purpose to solv e problems. And along the way he
has pro bably often responded to t he op portunity to
solve problems he made up himself.
Perhaps the followin g diagr am is more suggest ive
of th e ground covered by a child who enters th e CDA
Mat h series:
M
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Traditional textbooks for beginners present some
pictures of objects as referent for moving on quickly
to the manipulation of symbols -to
abstraction.
We
have suggested this program with the following
sketch:
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The formats of Individualized

Computation,

Levels

A1 and A2 are essentially game-boards.

The playing
pieces are counters of any kind. A record form is
Numbers are
given in which to record outcomes.

written
, , -,

to report the results of counting. The signs
,. and indicate four different sets of

directions.
This skill is all children neecl to learn to demonstrate the tact that they understand the basic operations of arithmetic.
They are ready for Individualized
Computations, Levels A 1 and A 2

Solv

Playing pieces are counters of any kind.

A record

oi each episode is kept using numerals (or numbers,
Ind
Inv

"-,

\/

\I.I

whichever sounds better to you).

,-----7

I,

:
Teachers are thus given the full responsibility
to
develop appropriate manipulative activities that will
provide experiences upon which the meaning of later
abstractions depend. Textbook writers seem to feel

that, if they talk about ''manipulative''
in the teachers
manuals and include a picture on the pupil page,
they have fulfilled their responsibilities
_ _ after all,
that's all that can be done on two-dimensional pages.
CDA
ners to
arrange
ords of

Math
use
and
what

has designed materials that ask begina two-dimensional
page as a place to
rearrange objects and for keeping rechappens.

about getting more to go with what he has? ... about
about sharing what
losing or giving away some 7 ...
he t1as, equally?
What the child needs to be encouraged to do rs
verbalize the operations - to formulate the ideas in
his own words before learning "how adults say it."
Early experiences with any idea, at any level, should
include periods of:
-

"Talking

-

a chance to talk about his activities
terested peer or adult,

-

I

L_T_,

_

I

_J

I

L. -

.J

•

I

"Please put some counters in one of the frames
and show how many you used (writing in the small
box below the frame). Put some counters in the other
frame and show how many you used. In the doubleline frame on the right, show how many counters
you used altogether."
The symbol for this game is"

. " and adults com-

plete the record:

+

A student will be ready for this "record keeping"
only after he has internalized the concept of the four
operations.
This undoubtedly happened before the
child came to school. What child does not understand

I

I

r- 3

I
I

... - -

Adults

~

I
I

J

=0

read it "•four plus three equals seven"

but

at first, to use their
ll'hat thf'Y ha1.:e done.

children ought to be encouraged,
Oll'n

language

to 1·erbalize

And now, the children

are encouraged

to play the

game and record what they do using as many counters as they like.
They are truly "in

the driver"s

seat.''

Each child

determines how many counters he or she will use.
Some children will stay with less than 5 in each
frame; others will crowd the frames and find themselves asking "how do you write seventeen?"

Math" as a group,
with an in-

a sheet of blank paper on which to record in his
own way what he has done.

Some will clevelop plans so that one example is
related to another. such as leaving 5 in one frame
and mcreasing the number in the other frame as they
carry out a series of experiments.
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Usually, these plans have a general purpose - not
having to start over from scratch each time; and they
sometimes result in the elimination of one-by-one
counting , thus anticipating what lies ahead of them
in elem entary school arithmetic.
They will encounter no surprises because they
know all there is to know about what we call "addition
of whole numbers." The help they need is genera lly
limited to writing larger numbers to report what they
have done. And the activity is completely "individ ualized" even though some children may have the
same "game board.··
This is a totally new concep t of "pencrl and pape r"
arithmetic . The only "abstraction"
th at arises is
using a code to show what you have done - describ ing what you have done and what you see in front of
you.
Such introduction
with this sketch:

And now that t he learner knows a ll there is to know
about subtraction of whole numbers. he is in the
driver's seat in comp lete command of wh ere he goes .
A third game board for mat is q uite differen t :
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. . In terms of the learnin g theory we are propos ing,
this is a most appropriate beginning.
The second activity uses a very sim ilar gameboard
format. It's designa ted sign is " - ".
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Any ambigu ity 1s reso lved by th e fact th at th e final
report of how many cou nt ers are invo lved is " 12" 1n
both cases:
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"Pleas e put some counters in the frame on the
left , and show the num ber of coun ter s you are using ;
move some of those counter s (including all or none)
to the other frame, and report this number moved ;
fin ally. in the box on the right , report t he number left
in th e start ing frame. "
Adult s read a f inal re por t such as

0

I

1 7

L.:J

I

•

_j
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I

" Please dec ide how many coun ters are go in g to be
placed in each of how many frames: and note these
plans in the repo rt form s." such as

,----7
I I
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L ____
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I
I
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T his can be read in two different ways : 4 counters
in each of 3 frames or 4 frames with 3 counters in
each . When carr ied out. thes e possib le res ults will
occur:
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to ar ithmetic can be suggested
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as "seven minus t hree equals four " but before we
use adult lang uage , the chi ld ought to be encouraged
to describe the experience in his own way .
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Children should be encoura ged to descr ibe what they
have done in th eir owr1words.
Stop a moment to t hi nk abou t this q uesti on: at
what t ime in a ch il d 's deve lopment is t his activit y
approp riate 1

4

If we look it up in the standard sco pe and seque nce
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chart, it is reserved for those few children who reach
the last chapter in the second grade text; but most
children encounter it in the middle or later part of the
third grade text . . and in both cases they are asked
to understand what's going on with only a few pictures and lots of words.
If " appropriateness" is the central criteria for determining "scope and sequence"in curriculum design,
"multiplication"
is an activity for beginners . . as
soon as they begin recording the results of what they
do with things . Later the activity can move to the
representational
levels, considering sketches, diagrams, and pictures. When the learner eventually
uses symbols alone, they are generalizations for a
common aspect noticed in many and varied previous
experiences.
The final kind of exper iment in the sequence we
are outlining uses a game board very much like that
last one and the symbol fo r it is "~- ' ' .
,-
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Again , the learner steps into the driver's seat by
making up his own experiments, carrying them out
and reporting the results. He knows all there is to
know about the operation of dividing whole numbers.
The main content of Individualized Computation,
A1 and A2 is performing these four basic experiments
with objects and noting results. It recognizes that
children already understand the four basic "concepts" involved, but need help and experience in
keeping records that accurately report those experi•
ments.
This general tactic can be placed in our learning
theory matrix in this way:
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The arrows suggest that very early some chi ldren
move out on their own - toward "abstraction" and
tow ard "independent investigation."

"Please start with as many counters as you like,
such as 11, and keep a note of that by writing '11'
in the small box on the left ; decide how many frames
to use, and report that choice in the small box after
the ' -: ', such as:

"Please distribute the 11 counters in the three
frames , ending with the same number of counters in
each frame:"
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... if one tries to put 4 in each frame he is 1 short;
if he puts 3 in each fram e, 2 are left over. This outcome can be reported:
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"three in each frame and two left over."

"Do I have to use counters?" ... of course not, as
long as you can get right answers in some other way.
Also, we've found that many children want to use
tallymarks instead of counters (" representations" of
counters) often devising ingenious ways to draw
many examples in a very limited space. Others prefer
sketches tha t suggest real objects.
So, the question is raised: "How soon can the
children work w ithout objects?" The answer: "Whenever they fee I confident to make statements before
carrying out actual experiments." A few children will
prematurely want to put the counters away - willing
to guess; but errors are clear evidence they are not
ready. "Let's do those experiments with counters so you can know t hat what you say is reasonable. "
A few children may be more tim id than they need
be arranging objects even though they know in
advance what the outcome will be. They can be prodded gently: " Do you know what would happen if you
carried out this experiment?"
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work at the abstr act levels (manipulating symbols),
prob lem solving activ ities must play a central rol e.

"Can you find the answer without countin g beans?"
Prodding, yes. bu\ push ing, no 1 Some beg inners
are so fearful of being "wrong" they are reluctant to
risk any new venture. If they are pushed by adults,
they feel threatened and their fears tend to immo •
bilize them Their usua l defense in such situations is
to make wild guesses
perhaps with a smile.
There is no stig ma atta ched to an answer tha.t is
clearly a "guess,' ' but if you try and th e answer is
wrong - that 's failure!
There is an arrow in the 3 x 3 matrix above sug-

gesting movement toward making "ind epe ndent investigations" because , for instance, some beginners
wonder how many diffe rent experiments can be carried out and reported by completing this "open
sentence ."

L
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Some may pu rsue this idea to find out that th ere
I more than 5: and predict that there
are 6 ways -

•

will be 10 different ways to complete:
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We all reali ze that practi ce is a requirement for
committing facts and procedures to memory. This is
commonly expressed as " kids don't get enough drill
and practic e."
It is also generally understood that "it's the 'drill
and practice' that turns kids off" to arithmetic.

Simply stat ed the dilemma is: ''Not enough is al ready too much."

A ch ild with a healthy, inquiring mind will rebe l
against large doses of unmotivated repe titions drill and practice .
But that same child , with a healthy , inquiring
mind, will eagerly practice what he shou ld event ually
remember if he encount ers it as requirements in
solving a problem he want s to solv e. The desire to
find a solution to a prob lem provides the motivation
that has been missing.
In Drill and Practice at the Problem Solving Level,
there are about 300 pag es of activities placed all
along the axis from "manipu lative to abstract" in-

L __

and 101 ways to complete:

---

Before we go on to some representative act ivities
found in CDA Math, we should first consider a stub•
born dilemma everyone knows about but seems to
turn away from with regrets and wit hout resolution.

cluding varyin g degrees of complexity_

= 100

There is a surpri se for the child who asks the same
quest ion about this situation:

One strand of CDA Math is developed in a series of
six levels called Patterns and Prob le ms. And , in
Individualized Computation drill and practice are
consistently set in a probl em solving context.

And

Now , let 's select a rather simple idea and look at
it as it might come up at severa l stops along the con tinuum from "manipulation to abstr action." To illustrate the fact that interesting problems often do not
require large numbers, each va riat ion wil l involve no
numbers larg er than 21.

is enough to make that clear . One child announced
that there are "a ffinity" ways to do ii.

We can start out in kindergarten with children who
are learning to count. There is a supply of counters_

The introduction of arithmetic for beginners just
out lined must be accompan ied from the outset with
appropriate prob lem -solving activities at the ma ni ·
pulative level. And as the elementary program unfolds,
moving children slowly from manipulation to experiences with representation s of objects and final ly to

"Please count out 11 beans." After each child
has his counters and has checked to be sure: "Can
you arrange them in piles of 3's and 4's?"

"There are more than you cou ld ever wr ite ."

105-100= 5

Do you think it can be done?
Kindergartners

have no trouble at all. They almost

LEARNING THEORY
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always start making piles of 3 and reach this point:

••
•

7 •

•
••
• •

••
•

with 2 not used. Since pil es of 4 are also allowed,
one extra is added to each of the 2 piles .. one pile of
3 and two piles of 4.

2G)

1G)ond

" Do you think you can do it in a different way? Try
11 counters again " Again everyone ends up with a
3 and two 4's.
"Please start over. but this time we' ll begin with 12
counters. Can you arrange 12 counters in piles of
3's and 4's?' '
Again , the children have no trouble, usually making them all in piles of 3 's.
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and

"I s there another way to arrange 12 counters in
3's or 4's?"
It turns out, of course, that there is another arrangement - three piles of 4 -

4 @and

O
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12 0 @and

3

@)

Which numbers of counters up to 12 can be
arranged in 3's and 4's in two different ways?
Starting with 3 counters and adding one more
each time would produce these results:
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Perhaps a iew would like to go on . How about you?
Would you care to predict what's going to happen
with 13, 14 and 15 counters? Can each of those
numbers of counters be arranged in more than one
way as piles of 3's and 4's?
Spotted through this little investigation we've
looked at in a kindergarten situation, wer e questions
you probably had to stop and th ink about ... and you
were engaged in "drill and practice ·· in a problem
solving context.

A favorite game for beginners is "Balloons and
Bunches ." The board has bunches with 2 , 3 , 4 and 8
balloons. Any small movable objects can be used for
playing pieces:
There are three simple rules:
(1) No more than 1 counter on any one balloon.

(2)

and

3
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"D id everyone do it with one 3 and two 4's? ''

12

9

II •

or

12 --
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11-

8 • Q
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lf it seemed appropriate, some method could be
used to show such combinations in this form of:

I @and

If you put a counter on one balloon you
must put a counter on each balloon in that
bunch.

(3) You may use as many bunche s as you like

(e.g. to make 5, you can use a bunch of 3
balloons and a bunch of 2 balloons.)
Here is one possible game board:
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If you can put a given number of counters on a
bunch according to the rules, that number is checked
(\ ! ) in the row of boxes; if you cannot, then cross out
that number. The first 5 examples have already been
worked.
Can you put exactly 6 counters on the board? ...
7 counters? . .. 8 counters? .
9 counters? . . 10
counters?
When I have played this game with groups of
adults, they reply "yes" in " chorus" for 6, 7 and 8
but for 9 there is usually a moment's hesitation
and then a mixture. of "noes " and "yeses" in about
equal proportions.
At this point we have an operational definition for
a problem that is appropriate for beginners; one
that's not too hard for them but hard enough so
adults disagree about the answer until they have
thought about it for awhile .

could easily use 17 and 18 1
And using 19 or 20 is as difficult as using 1 or 2 ;
in fact, using 19 or 20 would be like putting a counter
on all 21 balloons and then picking up just 1 or 2
without breaking the rules. Using 16 counters is
comparable to leaving just 5 balloons empty clearly impossible .
Did you feel demeaned in any way by this little
investigation ... even though it was designed in part
to provide large quantities of drill and practice for
beginners?
Next, consider an activity at the " representational
level" we call "lines and crossing points. " It can be
introduced without any complexity and then quickly
be changed to "problem-solving. "
A diagram has the following arrangement of lines:

Once the rules of " Balloons and Bunches" are
clear , many variations are easily available and children need no further introduction.
Here is another game board and report form:

icr?~~f

~ ~ ctJ
~ ~ @Jm~ @J[@]QJJ

§

[Q] [@] O]] ~ [z] ~ [Lg]~ ~

There is no way to put exactly 1 or 2 counters on
the board , and no difficulty with 3 and 4. There is
no way to use just 5 counters. What about 6? ... 7?
. . 8 1 , etc.

Three parallel horizontal
on the other.

lines on one side and four

The activity calls for adding vertical lines and reporting the number of crossing points on each side
as well as the total. To stay within given limits we
will permit no more than 3 vertical lines on each side.
Here are some examples one might do:

9 + 12 = 21

0 + 0 = 0

Notice there are 21 balloons altogether.
Please stop and consider combinations for all other
whole numbers less than and including 21. After
you 've done this , we' ll compare results.
How many times did
for at least a moment?
each case was probably
effort required (and the

you have to stop and think
The amount of pleasure in
directly proportional to the
success achieved).

Were you surprised that while it took some time
to realize there was no way to use 16 counters, you

3 + 4 =7

6

+ 0 =6

But there is no motivation to keep on completing
such sketches . So, as soon as the learners are
familiar with this activity they are confronted with
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versions of activities, to make a move is to write or
draw something that requires erasures to change.
After one erasure, the problem still isn't solved.

problems:

+

= 10

+

= 11

These sketches ask you to draw vertical lines crossing
all the lines on one side or another to produce 10
crossing points and 11 crossing points, etc.
Remembering that there is a restriction of 3 or less
lines on each side, how many different sketches can
be drawn - sketches that lead to different reports?
In the sketches above, there are 6 different reports
given:

9
3

THEORY

+
+

0 + 0 =0
6 + 0 =6
3 + 8 = 11

12=21
4=7

6 + 4 = 10

+

= 11

But, 10 is the number represented . It would take
another erasure, but few beginners handle that much
frustration.
The problem is, therefore, not appropriate in its present form. Retreat is in order .
A first grade teacher suggested a way out changing the activity into a manipulative counterpart
children have named "toothpick
'arithmetic'."
The same sketch is used , but vertical lines are not
drawn until tooth picks are arranged to reveal the
solution.

How many more can arise in this activity? (You might
stop at this point and try your hand at this problem .)
In terms of the matrix we are using to suggest a
theory of learning, "lines and crossing points" was
described as a "representational"
activity not yet
involving problem-solving and then described at the
"problem-solving"
level.

+

+

= 11

Rep.
(I)

+
Problem
S oIv in g

3+8=11

--t----+-+-t---t---

Some children have faced "lines and crossing
points" problems before they were adequately prepared. Asked to make 11 crossing points, they may
begin in this way :

+
What to do 7

= II

(2)

=

11

As in most all "representational"

When frustration develops beyond normal levels,
it is a signal to move back in the matrix in this
case, to remove the "problem" aspect , or to retain
the problem but recast the activity in a manipulative
context .
This side trip left unresolved a question that arose
earlier. How many different reports can we generate
using 3 or less lines on each side of the sketch?

+

=

One way to tackle this problem is to consider each
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number of crossing point s 21 or less can they not be produ ced?
✓

0

X l

✓

✓

3

4

~

)6

✓

✓

✓

✓

12

13

14

15

can they or

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

6

7

8

9

10 11

✓

✓

17

18

✓

ao

~

Much earlier in th is discussion, we loo ked at a
problem invo lving "p encils @ 4¢ and erasers at 3¢"
.. with a limit of 2 each to a cust omer . If t he limit
wer e raised to "3 to a customer" the sale sign would
read :

✓

21

SALE

That is 16. But ther e may be some number s that
can ari se fro m two differen t sketches.

Pencils

4¢

For examp le

ffl

12 + 0 = 12

- two different sketches with the same number of
crossing points, but we'v e viol ated t he condition that
the maximum of vert ical lines on eith er side is 3 .. .
and one of t he sketche s uses 4 lines on the left side.
Are ther e some num bers of cro ss ing points that
can ari se from 2 di ffe rent sketches?
No amount of hard wo rk will lead to any such situat ions and we ar e left with 16 diffe rent sketches . .
aft er quantities of drill and practi ce.

You already know a lot about this situation three 3 's and three 4's - wheth er it 's piles of 3's and
4's, balloons in bunches of 3's and 4' s, loop ing entries in a list of 3's and 4 's, or 4¢ penci ls and 3¢
eraser s with a I imit of 3 each to a customer .. . the
same arithm etic ari ses time and tim e again, but it is
alw ays incidental to findin g answ ers to less than
obvious question s. This is the basi c strat egy we pro pose as a means of resolving the dilemma of "not
enough is alr eady too much" - the strategy of pro viding "drill and practice at the probl em solving
level ." The inv estigatio n of 3's and 4's moved from
manipul ating objects to working with diagram s and
finally workin g with abstract ions .
M

One reason ch ilclren enjoy "loop arithmetic'' is tha t
th ey don't have to write any numb ers at all - they
simply loop a number or ser ies of number s in a list
so the sum of tho se numbers is the number given at
the bottom . Here is an example :

@ 3

3

3

3
3

3
3

4

@

4

4

4

4

4
4

4

3

4

5

---

3

3

(;J
3

4
4
4

~

3
3

4

3
4
4
4

7

8

4

- -6

3¢

Limit: 3 of each to a customer .

0 + 12 = 12

3

Erasers

3
3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3

4
4

4
4

4
4

4

4

9

10 11

--

4

-

R

A

RE
PS
I I

In workin g u·ith children, this m ove ment is very
slou · - a kind of natural development from immatur e to mor e matur e , a growing pro cess.
And, whereas for a specia l reason we focused on
a single basic situation , 3's and 4' s, the probl ems can
have unlimited variety.

There's no way to indic at e 5. How about 8 , 9, 10
ancl 1 P

INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION

Since the sum of all numbers in the list is 21 consi der sums from 11 throu gh 21.

Making indep endent invest igation is realizing the
fulle st potentia l of the hum an mind . . the goal of
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education . It's at this point that the learner takes
the initiative to pose his own problems and work
toward solutions; learning becomes a way of life.
Learners cannot be pushed into making investigations because that " push" would come from outside
and not from the learner himself, but often are drawn
in by honest involvement of an adult in the problem .
An urge to discover more about something often
grows out of problem - solving activities.
Problems
typically arise within clearly defined limits such
as 3 or less pencils at 4¢ and 3 or less erasers at 3¢.
Uncovering relationships that exist within those tight
boundary conditions leads to wondering what happens if some of those conditions were relaxed.
How does the situation change if the price of pencils were changed to 5¢ ... to 6¢? Or, since you
can't spend 16¢ under the stated terms of the sale,
what is the result of adding a third itemnotebooks
at 16¢ each but no more than 3 to a customer?
Earlier, we found there were 12 ways to make
change for a quarter with pennies, nickels and dimes.
How does the situation change if we wonder how
many different combinations there are that add up
to 28¢ .. . or 35¢?
Problem-solving is almost a precondition for undertaking self-initiated searches for new information.
Consequently, the strategy of Drill and Practice
at the Problem Solving Level creates a climate most
conducive to original work. With the learner in the
driver 's seat, solving problems in his own way, there
is always the temptation to celebrate success by
choosing his own destination .

THEORY

The arrows in the diagram below suggest these
opportunities:

M

R

A

RE
PS

Problem Solving

I I

The three basic elements in our strategy might be
suggested in our matrix in this way:

(2)
(3)

(1) To introduce the basic operations of arithmetic at the manipulative level,
(2) To provide abundant "drill and practice at
the problem solving level," and
(3) To encourage learners who are inclined to
make independent investigations.
Our ultimate goal is : learners who involve themselves in independent investigations at the abstract
level - solving problems of increasing complexity.
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Too Abstract ,-foo Soon
Count less teachers of beginners in mat hematics
have voiced this complaint in one form or another.
After a few pages of sketches, text books rush on to
manipulation of symbo ls - for which no adequate
refe rent has been built in the st udent' s experience.
Perhaps the most glari ng examp le of this is the
rush to "place value. " This is most damaging be•
cause place value is such a productive sour ce of
short cuts to avoid one-by-one counting. Such a fundamenta lly import ant notion ought to be introduced
with met iculous care with ful l attention to the
ways chil dren learn. The language of place value is
reple te wi th abstractions - "tens " and "ones," the
"ten s place ' ' and the "o nes place." Such terms
shou lcl be post poned until they enter as conv enient
ways to ta lk abou t id eas that the learners have encountered in many ways : 10-sticks and loose beans,
dimes and pennies. blocks stacked 10-high and loose
blocks, etc .
Beginners do not ta lk nonsense about "10-sticks "
and " loose beans." but they will make stran ge
statements about " tens" and " ones ."
Standard text books are so anxious to get to the
abstrac tions of '' place value'' they plunge in before
chi ldr en have encounte red addition facts with sums
as large as 10. Consider the "scope and seque nce"
suggested by the chapter headings of two wid ely-used
1st Grade textbooks.

SERIES A-FIRST

GRADE

1-Sets and Numbers to 6
2-Set s and Numbe rs to 10
3- Joi ning and separat ing sets
4-Combinati ons to 5

5- Tens and ories . ... .. . .. . . . .
6-Combinat:ons
to 7
7-Combinations
to 10
8-Hu ndreds, tens and ones

SERIES B-FIRST

. . page
1
. . _page 31
. . page 57
. __page 89
.. page 121
. _ . page 183
. . page 215
. page 277
etc.

3-Numbers

4-Place

5-Basic addition and subtraction
Combinations through 10 _ .

. page 131

In Series A , Chapter 4 is concerned with " combinati ons to 5" on ly. But Chapt er 5 deals with
"tens and ones" in which children are ask ed

+ = _
=_

18
2
(on
ones
"combinatio ns to
binations to 6 and

(on page 134) and 3 tens and 2
page 149). Then aft er reviewing
5," a chapte r is devoted to com 7.

In Series B, Chapte r 3 , wh ile labeled "numbers
and numerals ," actu ally pre sents addition and sub•
traction through 9 . Chapter 4 intr oduces "p lace
value" and children are asked 40 : 9
be·
fore they have conside red l -l- 9 -

= _

This rath er surp rising unevenness is th e result of
a compuls ion to get to "ex panded notat ion"
. per haps the most inappropr iate and dam aging " new
math" innov atio n in fir st grade . The purpo se of "ex panded notation " is to justify asking this question:

68
- 25
Text A directs the learners to approach that qu estion in this way:

68 = 60+8
-25 = -20- 5
How much brain washing has it tak en to get childre n to rewrit e 25 as 20 - 5 7
Th is kind of th ing disturb ed the authors of text B.
They used parenthes es a la high school algebra to
lead the children to do the follow ing:

68 = (60 + 8)

- 25 = -(20 + 5)
40+

GRADE

! -Ge omet ri c shapes ..
2- Numb ers and numerals

. . . . . . _ . page 3 1
page 81

and numera ls

Value

1
. . . .. . . . page
.. page 21

+

To rewrite 25 as 20
5 is em inent ly more reasonabl e. So we procee d , and now children are con-
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fronted with a situation in which they would normally
write

"A hundred and twelve"
crushed.

.

. and the hope was

8
+5

To the whole group, "Le t's read what's on the
board" ...

13

"N ineteen plus th ree equa ls one hundred and
twelve"
. with no sign of discomfort .

but they are instructed to write "3" because

( + 8)
- ( + 5)

They laughed: "Of course not 1"
they would have 22 cookies.

( + 3)
And that becomes reasonable on ly after one has
learned about ope rations with positive and negative
integers.
But suppose we somehow get through this long
and tedious process and write "43" over on the right

68 = ( +)
-25=-(+)
(+)

" Do you mean if you had nineteen cookies and I
gave you t hree more you wou ld have one hundred
twelve cookies?"

= 43

T he first grade child is supposed to believe he has
found a resonable answer to the original question
because he has followed a long
(68 - 25
sequence of logica lly defe nsible manipulations.

=_ )

The wages of such sin run high.
During the first week of school, this question:

19
+3

112
except one child who wrote:

19
+3

A ray of hope'
"How do you read that number?"

•

and some said

A comment by W. W. Sawyer is germane.
"The depressing th ing about arithmetic
bad ly taugh t is that it destroys a child's
intellect, and to some extent. his integrity.
Before they are taught arithmetic, children
will not give their assent to utter nonsense;
afterwa rds they will. Instead of looking at
things and t hinking about them, they will
make wild guesses in the hope of pleasing
a teacher or an examiner."
A somewha t similar anecdote from the middle
grades involv ed one of the daughters of the late Max
Beberman, who had, with her own money, purchased
a book of drill in arithmetic at the supermarket. She
asked her father to correct her work which he agreed
to do ("only because she had spent her own
money for it," Max explained).
The page was filled with subtraction
of which required double regrouping.
first example and her answer:

was written on the chalk board of 4 second grade
classrooms (in a high socio-economic community).
Most children were reluctant to risk answering. All
who did, wrote:

19
+3

••

problems all
Here is the

152

- 83
131

=

.. because, we assume she argued th at , 3 - 2
1
and 8 - 5
3. Al l her calculations were without
error .. . but all the conclusions were equa lly unreasonab le.

=

Max asked
- count out
count those
res ul ts along

his daughter to get out t he paper clips
152 paper clips - give him 83 - and
she had left. Max kept track of the
side the complete d examp le:

152
-83
131

152
-83
69
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"What do you think of that 7 " Max asked.
"What you mean, Daddy 7 "
"W hich one 1s right?'·
"They are both right"
and pointing to her
orig inal work she said , "That's the way you do it with
penci l and paper." Then pointing to the other record
she added . " And that's the way you do it with paper
clips "
That the world of " pencil and paper arithmetic"
had anything to do with the world of "things" was a
foreign notion.
These are all too familiar consequences of chi ldren
who may be able to parro t back place-value language
but do not grasp th e id ea of place-value in any useful way.

PLACE VALUE AS A CODING DEVICE
In t he first place. ther e is no need to talk about
place-value since the chil d has no more trouble with
the idea that 9 is followed by 10 in the counting sequence , th an that I is fol lowed by J in the alphabet.
He has seen 10. 11, and 12 on the clock: 10, 11, 12
and 13 on th e TV Channel selector - and numbers
up to 31 on the calendar.
The child who mastered the basic structu re of his
spoken language learns to count as far as he likes as
soon as he wants to. As a cod ing system, the rules
for saying and writing the "next number" are disarmingly simpl e. Chi ldre n appreciate in a nonverbal way
the beautifu l simp licity of a code that uses on ly 10
symbo ls and a very simple set of ru les to write a
never -ending sequence of numbers (o r numerals).
I once saw two girls on hands and knees in the hall
writing numbers with a felt tippe d pen.
" What are you doing today?"
"We're going to -find out how far we can count with
numbers on t his rol l of adding mach ine paper."

I took my son to the pr inte rs some hundred miles
away - to help hi m know what "Daddy does for a
living".
"Let's count trucks."
"What is a truck?"

"Anything that' s got 2 tires on a back wheel."
So, some mobi le homes became trucks . We were
dr iving near a train track and met a train .
''I'm going to count that as a truck because it has
so many wheels .''
We counte d to 497 .

-

On the way back, he began where he had left off
'' 498 , 499, 500"

"Let 's do somethin g else , Daddy. " And you can be
sure I was grateful.
On another family excursion , he turned aga in to
counting. "I ' m going to count to 100." Fine .
There was not hi ng at t he time that interested him
more, so he cou nted by ones to 100.
"Do you want me to do it again?"
"Not really," I ad mitted
" I did n't think you would. "
This fir st significant idea about our system of
numeratio n is that it is an easily deci pherable code
- and that's an important fact for most 6-year old
beginners .
There is a temptation to wr ite a "terminal behavior
objective" for " place-value in first grade." It would
go something like this: "Given a felt pen and a long
strip of adding machine paper , and a req uest to write
the numbers 0 , 1, 2 , 3, etc .. the child would perform
with 85 % accuracy." The trouble with that objective
is that it would call for "reteaching"
if the child
counted by 3 's after minimal compliance - 0, 1, 2,
3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, etc. or showed disrespect in
some other way.

BEYOND CODING
But there is mo re to "place value " th an a uniquely
simple and completely adequate " code" it is the
resource we tap for powerful strategies to avoid oneby-one counting.
Traditional materi als of instruction show a pervading anxiety to tap that resource as soon and as
fully as possible. But they also display a disregard
for what we know about the way young children
learn . . . and they plunge ahead into expanded
notat ion.
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68 = etc.
-2 5 = etc.
etc . = etc.
They begin manipul ating "tens" and "on es" not
realizing that, from the learner's viewpoint, those are
abstractions without referents and therefore meaningless.
Few six-year-olds are prepared to handl e the abstractions implicit in talk of "tens and ones." They
are asked to unde rstand that in "22, " the "2 " on the
left is worth "ten times" the "2" on the right.

" How about 20 beans?" . . . This question may lead
to some discu ssion. Start with a 10-stick and add
loose beans unt il you have 20. Use two IO-sticks .
That is quicker, but will that be 20? The truth of that
can be ver ified by counti ng beans on two sticks.
"How about 21 beans?" . .. one more than 20 two 10-sticks and one loose bean.
Next to each selection the numb er of beans is
indicate d .

(

(
This is too much to ask of the child who most reluctantly come s to understancl that a dime is worth
more than a nicke l even though it is smaller. It took
the reality of the candy count er to convince him.
To introd uce the abacus as a concr ete model assume s an agreement that a bead on one wire is worth
10 beads on another wire. It asks the child to accept
the same abstraction inhe rent in place value.

"Tens" and " ones" introduced too soon are pure
abstractions without referent s and therefore without
meaning. The learner has two options ignore
what's happening (a healthy resp onse) or learn to
parrot back languag e that has no meaning (an d th at
is the road to confusion) .
Beansticks, rods, Unifix cubes. or other manipulatives offer a sensible alte rnative to tens and ones.
The manipulatives can easily be structured to demonstrate the usefulness of "pla ce-value"
.. by
considering only 10-sticks and loose beans or 10-rod s
and unit cub es, etc.

..........
.....
..••
.....
.....
••••
.....••••••
.....
.....
..........•

"What's the quickest way you can think of to pick
up 10 beans?" ... a 10-stick, of course.

(

(

"I s there a quicker way to get 14 beans?" ... a
10-stick and 4 loose beans ... so th e 14 loose beans
are returned to the pile and the more efficient selec·
tion is made .

)

I
I

14

)

I

)

I
I

I

20

I

(
(

)

I

21

I

)

I
I

In the first example , what do you see? "One 10stick and no loose bea ns."
"How do we write 10?" ...
0 on the right.

a 1 on the left and a

"In the next example, how did we get 14 beans?
... and how do we write 14?"
After studyi ng each of the 4 examp les, language
can be introduced that emphasizes the relations hip
between the physical arrangement of counters and
the number that answers the question " how many?"
"t he

10-stick

place

"i

r"tne

loo,~e-bean

place
I
I

0
4

2 0
2

..........·····••-- --17
.....
..........
.....

"Does th at pattern hold for 17 and 25 1 "

(
(

(
"Let's count out 14 loose beans."

I 10
I
I

Suppose we put away all beansticks except those
w ith exactly 10 beans on them so we have only 10stic ks and loose beans .
First we check all the 10-sticks so everyone is sat isfied there are 10 beans on each.

)

)

)
)

• • • • • - - - - - 25

"Let's put those 17 beans and those 25 beans together : What would we have?"
By counting , there are " three 10-sticks and twelve
loose beans."
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"But how many beans altogether?" By counting on
from 30, we find there are 42 - and note the total.

.....
.........

(
( .....

Very soon, the following question would lead to a
reasonable solution: "If I have three 10-sticks, what
must you do to give me 12 beans?" or :

)

• ....

) • •••

c••••• •••••)

----42

cu••• •••••)
C•••u ••u•)

C•••u •••••) ••••
·'What's happened to our 10-stick place and loose
bean place pattern 7 "
I 0-sticks

7

r
4

loose beans

2

At this point there are two very different ways to
resolve the problem and it would depend entirely on
the teacher and the learners.

10-sticks,

,

loose beans

?

As the matter appears at first, the direction could
be practically carried out by removing a IO-stick . ..
but that's not enough.
If we made a trade a beanstick for 10 loose
beans, the situation is as follows:

..............

c••••• ••• ••) •• •••
(.

One option is to consider the following:

30

-12

)

30

But, the following report fits the situation more
accurately; the symbols show what we have done .

3 12
It is a logical extension of the pattern - numbers
of 10-sticks on the left and loose beans on the right.
But it looks very much like 312 ... and we don't have
that many beans.
This confusion can be overcome . What about

3, 12 or 3(12), etc.
We use precisely this same strategy in recording
1
2 feet and 11 inches (2 I i")
So we might write

I 0-sticks

loose beans

The other option (instead of, or following the first)
is to raise the possibility of "trading " ten loose beans
for one 10-stick whenever possible before reporting
the total - using a record keeping method that will
come up later:

I
17----+25
-------

42

a 10-stick
and
two loose beans

"Place value " is no longer abstract - the position
indicates whether you are referring to 10-sticks or
loose beans to "things" that are being moved
around.

C••••• •••••)•••••
C •••••

•••••)

••• • •

21

'lO

We have two 10-sticks and 10 loose beans.
Now we can remove one 10-stick and 2 loose
beans, leaving one 10-stick and 8 loose beans, reporting the whole transaction in this way:

c ..........

>.....

( ~~o:J,~~3~~0~ ov• ..

\b
- I 2

-1-8-

Each mark that is made helps build a record of
what was required to complete the removal of just
12 beans.
Beginners can be introduced to arithmetic as a
way of recording what they do with things . And as
complexities arise they can be considered at that
same level - with abstraction carefully avoided .

WHAT ABOUT "TENS AND ONES?"
Teachers and parents sometimes become impatient when will the children get to "tens" and
"ones" so they don't have to be manipulating things
all the time?
One answer might be "what's the hurrychildren
are already doing arithmetic that formerly was postponed until much later." And standardized achievement tests will show they are performing "beyond
expectancy."
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Another answer might be "whenever they want to
work without moving things around" and some
take this step very early.

Learners are not required to use these sketches
but they are available to those who need them.

But for some time to come, CDA Math does not
require all learners to "work without beans."
With beansticks and beans available, the structure
of place-value wi 11 be considered in pictures or
sketches of 10-st i c ks and loose beans along with
sketches of blocks piles of blocks 10-high and
loose blocks.

10

24

10

43
15

+ I8

§
"Two 10-high stacks and three more blocks."
The significant ditference between sketches and
the real thing is that sketches cannot be moved
around; there is little opportunity for trial and error.
And, of course. this development is appropriate only
after learners have had sufficient introduction to the
ideas and problems at the full manipulative level.

A basic resource in CDA Math is a 2-volume set -

Now anytime someone wants to talk about "tens"
and "ones" the children understand the notion referred to.
If such abstract language is delayed long enough,
it can be introduced with no discussion at all. The
referent has been solidly established and words are
names for what the child already knows that
"prose" is what he has been writing all the time.

PLACE VALUE AT THE ABSTRACTLEVEL
Recalling the matrix that suggests our theory of
learning on the left to right axis,

Developing Insights into Elementary Mathematics -

177 pages, black
and white, for reproduction and use in the classroom
(and a volume describing possible uses of these
materials).
Operations with Whole Numbers -

after introducing the four
basic operations in manipulative contexts. is an exercise in providing sketches and pictures illustrating in
two dimensions development of counting and all the
basic algorisms or processes - through long division
with 2-digit divisors.
Developing

Insights,

When this arithmetic arises

2,174
-1,025

there is a sketch of 2,174 blocks arranged in l OOO's,
lOO's, !O's and l's in two different ways.

Manipulative

Representat iona I Abstract

I
we are confronted with the problem, once again, of
deciding when ci child is ready to move on from the
representational to the abstract level - when a child
is ready to make the transition from using pictures as
referents to using the shortcuts involved in mental
calculations.
The clearest insightful experience I
can recall is found in a passage in "Mathematics in
Primary Schools," (Curriculum Bulletin No. 1, The
Schools Council, Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
London, 1969, pp. 26 27):
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"In a class of fifty seven-year-olds one boy
was outstanding in his quick response
when asked to add and subtract numbers
less than 100. For example, when he was
asked to add 9 and 7 he gave the answer,
16, immediately; for 19 and 7, however,
t here was a pause before the answer, 26,
was given. The boy expl ai ned, when ques
tioned, that he had counted-on in ones
from 19 to find the answer. Fixed hori zontally to the walls of the crowded classroom was the piece of structural apparatus
to whic h reference was made in the previous chapt er. This was a number strip,
100 inches long, and strips 1 in. to 10 in.
in length , made by the teacher herself.
The boy was asked to use the str ips to
verify his answers to 9 ..l... 7 and 19
7.
This done, he turned away from the strip
and was asked to add 29 and 7 . Again
there was a pause, suggesting that he was
counting-on in ones, before the answer,
36, was given. Once more the boy was
asked to check his answer using the strips .
The questioni ng cont inued, step by step:
39 •- 7 , 49 -l- 7 and so on. Each time the
boy was asked to give his answer before
verifying this by using the strips. Each time
he admitted that he counted on from t he
larger number to find the answer, until he
reached 89
7 At this , his face lit up
and he said: 'I don 't need t o count anymo re; I know. It's 96.' For the first time

+

+

th is boy had seen the pattern of his respons es: 16, 26, 36, 46 . .. Because he
was very intelligent, this boy was able , at
th is stage , to make an abstraction, for
when asked to add 8 and 3 he replied: '11,
and now I can tell you 18
3, and 28
3,
and 58
3 w ithout counting -on.'

+

+

+

"When children can give an immediate
6 they need
answer to questions like 68
further experience with pairs of two-figure
numbers , such as 68
26, 38
46, and
so on unti l these, too, can be performed
menta Ily by an efficient method (that is,
without counting-on in ones at any stage).
For example, to add 68 and 26, some may
add the tens first, 80, the units next, 14 ,
and give the answer: 94 . Others may add
the units first and tens second. Some add
68 and 20, 88, and then add 6: 94. Now
if at the last step they count-on in ones
from 88, this is not an efficient method and
it usually means that the child is not yet
ready to benefit from practice in twofigure addition (ten s and units). This then

+

+

+

is a crucial test of readiness for pract ice in
written computation with tens and units:
the ability to add 2-figure numbers men•
tally by an efficient method. To achieve
this, children need a secure knowledge of
a place value since they have been able to
discriminate between the tens and units
in the numbers added."
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d. LEARNING
MATERIALS
Introduction
One day , I was pushed to characterize CDA Math ,
Levels A through F, in "a few words." After pulling
back from the request momentarily, I answered that
the materials are a half-way house for teachers with
textbook-add iction 1
And at that moment, I had a flashback to an experience at the University of Illinois .
The late Dr. Max Beberman had invited Edith Biggs
to work with the UICSM project at the University .
Because Ms . Biggs was considered an initiator and
leader of the British Infant School movement in
England, I kept asking her to explain how we could
effectively initiate a similar movement in the United
States. No matter how I pushed, she would answer ,
" You just get it started , and it will spread."
She
demonstrated what she meant about the first part

of her statement - " get it started"by rearranging
a kindergarten classroom with " learning centers"
before the children arrived, and showed us a replica
of a British Infant School day.
It was thrilling to see a master teacher at work
with young children. But there was no convincing
evidence that it would " spread. "
During her visit, she was joined by a colleague of
hers , Ms . Maryanne Perry.
At the first opportunity at dinner with IVls.
Biggs , Ms . Perry and Max Beberman - I asked Mary anne , "How did the British Infant School movement
get started? "
"Oh , don't you know7' '
"No. "
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"Well, Hitler bombed the cities . We had to take
the children out into the countryside without anything ... no apparatus and no textbooks."
Ms. Biggs supported her emphatically:
right: that's the way it happened ."

" That's

If Hitler bombed the American cities, the teachers
and administrators would move our children out into
the safety of the countryside and "make do" . . . and
American education would never be quite the same
again .
Our teachers know that textbooks
are not helping them achieve their
ceptive parents, when they look at
dismayed, confused, frightened and

in mathematics
goals; and perthose texts, are
discouraged.

But, unless the physical safety of the children is
challenged , teachers and parents will continue to
feel a need for some organized materials of instruction that will not precipitously shift the total respon-

sibility for the mathematical education of children
on them - they simply are not confident they could
meet the challenge . They are deeply concerned about
giving every child a chance to grow intellectually;
yet , if the bombs were to fall, they would not hesitate
for a moment.
CDA Math Levels A through F has been designed
as an alternative to traditional textbooks, moving
away from rigidity and prescription, step by step
toward a humanization that can still be fully account able in terms of standardized achievement test
scores.
In other words, CDA Math, Levels A through F,
finds no reason to quarrel with those who cannot see
beyond skill development and acquisition of knowledge, beyond scores - it simply charts an alternate
route. It respects children as human beings, it introduces children to the excitement of mathematics, it
satisfies stand a rd ized test requirements, and, without
bombs, leads out into the countryside.

LEARNING MATERIALS
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A New Approach to Content
Please look away, for a moment, from familiar
scope and sequence charts in elementary school
mathematics and ask yourself some new questions.
What do children know when they enter school at
4 or 5 or 6 years of age? ...
How much have they
learned? .. . How have they learned it?
Of course, children's most surprising accomplishment is learning to speak a language on their own.
Already, they have a firm grasp of one of the most
complex structures they will ever encounter.
How
they accomplish this amazing feat is one of the more
challenging secrets learning theorists try to find out.
One thing is clear - these preschoolers learn this
complex structure on their own. No one explained
language to them or provided organized drill and
practice .
It 's rather sobering to have to agree with William
Hull : " If we taught children to speak , they 'd never
learn." (Quoted by John Holt in How Children Fail).

other children and of adults . They are adept at decoding every facial expression in their parents' reper toire . They quickly decode the individual body languages of each teacher they come to know.
They have developed tactical strategies to cope
with many different situations desire , denial, acceptance, rejection, inclusion, exclusion, disappoint ment, anger , fear, disinterest, anxiety , competition each individual child in his own way. And, when we
say a child has not yet learned to " cope with this or
that ," we are actually expressing a hope that, with
help , he can learn to handle situations in a different
way.
What have children
mathematics?

learned they will use later in

One highly developed skill is that of " classifying"
- of noticing a relationship that enables one to say
this belongs but that does not belong . The idea of a
determining relationship is what mathematicians call
" a function . "

At this time , we can only marvel at very young
children's ability to learn on their own. They have
demonstrated they are in control of a powerful learning system. They are in the driver's seat and getting
where they want to go.

Sesame Street children · play versions of this
game as someone sings a song : "Which one of these
isn't like the other , which one of these doesn't belong? . .

Appreciation of this accomplishment
gives con siderable credence to the assertion that children can
learn anything they want to learn . Others go further,
claiming that children learn only what they want to
learn.

Sometimes four objects are displayed such as a
tennis racket, a baseball, a basketball and a football.
"Which one of these isn't like the other? " The chil dren will point to the tennis racket. " Why doesn't it
belong? " . . and their answers are vivid proof that
children invent language when they need to .

Perhaps less spectacular, but still worth noting,
children have developed a power to classify in many
different ways - most of which are so complex they
can not be ve rba I ized .

An infant can locate one of his parents in a sea
of hundreds of faces, most of which are quite similar .
Children know the difference between dogs and
cats .. . yet, an adult would be hard pressed to
verbalize what characteristics cats or dogs have in
common that makes dogs and cats distinguishable.
Children

have learned

the

" body language"

of

Suppose the four objec.ts were 3 rectangular boxes
and a round hat -box. That ' s a simple choice until
you notice they all have lids except one of the rectangular boxes .

Now " it all depends on how you look at things."
There is no particular charm in limiting the choices
to four things - why not try five or six objects and
ask, "Which two don't belong?"
But really, the nicest version requires a box with
a great variety of toys and other objects.
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It starts with a selection of 6 objects. Then "Which two don't belong?" .. . " That one and that
one don't " ...
"Please put the ones that don't belong back in the big box of things . . . and find two
replacements that do belong 1"
After watching these episodes on Sesame Street,
even preschoolers make up their own version on the
floor singing_ "Which one of these isn't like the
others?" .. . challenging other children and any
adults who will join in.
The notion of a determining relationship is perhaps
the most pervasive, unifying idea of all mathematics. ''
Which numbers belong to this list . .. 0, 3, 6, 9, 12
.. . and which don't? Which of the triangles are right
triangles 7 Which numbers have a remainder of 3
when divided by 7? Which whole numbers are factors
of 24? Which pairs of lines are perpendicular? Are
these triangles similar?
Beginners already have a sharp eye for noticing
determining relationships ...
a profound mathematical idea.
Gertrude Hendriks, at the University of 111i nois,
made a large set of dominoes with randomly arranged
pictures of objects instead of the usual "domino arrangement" of spots.
In the beginning, no domino had more than four
pictures on either of its halves . All pictures were of
different objects.
Rules were communicated simply by the initiator
saying "Yes, that fits" or "No, that doesn't fit." If a
player had no piece that "fits", he would be asked
to pick from the "bone pile" until he finds one that
can fit.
Four-to five-year-olds would play this game for
long periods of time and protest if time ran out.
None of them was ever observed "counting"
the
pictures.

counting both would they be willing to decide that
it did or did not fit. But the interest lagged very soon.
Very young children have much more number sense
than many think . The problem is that they cannot
communicate what they know . Watching what children do gives far more reliable insight into what
children have learned than any kind of verbal communication.
A common example of this fact is the child who
says, "She readed me the book ." The first reaction
of many is the child is "wrong" - he hasn't learned
the language very well.
But what has the child done? He has discovered the
general rule for forming the past tense of a verb, and
he has applied it in a new situation . He has never
heard people say "readed ." He's invented a word that
demonstrates an understanding of the structure of
the langauge. Sometime later , he will learn that the
structure is full of inconsistencies and the past tense
of the verb "to read " is one of them. To learn that
the present and past tense are spelled the same way,
but pronounced differently must be disconcerting.
Paul is a kindergarten construction worker, erecting buildings , sometimes with grand proportions, out
of all available materials. Each has a theme and a
style. Sometimes, they sprawl as if he were making a
3 -dimensional floor plan of a shopping complex.
Other times he tries for height .
One day, he built an airport with parking areas,
restaurants, baggage areas - and he would eagerly
tell about each.
The structure was symmetrical - for every piece
on the right side, there was an identical piece on the
other. He would never, in his conversational rambling, ever refer to his plan.
I handed him an odd triangularly-shaped
There was no other block like it around .

block.

When dominoes with five objects were introduced,
most children lost interest almost as soon as they
encountered a group of 5. Some would play on, but
began to count whenever a 5-object domino came up
to be compared with a 4 or 5-object piece; only after

Paul looked at
blocks not already
block on the line
and went on about

*To use the mathematician's label "function " for the

Children learn at free play . Most of their amazing
store of knowledge, most of their skills, have been
acquired through play. At play, they are squarely
in the driver's seat , in full momentum making

notion won't contribute a thing to our discussion at
this point.

his structure, then at the other
in place . Finally, he placed the
of symmetry he had established
his building.
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choices, reacting to the consequences of their
choices , making new decisions, fully involved in trial
and error - with "feedback" loops in full operation:
they act, evaluate the results and modify what they
do based on what happens.
As children mature, they develop another style of
learning we might call "goal-oriented," for want of a
better formulation. Paul had set a goal he wanted to
reach and stuck to it until he was satisfied with his
results . My intervention with an odd-shaped block
was momentarily a puzzler, but he found a satisfactory solution and went on about his own business.
The fashionable strategy in "early childhood education" is to begin introducing children as early as
possible to adult - selected goals. The desire is to
hasten the child's "cognitive development."
What used to be considered first grade arithmetic
(as well as content in other areas) is slowed down for
introduction in kindergarten. This has got to be one

of the most mindless, misguided and most counterproductive trends of the day.
There are two destructive aspects to this recent
distortion:
1. The "first grade arithmetic" of textbooks was
most inappropriate for six-year-olds and is
totally inappropriate for five-year-olds.

MATERIALS

a I locations dependent on pushing "first grade work
down to kindergarten" and describing the desired
"performance" in ' 'behavioral terms."
In this way, the expertly structured "mar.agement
system" is stretched to include ECE, and teachers
who know and respect children are held "accountable" to treat them as less than human.
However, the misguided movers behind this distorted view of early childhood education will not be
moved, at all , by our criticism of their programs.
Their convictions are honest and firm.

There is no defense that wilJ protect children from
these managers except a vigorous offense.
In planning such an offense, we need not be hurried into hastily designed alternatives, because we
know those "cognitive pushers" can show only the
thinnest and most short -lived of results.
With time, we can develop strategies and tactics
that follow from two related goals:
1. To find content that is appropriate for young
children, and
2. To find strategies that show deep respect for
the ability of children to learn what they
want to learn .

2. It shows utter disregard for the learning systems and styles chi Id ren have a Iready
developed and used to achieve truly fantastic resu Its.

Beyond this , we need a bit of faith that children,
treated as learners , will learn more than trainers can
"teach " ...
and will handle any " criterion
referenced test" more successfully than those who were
merely trained for the test.

The practitioners of these "cognitive pushers" will
point to their achievements as proof of their innovations: "See, the children can do it. "

Focusing on what the child as a learner is doing is
much more revealing than depending on verbal communication.

But , the results they point to are dangerously deceptive, to say the least . Any animal , at almost any
age, can be taught to perform on command if the
reward is attractive enough or the consequences of
not performing are dire enough.

Almost all children will demonstrate understanding
of the four basic operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division - including division with
remainders - before they come to kindergarten.

But, such training dims the child's demonstrated
ability to learn what he wants to learn. It yanks him
out of the driver's seat and prescribes activities in
which there is no intrinsic reward for the child - no
intrinsic reason for him to learn.
There is a movement among the dispensers of
funds for early childhood education (ECE) to make

Perhaps the best example is " subtraction."
Can
you imagine the child who doesn't know about "takeaway" before he is 1 year old?
"Take-away" to a two-year-old , must fill up a
rather substantial part of his world . After being the
victim of the activity, he has become mobile and
makes it more of a sometimes-you-win, sometimesyou -lose game.
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There is nothing about the " concept of subtraction" he doesn't know at a visceral level.
Of course, children are familiar with putting groups
of things together and having more - taking some
away and having less. Given a group of objects up to
4 , very young children can make other piles like it;
and they can pass out cookies so everyone has his
share, coping with "left-overs" in several ditterent
ways.
Preschool children already understand the "basic
concepts" of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division - with remainders.
What is it, precisely , that he still needs to learn?
In the beginning , he needs to learn ways to communicate what he knows - socially acceptable ways
to express what he already knows .
Then, after learning one-by-one counting and ways
to report his results, he will begin the long search for
reliable ways and means to avoid one-by-one counting (including the shortest short -cut of a ll - mem ory - which is also the least reliable).
In this view, the child comes to school having demonstrated that he has a highly developed learning
system; he understands the unifying notion "which
ones belong and which don't"; he has internalized
the concepts of the four basic operat ions of arith metic.
At this point, it is our task to develop a curriculum
that is appropriate for these children.
This is the goal towards which CDA Math is oriented.
In more specific terms, we fully appreciate the fact
that beginners already have internalized the concepts
of numbers and of the four basic operations with
objects , but beginners do not know socially acceptable ways to communicate what they know. "Concept
development" has already taken place , and we are
left with what is essentially a "coding problem" ...
children can play the games, but they don 't know

how to record what t hey do.
Imagine a ,;which one isn't like the ot hers, which
one doesn't belong'' episode with 2 t rucks in each of
3 sha llow boxes and 3 trucks in the fourth box :

If a child points to the box with 3 trucks, you can be
sure he understands the concept of "twoness , " even
though he may not have a name for it yet. So we
introduce the name "two in th is box. two in this
box, two in this box - 'not two' in the other box."
Pointing to the box with 3 trucks: "Can you make
this one so it is like the others?" . . Now they all
have two.
"Let's count the trucks in each box - one, two one, two one , two one , two now they all
have 2 ."
And writing "2 " on the board or on a piece of
paper - "and here's t he sign fo r 'two' ."
"Can we put the t ru cks back the way they were?"
"Now there are 3 in this box. Can we make the
other boxes like this one?" ...
and after another
truck is put in each of the other boxes, "Let's count
them - one, two, three - one , two , t hree ," et c.
"This is the sign for three -

'3'."

After children demonstrate , beyond any doubt , that
they have the concept of 2 and of 3 , they are given
the verba I names for those ideas . Af t er repeating
the names severa l times, t hey are given the symbols
"2" and " 3." This is an elementary "coding" activity. The next step is to help the children make symbols that are recognizable as " 2" and "3," etc .
The first section of Patterns and Problems, Level A
is designed to help develop a child's abili ty to draw
symbols others can read .

LEARNING MATERIALS
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MajorObjectivesof CDA
CDA strategy is simply to focus attention on objectives that lie squarely in the affective domain ...
attitudes toward mathematics and the learner's self esteem.

But we must hasten to add that we feel justified in
making this "switch" only because we are confident
that this plan is the most effective strategy to meet
society's minimum requi rements . We welcome those
who "pay the bill" to hold us fully accountable in
terms of standardized achievement test resu lts or
scores.
We cannot imagine a mathematics program designed to build a learner's feeling of competence and
a friend ly attitude toward numbers that in some way
could ignore skill development. Focusing on the
affective domain cannot avoid attention to cognitive
development.
The converse is not true ; it is easy to imagine programs that mobilize strategies and tactics to promote cognitive development and ignore the att itudes
of the learner. We see them all around us. The ir
"behavio rist" designers turn away from the " learn er's" feelings because those feel ings are beyond the
behaviorist's expertise in "measurement."
We are prepared to consider objectives that are
very hard to measure, even hard to state - "objec tives" we can only put down in "subjective terms."
Here are some formulation s that suggest COA Math
objective s. The list is neither definitive nor allinclusive; ideas over lap, certai n words are used in
ways we need to t alk more about later, but our basic
goals will begin to emerge.

6. Provid ing opportunities and recognition for
independe nt invest igation
7. Developing a friendliness for numbers and
shapes. (Please notice t hat specific conten t
crept in only in this final formulation.)
Rather than dea ling with the goals in detail , let's
try a little "de fi nit ion by examp le." No behavioris t
would be comfortable with th is approach. We are
probi ng far beyond the nar row "cogn iti ve doma in, "
knowing that a learner's attitudes about mathematics
and about hi mself as a participa nt are decisive.
In each examp le below , our focus is on the feelings of the ch ild, but inesc apably, th at concern must
come to gr ips with mathema tical ideas. And in each
example below, the learne r considers conte nt fa r
more complex than any traditiona l scope and sequence would dare inc lude.

EXAMPLE I
"Fen cing" has become a favor it e activity of many
childr en over a wid e spect rum of ages.
In the example to foll ow, stude nts are asked t o
" fence in" serie s of numbers whose sum in this case
is exactly 7. Wit hin each fence , adjoin ing cells must
have a common border and no number is perm itted
inside more th an a single fence. Whenever possible,
all numbers given should lie wit hin a fence . Here is
an example:

I

1

_.l__

3

I

3

J__

I I 3 I 2

_J._J__
21412

SOME CDA MATH OBJECTIVES
1 . Encouraging perseverance

There are at least two possib le sol ut ions.

2. Puttin g th e lea rner in th e driver's seat
3 . Solving substantial problems
4. Building a pride in the learner of what he
already knows and what he find s out
5. Help ing the learner record tha t knowledge

I

3

I

3

3

2

2 I 4

2

I 3

--

2

3

3

-2

4

2

- ,......_
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Each is as good as the other . . but neither is
already in the learner's memory bank.
Are there other solutions?
Yes, at least one otl1er.

3

3

oped as we looked for ways to humanize the subject
of mathematics, and to initiate genuine "searches"
as motivation for young learners.
Consider a list of random ly selected numbers . Can
you f ind pairs of numbers in the list below that can
be used to complete the fol lowing statements?

9,

2

2 I 4

What is the ' 'object ive" of this activity?

15

3

2

Are there others'

II,

+
+

;;:
;;:

13
14

;;:

5

:::

8

:::

9

(This list was not really selected at random because
a.")
we wanted to include the "11 - 6

=

CDA' s primary objective is to present situations
that require pro blem -solving , finding solutions not
already in the memory. If the learner is satisfied with
a single solution, he has already exper ienced the feeling of having solved a pro blem He can find other
solutions, each wi t h its own rewarding outcome. He
may wonder if he has found all the solutions possible,
thereby encouraging him to make his own independent investigatio n.

Can any of the examples be completed in more
than one way with numbers "From the List" such as:

Learners look forward to "fencing " as an oppor•
!unity to use basic number facts as a problem-solving tool .
If this activity were fou nd in tradit ional materials
of instruction (which is hig hly improbable) the "objective" would probably be spelled in some such way
as: "The child will practice finding sums with 2, 3
and 4 addends."

The central "objectives " of CDA Math are clearly
in the ••affective doma in" yet provide act ivities designed to provide the drill and practice that "skil l
developm ent" exercises of the trad itional kind fail,
in fact, to achieve when there is no intrinsic reward.
Pages of examples destroy any interest the learner
might have. These pages come through to him as a
continual check-up on how well he can perform on
command ... with no other purpose at al l.

EXAMPLEII

EXAMPLE Ill

As another examp le, let' s start with a standard
behavioral objective such as th is: "Objective: given
a simple subtraction problem , the student will find
the difference by finding the missing addend."

Tilis same "From th e List" activity can indicate
another aspect of CDA objectives. We wil l add a few
numbers to the same list and ask for statement s that
are t rue. But th is time, all numbers in the sentences
must come only from th e list. Numbers from the
list may be repeated as often as you like. Can you
find examples to complete the blanks with different
and true statements?

To the uni nitiate d , this might sound a bit intriguing ,
"finding the missing addend " . . maybe it's a hunt
or a search game . But consider the example to
illustrate the search:

"ll-6
==a
" Since 5 - 6 _ 11
"Then 11- 6 -= 5"
This same arithm etic could arise in a very different context. The following is an activity that devel-

11-

3 == 8 and

15-

7

= 8?

"From the List " has an unlimited number of variations. Searches of this kind can be tailored to focus
on any area of skil l development that seems appropri ate.

2,
2+3

3, 5 ,6
:::

5

,7,9
17- 10

'

10, II, 14, 15, 17

;;:

7

2

X

5

::

'I'

:::

=

X

::

+

=

=

)(

=

10
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Can you make up other statements in any form
using as many numbers fro m the list as you want
such as:

6+7-3=10

7x9-3=6xl0

--

--

--

- etc .

No specific number of examples is required. "Ju st
find as many as you can in 10 or 15 minutes" .
This is clearly an open-ende d activ ity. Ther e is no
one way to complete it in any particular length of
tim e.
The activ ity is taken from a bank of evaluative
activities (Problem Solving Activities, published by
CDA) . Our goa l is to develop ways to measure
changes in the affective domain.
Professor Art Costa, Californi a State University at
Sacramento . described this as an activity designed
to find a reading on a "perseverance scale." And as
a matter of fact, our exper iment al work has shown
that any attempt to evaluate diff erent responses has
provided no more usefu l info rmation than the raw
score of the number of response s each child made.
(Dis counting for errors did not change the results in
any significant way.)
In "Webster's" words: Perseverance is the "act or
quality of pers evering: persistence; steadfast pursuit
of an undertaking or aim ," ... and, in "t heology cont inuance in a state of grace unti l it is succeeded
by a stat e of glory."

thr ough the usua I ritua I of a story, a song or two,
tuck -ins and goodnight kisses. But that's not the
end. T he last ditch effort to delay the inevi table is
the request "Will you sit for 5 minutes?" Of course
that is much too long , so we negotiate.
After we had finally reache d a settlement on
utes , Mark (nur sery sch ool) said : "Then you
my bed for one minute and then a half a minute
and one minute on Paul ' s bed and then a
minute more."

3 minsit on
mo•e;
half a

Paul (kindergarten) had another proposa l: "Why
don't you sit on my bed for one minute and on Mark's
bed for one minute and one minute in the chair?''
If we could find ways to elicit such mathematica l
ideas from chil d ren, help them to communicate those
idea s to others and eventually help them to record
them in a socially acceptable way, their gras p of the
subject of mathematics wou ld shock most adults.
Instead, we ignore what they already know by
entering them in the deadly scope and sequence set
down in some publishing house.

EXAMPLEV
Short ly after the bedtime story just recounte d, I
was working with a group of second grade children.
Each sma ll group had a supply of ·' pattern blocks."
There were several pieces of each of 4 basic shapes,
which we referred to by their colors.

r-,

- I

r-,

\

I

(

\

h.

>

"P er severance" is a pos it ive factor in alm ost any
prob lem -solving effort. Children who have always
been told what to do next, di splay resist anee when
they are confronted with a proble~ -solving situation.
Learners whose diet is rich in look ing for solutions
to real problems develop growing perseverance.

" Hey , two red ones fit on top of the yellow one."
"So do 3 blues ... and 6 gree ns."

CDA does not shy away from such a "subjective"
goal; rather we are at work trying to develop activities
that nurture "p erseverance" and finding ways to
measur e growth in this area.

Short ly, we began writing down t he relationship
they noticed: 2R
1Y, 3B
1Y, 6G - - l Y, etc.,
much as some teache rs do with cui senaire rods and
other structured materials.

EXAMPLE IV

\v¼2)y;

Red

Yellow

=

Blue

Green

=

Some of the stat ements were mor e com plex:

R

+B+

G_ Y

R

+B

5G

Children com e to scho ol already knowing cons iderable mathematics for which they are seldom given
any credit at all.

I explai ned that adults sometimes talk about these
sam e ideas but use a different kind of language.

Recently, I put our two youngest to bed, going

Adults may decide that they could call the big yel-
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low hexagon "1. ,. The n because it takes 2 reds to
make a 1, they would call it "½ " ... and so on with
"1/3 " and "1 /6. "
So. we began usin g ad ult lab els:
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Then, we wrot e down re lationships
notic ed using these new labels :

th e children

½ -l- ½ = l
and shor t ly a chi ld said:

1/ 3

1/ 6

= 1;;

which was very clear to everyone. But, an obse rving
teach er cou ld not be containe d, blurting out , "They
can 't do th at because they don 't know abou t co mmon
denominato rs. "
But, it was quite clear they truly had "done it,"
and the inv estigation proc eeded .

A maio r obje ct ive of CDA Math is to elicit from
children the mathematics the y already know to help
them uncover new relationships , an d th en to learn

to write down wh at the y know in soci ally acceptab le
mathematica I shorthand.

CONCLUSION
Cont rived "b ehav ior al object ives " for each page
or activity in textbooks a re ma ni festations of cru de
"manag em ent systems " designed to produ ce res ults
in ski ll deve lopme nt and knowledge acq uisition
systems that have been tried and pr oved to be ineffective at best, and often dama ging to a learn er's
healthy growth.

CDA Math will not misguide te ach ers and parent s
by ind icatin g any low level goa ls for any page or
activity. We wi ll rath er design materials that support
the te acher and par ent efforts to develop pos itive
attitudes toward mathematics and a growing se lfesteem in each learner.
We will use simple anno tatio ns on th e page of the
teac hers ' edition s. alo ng with answers, to help cl arify
t he activity .. . but no "b ehavi oral object ives" and
no "pre script ion s. "
We assum e th at each teacher and parent will find
uniqu e str ate gies to make these materials most useful with learn ers in organi zed staff development or
at ho me .

LEARNING MATERIALS
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CDA Math-A BasicProgran1
A map of these materials is provided on the inside
of the front cover of this book.

-

Individualized Computation,A 1 thru F2

-

Patterns and Problems, A thru F

-

My Progress-

objectives and criterion
referenced tests

CDA Math has two quite separate developments -

Individualized Computation, Levels A through F and
Patterns and Problems, Levels A through F.
This division reflects two different aspects of
mathematics. One is computation - addition, subtraction, multiplication and division - with increasing degrees of complexity. The other is patterns and
problems that can be explored without involving difficult computations.

Individualized Computation, as the title

implies,
provides the opportunity for each child to move ahead
at his own rate, in his own way. It is self-correcting
and requires a minimum of adult intervention for
most pupils. It is completely multi-graded.
Whenever a student finishes one book, he moves to the
next. Children in any class may be working at widely
separated levels of d itficu lty.

Patterns and Problems is designed to encour age maximum
interaction
within heterogeneous
groups. Difficult computations are unnecessary and
avoided. Regardless of the wide separations in "individualized computation,"
the group can come together to investigate patterns and problems.
A
child's lack of ability to handle computational difficulties is dealt with elsewhere; it need not interfere
with looking for numerical and spatial relationships
that a re not obvious. Most of these patterns can be
uncovered with minimal computations.

Patterns and Problems, Level A, is designed to help
develop this facility, and progress will indicate readiness to work in Individualized Computation, Level A1.
The "content" has a simple, unifying idea - that
the four basic processes of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division can be understood in terms
of manipulating things and reporting results in the
special shorthand of arithmetic.
Levels A 1 and A2 ask children to move counters on '
the page as they carry out the familiar experiments
x and -~, and keep track of their
signaled by
"experiments."
We hope to develop an unshakable
notion on the part of the learner that the truth or
falsity of a statement in arithmetic depends on what
would happen if an appropriate experiment were
carried out with things.

+. -,

A 1 and A 2 are devoted almost exclusively to arranging and rearranging "things" on the page with
an occasional suggestion that we will soon move on
to working with diagrams (the 'representational
level') and eventually to manipulating symbols
(the abstract level).

A1 and A2 are completely non-verbal. Any "individualized" program in first grade that depends on
written language requires continua I exp la nations by
an adult and in large measure defeats an important
purpose to release teachers and aides for constructive work with those learners who need it most.
Individualized Computation, A 1 through F2 is essentially non-verbal. Language is a dangerous means of
communication
between adults (including authors)
and children.
In an airport
change:

1n Pittsburgh,

I overheard this ex-

This basic division allows for maximum interaction
and individualization.

Two boys, dressed alike, were watching the activity on the landing field. A gentleman behind them
asked: "Are you boys twins?"

INDIVIDUALIZED COMPUTATION

One boy turned
twins."

Level A 1 assumes the learner can count to 10 and
write corresponding numerals. The first section of

A few moments later the gentleman asked, "How
old are you?"

around to answer, "Yeah, we're
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''I'm six and he's five."
"Oh, then you aren't twins the same. "

you're just dressed

The other boy turned around, explaining,
just watching the same airplanes."

"We're

While spoken language is such an unreliable means
of communication, written language has additional
hazards.
For these reasons, CDA Math has pioneered the
use of all kinds of non -verbal techniques. (As an -unexpected result, few changes were required to provide
language in both Spanish and English .)
Levels B 1 and B2 depend more and more on diagrams and sketches with movable counters for
those needing them . And the opportunities grow for
children to make statements they believe using symbols only .
''Pencil and paper arithmetic. " as many teachers
refer to manipulation of symbols , comes in, particularly at the intermediate
level, but sketches and
diagrams never disappear because they are so much
more effective as a means of communication than
words. Presentation of new ideas is never attempted
without sketches and diagrams often sketches
that suggest objects such as beansticks that are
familiar and available if necessary .
Individualized Computation, A through F, is sequenced to help develop necessary computational
skills through simple long division and operations
with both common fractions and decimal fractions.
It is straighforward and uncluttered . It assumes that
most applications of computation will come up in
Patterns and Problems.

Some answers are provided on each page. These
serve a dual purpose. They are useful in answering
the perennial quest ion, "What am I supposed to do
here 7 " An instructive answer would be to ask the
learner if the answers given would help; and the
usual call for help can be extinguished ove r a period
of time .
The second purpose of providing answers on the
page is that it can serve as a device to let the child
know immediately whether he is right or wrong providing " immediate reinforcement."
Several methods are used to make answers avail-

able on the page. In the beginning , the answers are
given at the side, but as close to the example as
possible. About half of the answers are provided
interspersed with "on your own" examples .
Later, answers are moved to the bottom of the
page, but not in order , thereby discouraging "answercopying.
Still further, particularly
in Levels D, E and F,
almost all the answers are given in a " multiple
choice " format
. each is randomly entered in a
list of from three to five possibilities .
In Levels A, B and C (both 1 and 2) there is an
incorrect answer in each sequence of pages between
test papers. These mistakes are pointed out in the
Answers and Annotations and can be used in any
way that seems most effective.

(A middle grade student who had been having
more than usual difficulty suddenly took off with
enthusiasm.
Her mother explained something the
teacher hadn't been aware of : "It all happened when
Marjorie found a mistake in the answers in her book .
If she was smart enough to correct an author's mistake , maybe she was pretty smart after all.")
Whenever answers are provided , it is a temptation
for some children to "answer-copy ," and this is a
problem that must be dealt with. It may be necessary
to put the book away for awhile, using similar material from the "other resources " that are described in
other sections .
But a word of caution - what appears as " cheating " may be something else. An investigation of a
group of eight -year-old children produced a surprising result. They were using a programmed reading
series with answers on the side . Almost every child
observed looked at the answer given before writing
in the place prov ided .
But test results were favorable.
This led to a further look at " cheating. " Actually,
the children were playing the game according to the
rules answering the questions before looking at
the answers given . They were so reluctant to be
wrong they checked first before writing in their
responses .
In Levels A, B, and C, there is a single sequence
-

A 1, A2 , 8 1 , 8 2 , C 1 and C2 .

LEARNING
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However, Levels D, E and F have a different
quencing.

se-

Levels D 1, E1 and F1 are designed for pupils who
have had difficulty and do not have the preparation
usually expected of them.
Levels Dz, Ez and Fz assume better preparation.
There are three basic routes through these six
books and many variations of those routes .
Levels D 1 , E1 and F1 , while less demanding , prepare a child to perform at or above grade level expectancy at the end of the intermediate grades
and may be as far as some want to go .
Levels Dz, Ez and Fz may be enough for some students - they may not need any other help.
Still others may find it helpful to work through all
six books D 1, Dz, E1, E2 , F1 and F2 , in that order .
In diagrammatic
this :

form these routes might look like

As teachers become more familiar with the materials and their students , they may find other routes
more appropriate for individual children.
In Levels D. E and F (1 and 2) a sequencing was
generally developed to facilitate the introduction of
each book to a child or a group of children. The formats that recur in the book are all introduced in
the first section - before the first test. The teacher
has the opportunity of providing special help in the
beginning, knowing that the formats will reappear .
Throughout the whole Individualized Computation
series of twelve books, curriculum-imbedded
tests
are included at the end of each sequence of from six
to twelve pages. There are no answers given on these
pages - children are "on their own."
If they demonstrate an ability to perform adequately on the test, they color in an appropriate block
on the "progress chart" located on the inside of the
back cover.
On the backs of each test in Levels A, B and C (1
and 2), there is a letter to parents explaining what
the child has been doing in "computation"
and what

MATERIALS

lies ahead. Suggestions are included of ways the parents could help strengthen the child's computational
and general mathematical facility.

MY PROGRESS
My Progress -

Primary (Levels A, B and C) and

My Progress - Intermediate (Levels D, E and F) are
a compilation of these tests. Inserted in the teacher's
copy, which includes answers , are " performance
objectives" for each of the " criterion referenced"
tests .

Many teachers have found this a most helpful
"management
system"complying with require ments in a way that is not at all burdensome.
Historically, CDA Math was developed as a total
program and then reshaped in the light of classroom experiences . When a form emerged that
produced results including better standardized
achievement test scores tests were designed to
help check on the child ' s individual progress. Finally,
" performance objectives " were written that are consistent with the tests .
We know that this procedure is the reverse of what
certain " planners" are trying to push on education .
They would begin with " performance objectives ,"
then produce " criterion referenced tests ," and then
produce materials to prepare children for the tests .
This procedure makes consideration for the child an
afterthought.
Test results show such efforts are not
productive.
If the classical " management system " concept
has some positive contribution to make , its disciples
have been unable , thus far , in elementary mathematics education. to prove it by obtaining positive
resu Its .
Levels B 1 and B2
th rough F1 and Fz is designed to help chi Id ren with
the on-going search for ways to avoid one-by -one
counting . The two basic strategies in this extension
are (1) to commit the "basic facts " to automatic recall, and (2) to recogn ize the "place value" plan of
our system of numeration as the source of powerful
shortcuts that make one -by-one counting unnecessary .
Individualized

Computation,

Children develop computational skills at greatly
varying rates of progress. So, Individualized Compu-
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tation Levels A 1, A2 through F1, F2 are self-pacing and
self-corre cting with most children requ iring a minimum amount of outside intervention .
All language in Levels A 1, A 2 , 8 1, 8 2 , C 1, C2 is
given bot h in English and in Spanish Levels 0 1, E1,
and F1 are also bilingual.
We have been careful to design materi als prov iding the fullest opportunity for each ch ild to feel he is
firmly in the dr iver 's seat. We hope learner s will
keep their own learning mach ines going "f ull speed
ahead. "

PATTERNSAND PROBLEMS
Th is is the creative side of math emati cs of mathematics very few people have met .

a face

Computation is a matter of skill development .
a matt er of training - being able to perform on command or when the need arises. It is an ind ispensable
tool for advance ment in education; it is sometimes
helpful in t he work -a-day world we live in (when machines aren't readily available); it's a must to show
higher standardize d achievemen t t est sco res. And
all of these require ments are very real - t hough they
t end to be dull at best.
But , one more compe ll ing reason to develop computational faci lity is that finding patterns and solving
problems usually requires some computatio n - not
a lot, but some. And computational difficulties, unless min or, will intrude to dampen enjoyment.
For examp le: it is qu ite poss ible to find out almost
all one needs to know abo ut operat ions with " fr actio ns" and never introd uce any number large r than
12 ( 12 eggs in a dozen) . Further, it wou ld be qui t e
possible to find out anything one needs to know about
operati ons with "po sitive and negati ve integers and
zero," and ru le out all numb ers larger than 10.

Patterns and Problems, beyond the first part of
Level A, is almost completely "e pisodic."
Levels
D, E and Fare subtitled "Jumpi ng Around in Mathe matics," inviting learners to develop an "exploring"
attitude, opening opport unit ies for them to make in dependent investigations .

TALK SESSIONS
Patterns and Problems was des igned fo r use wit h
heter ogeneous g roups of any size .

An activity can be intr od uced with some ki nd of
c lass discussion in order t o promote a maximum of
in ter acti on. " Tal k sessions" are important to a
chil':J's development in mathematics because " communicat ion of ideas" is an essential part of the sub ject. It is so frustrating t o "have it in your head " and
to be unable to share with others.
We hope the adults will not usurp "ta lk t ime."
There is more t o be learned about child ren throug h
liste ning than by talki ng. Chi ld ren usually learn
more from ta lki ng and listen ing to oth er ch ildren
th an they do when adults assume an " I' ll tell you"
stance.
Anothe r good reason to let ch ildren do most of
the talking is th at they often come up with more
interesting ideas and questions th an the teach er or
the book had in mind.
I was once obse rvin g a mode l lesson in Toronto
abo ut " finite and infinite sets." Th e teacher was well
prepared. He had a tab le full of tools and elic ited
from t he group that it was a " set of t ools" ... and
t hat it was a " f inite set. "
"Can you give me an examp le of an in f inite set?"
"Sure, " a stude nt called out, "the stars ."
"Now really, " the teache r admonished , "stars
don 't go on fo rever like th e set of whole numbers ."
"Yes, they do," came a qu ick rejo inder .
Another student entered t he argument . "The st ars
aren't inf inite you would ju st need a very long
time to count them."
"R ight," the t eacher agreed .
" I still th ink th e stars are infinit e because while
you are coun tin g t hem more are being born. "
That was enoug h f or the teacher. This ki nd of
arg ument was not part of his lesson plan scenar io.
So he brought th e di scussi on "ba ck to earth. "
The act ivities in Patterns and Problems are simply t hough t- star ters. If t hey impel the g roup out
into the cosmos, the n t hey have served th eir pur pose .
We are fu lly aware that goals wh ich prepared mat er ials are intended to reach are trivial in comparison
with advent ur es out int o th e unknown which ch ild ren
are willing to undertake. Followin g the development
as it unfolds in "t he book" must always be a cour se
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that can be followed until something happens that
can involve the learners more fully, releasing their
imaginations, their creativity, their desire to know
something they want to know.

Some parents are weight-watchers - and children
are ready to play the same game, keeping records of
results. A bathroom scale is a most versatile piece
of equipment in the classroom.

"Talk sessions" may start as looking at a particular problem. The goal is not "that problem"the
goal is " the most engrossing problem" that arises.

Imagine a situation in which a child weighing
himself can simultaneously pull up on a fixed object,
such as a bar that can be set at any height. After
finding his weight, how much higher can he make
the scale go by pulling upon that fixture? . . . only
the difference is noteworthy. Does the increase differ if checked in the morning and again shortly before
the end of the school day 7 Can he increase the
difference by practicing each day?

"Solving problems and finding patterns" is the
underlying theme and, in an alive group, "talk
sessions" will very often go far afield and far beyond
the rather prosaic problems and patterns that initiated the discussion.
Teachers and parents who can't find time for "talk
sessions" have a questionable sense of priorities .
If you look back over the week and find that "talk
times" were overlooked , that ought to be a signal
that the next week's plans would include "double
time" for talk about arithmetic.

MEASUREMENT
Some of the activities have been selected because
they require extensive though modest computations.
Teachers may find it useful to bring these developments in to meet a need for more practice.
Other activities are off the beaten path, thereby
providing more variety than learners have had available before. Many have a very light touch.
Many opportunities are provided for making many
different kinds of measurement investigations . These
are , in large part, inspired by John Holt through his
book What Do I Do Monday (E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc.,
New York, 1970. Also available in paperback as a
Delta Book.) Chapters 14 , 15, 16, 17 and 18 are a
fascinating source of measuring activities with fascinating ideas for children competing with themselves
to demonstrate their ability to reach a goal they set
for themselves.
When John Holt was asked recently what he would
add if he were rewriting these chapters, he said he
would begin by asking . " What is it children see adults
measuring 7 " He pointed out that in much a child
does on his own he is imitating adults playing
"hospital,"
"school ," "store"taking on adult
roles. Later, children imitate characters they meet
on television - adults, again . In this sense , he said,
"Children are trying to escape from childhood ."

If the bar is set higher, how much difference can
be accomplished by pushing up - with the bar at
different heights?
Doctors are "pulse counters " and measurers of
blood pressure. Carpenters and other builders are
always measuring , often using fascinating collapsible
rules and automatically rewinding metal tapes ...
clearly such devices are more adult than classroom
foot rulers marked off in quarter inches.

A stop watch is an adult measuring tool used in
many different " grown-up " athletic events. Some
schools might find a source of supermarket scales
that are being replaced by more modern versions " surplus " scales headed for the junk .pile.
Perhaps a school could collect all kinds of measuring devices to be catalogued and then " checked out"
as from a library - and returned. In some factories,
such collections of tools are called "tool cribs";
workers check out the tools they need, and return
them when finished - signing them " out " and " in."
Measurement is a recurring theme in Patterns and
Problems, Levels A thru F.
Patterns and Problems is primarily designed as a
resource of opportunities for children to keep their

natural learning systems in high gear in a mathematical environment . One of its goals is to offer a way
out of a dilemma that is widely known but seldom
discussed in public-"Not
enough is already too
much. " This is an ominous cloud that hangs over
elementary arithmetic at all grade levels. And it will
not go away if you ignore it .
Patterns and Problems offers this solution: if "drill

and practice "

is raised to the "problem - solving
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level," then , and only then, will children put up with
"enough ."

... yes. "Five 7 " . . . after some hesitation there is
general agreement that it can't be done .

Before coming to school children have been solving
problems and making their own investigations . . .
when they want ed to. Certainly "learning language"
required continuous problem-solving and investigating. They have already demonstrated amazing accomplishments.

From this point on , uncertainty enters almost every
step of the way , because any larger numbers of beans
will require combinations of sticks .

Not all of what children learn has "utilitarian
value" in the sense that learning to speak has. They
learn to play many games that are just fun. They
enjoy working at puzzles - if they are not too hard.
Any form of "hide and seek " seems to have a special
appeal both for the searchers and for the hiders .
" Can you find a large book with a picture of the
..
the search is on ; and if
moon on its cover 7 "
there is such a book , it will be found with squeals and
other expressions of satisfaction from everyone involved.
Dump a can of beansticks on a table and ask if
everyone will help find all the 4-sticks (popsicle sticks
with 4 beans glued on them) . Children will pick
through the pile for a long time; each discovery of a
4 -stick is a happy event and impetus to renew the
search .
If cans or other receptacles are provided, one for
each kind of stick (those with the same number of
beans on them), the whole table top covered with
sticks will begin soon to be cleared and the sticks
properly sorted. The element of " search" fascinates
most children . There is uncertainty involved, frustration, success, resolution .
The element of " search" is characteristic of most
appropr iate mathematical problems . A typical problem begins with obvious examples and "search"
enters the activity as soon as outcomes are less than
obvious.

........ ......
....

Consider a group of three 4-sticks and three 3sticks.

(

(
(

)

(

)

)

(

)

)

(~~·--'·'--~•_,)

"Can you pick up just 1 bean?"
beans?" .. No . "Three beans 7 " .

.. No. "Two
. Yes, "Four?"

If you count all the beans , there is a total of 21.
Suppose we keep track of results with a simple
system using checks (\!) to mean " I can do it" and
crosses (x) to mean "I can 't find a combination with
that number."
The results already considered are marked in this
system :

✓✓

✓

3 4 :(' 6 7 8 9 IO I I I 2 I 3 14 I 5 16 I 7 I 8 I 9 20 21
What about 6 , 7, 8 , 9, 10, 11, etc.?
Please join the search for combinations for each
of these numbers of beans . Remember , all you have
is three 3-sticks and three 4-sticks.

Beginners will find the going rough with 6 , 7, 8
and 9. You , the reader , ought to begin slowing down
at 10, 11 and 12 . Beginners might be asked to go
no further than 12 . You ought to persevere all the
way to the full count of 21.
For beginners and adults alike , as soon as we pass
beyond obvious examples (which are of little or no
interest) , difficulty enters. Most adults find 10 and
11 or both rather elusive. But eventually you hit on
a combination - urged on by the feeling of accomplishment .
Any good problem for beginners is one that re quires even adults to push beyond simple recall, to
think in a characteristically human way .
As you look back over this little problem, notice
that it was not demeaning even to adults. (How long
did you spend looking for a combination of 16 beans
before reaching the conclusion it can 't be done?)
How much "drill and practice" did you do even
though you didn't need it? . .. using small multiples
of 3 and 4 .. . 3, 6 , 9 and 4 , 8, 12 ... and adding
to make combinations? The same computations as
a typical page of unrelated examples would turn most
people off - children and adults because there
is no reason to do them.
Notice, also, that the problem arises not because
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of the difficulty of the computation. Most "patterns
and problems" can be explored without computationa I hazards.
Thus Patterns and Problems can be used with
heterogeneous groups of any size providing a maximum of interaction between learners.

EVALUATION
The vogue in education is to lim it evaluation to
the "cognitive domain"skill development and
acquisition of knowledge.
A growing appreciation for patterns and developing a taste for problem - solving is squarely in the
"affective domain"attitudes , emotions and feel ing s. Since these human characteristics are difficult
to measure, they are treated as "unmeasurables ."
A creative approach to mathematics is discour aged by the fact that there is no standardized achieve ment test or "criterion referenced test" that can
evaluate progress in the affective doma in . We wish
the "behaviorists" would broaden the ir expertise to
find answers for these harder questions.

LEARNING
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CDA Math has made a pioneering attempt to find
answers to the harder quest ions - desig n "c ri ter ion
referenced" tests t hat can measure learners ' apprecia tio n of patterns and abil ity to solve mathema t ical
problems.
The init ial effort is a co llection of Problem Solving Activities designed to measure progress in the
area of mathematics that concerns us in Patterns and
Problems.
Our purpose is not to perfect a def inite instr ument.
We are simply unw illing to equate " it's difficult " wit h
"it can 't be done." A slogan com es to mind : " If it's
difficult , we' ll do · it tomorrow; if it 's impossib le, it
will take us a little longe r."
This " first attempt" to evaluate growth in the
·'affective doma in" is essentially a request for the
educational community to join in a conce rted effort
to find a solution to problems the behaviorists call
"impossible . "
Comments on our effor ts will be deeply appreci •
ated; but diverse pioneering effo rts by many others
are required because we have only begun to probe
an area where "ange ls fear to tr ead."
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EPILOGUE
An Experience with a Mathematician
Several years ago , I fo und I had agreed to be two
places at once and asked a col league at the Universit y of Ill ino is. Dr . Hym an Gabai , to ta l k to a P.T.A .
meetin g.
He protes ted. arg uin g he couldn't think of any th ing to say th at they wou ld want to hear , but fina lly
agreed to try.
Hyman is a research mathematic ia n with a f in e
sensitiv ity to ot her peop le and is conscient ious to a
fault . I was confide nt he would find a way to meet
th e cha llenge .
A few days before the P.T.A . meet i ng Hyman asked
to ta lk about hi s plans . We sat down and he tr ied
his ideas with me.
"Yo u k now. yo u ca n make lots of d itt eren t shape s

on a geoboard with a rubb er band. " He had suc h a

board wi th 5 rows of pin s spaced equa lly in both
dir ecti ons. He put a rubb er band on the board in
the fo llowing shape:

. . .. .
• • • • •

:. :~
~
"Now you probably know that you can find th e
area of t his ki nd of t r iang le by thin king of it as par t
of th e area of a rectang le."
Wit h pe nc il and a shee t of pape r on which th ere
was a 5 by 5 array of dots , he cont inu ed hi s exp lanat ion. He knew I was fam il iar with mos t of what he
said. but he was rea l ly practicing fo r th e P.T.A .
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"Let 's agree that the smallest square is 1 unit of area
... A in the sketch. B is half of 3 units of area, or l½
units; C is half of 2 units of area. The rectangle around
the triangle is 2 x 3 uni ts of area ... 6 units. So the area
of the triangle is 6-(C + C+ Bl or 6- - 0 + 1 + l½) and
6-3½ = 2½. The area of the triangle is 2½ units.
"We might call that the outside approach. Now
there's another way to find that area-I'll
ca ll it the
inside approach: I break up the inside into as many
smal I triangles as possible- something like this:

A and triangle B together are the same size as R or
I unit. Since A is ½ unit, so is B. (3) If you look at
sketches 2 and 3 , you will not ice that B and C are
the same size - each ½ un it. (4) The main d iag•
onal cuts this 3 unit area in half - so S must be ½
of 3 or 1 ½ units. Since A is ½ unit and C is ½
unit , then D must also be ½ un it. (5) And E turns
out to be ½ unit also. (6) Th is sket ch shows tha t B,
C and E are all the same shape, just twisted
around or fli pped over.
"So, all 5 of those little triangles in our or iginal
area regardless of th eir particu lar shapes have the
same area - ½ unit."
That came as qu ite a surpr ise to me and I took a
jump ahead.
" Will all 3-peggers on the geoboard have an area
of ½ unit? "
"Here's the geoboa rd, you can try some others .
But remember - no pegs inside and no pegs to uching any of the 3 sides ."

•

-- --

"We are faced with the problem of find ing the
area of each of those triangles labeled A, B, C, D and
E and we fa l l back on the outside approach with
each.
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Triang le Fis a slice through a 4 unit rectang le with
a 2 unit t riang le on one side and 1 ½ un it tr iangle on
the other - leav ing ½ unit for F.
Triangle G is a slice t hro ugh a 3 x 4 unit area or 12 unit s. On one sid e is a 6 un it t riangle. On the
other is a 3 unit t riangle, a 2 unit recta ngle, and a

½

unit tri ang le: 6

12 -

+

3

+

2

+

½

=

11 ½ and

11 ½ = ½ .

I trie d on a larger geoboard to f ind a 3-pegger
that had some area other than ½ uni t but I fou nd
no except ion.
(6)

"(l) Triang le A is obviously half of a 1 un it square.
(2) Trian gle R is half of 2 units - or 1 unit. Triangle

Then I though t back to the larger tr iang le we be·
gan with and th e question arose, " Can t he inside of
any triangle be broken up into 3-pe gg ers?"
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additional
inside:

peg on the outside adds a new 3-pegger

Pegs

•

•
"Of course we haven't really proved anything,"
Hyman cautioned, "but you probably have strong
feelings that all triangles you can make on a geoboard can be broken down into 3-peggers that all
have an area of ½ unit; and that all you need to do
is count the 3-peggers, divide by 2 and the result is
the number of units in the whole area.
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•

•
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"It seems that a peg inside adds two 3-peggers.
Now, if that holds for more pegs inside, a 3-pegger
with 2 inside would break up into 1 + 2 + 2 or 5
three-peggers.

I
I

+
I

: A

3

Pegs
No. of
Outside Inside 3-Pec;ic;iers

•

------"1

•

5

I

•

I

I

2

"Now, what is the result of having a peg inside?"

I assured him it was sure worth a try.

r--..,..__

3
4

"So, if there are no pegs inside, just count the
pegs on the outside , subtract 2 and that's the number of 3-peggers you will have.

"Do you think the P.T.A. would find that little
result surprising and interesting?"

"But that's not all," Hyman continued . "You might
find that breaking up into little 3-peggers and
counting the number of them becomes more and
more tedious as the starting triangles get larger ."
He stretched a rubber band on the geoboard to make
his point.

3-Peg<;1ers

I

t
Pec;is
No. of
Outside Inside 3-Pe~ers

•
"In fact, the outside method would probably be
much more efficient. The whole board has an area of
16 units, A is ½ of 8 or 4 units, B is ½ of 6 or 3
units, and C is ½ of 4 or 2 units; 9 units of area."
(4

+ 3 + 2 = 9.)

16 -

9

= 7 units

of area.

I admitted it was probably more efficient but not
nearly as much fun.
"Well," mathematician Gabai went on, "maybe we
can improve on the efficiency of the inside method .
"You will notice that after the first 3 pegs , each

•
•

3
4

2
2

5
6

•

"These examples support our guess.
"So the 'inside approach' becomes a kind of 'pegson-the-outside, pegs-on-the-inside' approach .
"If there are no pegs on the inside, the triangle
can be broken up into 2 less 3-peggers than pegs.
So, outside pegs minus 2 indicates the number of

EPILOGUE
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3-peggers with ½ uni t of area each; and each inside
peg adds 2 three-pe ggers with 1 unit each.
"Let E stand for out side pegs (Edges) and i fo r
inside pegs, and we can say: (E - 2) ...;..(2i) =
num ber ½ units 3-pe ggers.

(E-2)+2i

2

= Area

" So the number of unit s in the whole area must
be half the number of 3 peggers.
"Now we can clean that up a little but say the
same th in g. If there are no pegs inside, the area is
1 less than half t he number of pegs-

E

--

2

evening at the P.T.A meeting. Maybe if you don't
over do it t hey' ll ask you for a return engagement."
" But I only have one mor e statement to make ."
" What's th at?"
"Simply that the formu la without any changes
works ju st as well for all shap es as it does for t riangles. Can't I tell th at to the P.T.A.?"
"You win,'' was all I could say
And I tried one example on the geoboar d :

14
-+2-1=8
2

•

•

1

E
2

•

.

•
•

•

"And each peg inside adds a unit of area, so we
can put that all togeth er and say:

- -I +i =Area

•

E

- +i-l=Area

2

You can verify it for yourse lf has an area of 8 units

that that shape

"or as a set of directions: find the numb er of outside pegs, divide by 2; add the num ber of pegs
inside; finally subtract 1 and that's the number of
units in th e area .

Hyman had a last remark: "M athema ticians know
th is as Pick's Theorem, named after it s or iginator
who lived in the late 1800's"

"Now you have both your fun and some real
efficiency .

Not only did the PT.A . hear about Pic k's Theorem ,
but a growing number of children and paren ts from
coast to coast now have found out about it .

"Do you think the P.T.A. memb ers will li ke t hat?"
" Not only will they like it , so would children . They
could have some fun with their friends."

Hyman Gabai let the rest of us in on a delightful
bit of mathematical lore that's been lying aro und for
the better part of a century.

"H ere's a geoboard : make any old triangle you
want to: don't let me see it; how many pegs does th e
rubber band touch? and how many inside? ... Then
the area of your tri ang le is _
. units. It would
seem a lmost like magic."

There must be many oth er Hyman Gabai's in the
fraternity of mathematicians who will ferre t out of
their past experience sorne notes that are appropr iate for a talk to a P.TA .

"Oh , but that's not all, " Hyman added.
" What do you mean?''
" Well , I'v e been talkin g about tr iangles you can
make on a geoboard with a rubber band. Wouldn't
you like to know somet hing about squares and rectangles and shapes w ith as many sides as you want?"
"No w wait, Hyman," I warn ed, "I do, and I'll work
on it, but I think you' ve gone far enough for one

At some t ime or anot her, even some of us may
chance upon interes ting math emati cal surprises that
occur when workin g with numbers and shapes. The
presen tation of those can provide a stimulating
springboard fo r discussion during staff development
meetings , P.T.A. meet ings and with children in the
classroom .
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PARTTWO

AMEMO
from the author
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A Memo is Part II of Mathl!matic::; for E veryone . Fe
t he convenience of adults working with ch ildren i
the classroom, the following materia l has been printe
separate ly and inserted in Teacher 's Edit ions of J
B, C, D, E, and F.
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With Bob Beck as Editor and General Manager , "Friendly Math Associates"
was created in Carmel, California, to undertake the task of adding an
intermediate component to the already existing CDA Math Primary program.
This seemed to be a modest task at first, because I had already outlined the
extension into the middle grades . Lieselotte Esser, with whom I have worked
closely for 15 years , came from Pennsylvania to act as "art and production
manager ."
Friendly Math Associates grew from one desk in an office to a group of
dedicated and talented people. The goals began changing. "Can't we start
from scratch and create a whole new program to span the elementary grades?"
As soon as the question was posed, the answer was, "Yes, let's do exactly
that" . .. and now it's been done - at least the 1974 Edition of CDA
Elementary Math is completed and already activity is under way to establish
a "Catalog" in the spirit of the "Whole Earth Catalog" - a periodical written
and edited by classroom teachers and administrators and parents.

OREWORD

Friendly Math Associates, in helping to create and produce an elementary
school math program that asserts the primacy of humanistic goals has drawn
together this energetic and challenging group of people. They have :,elped
create CDA Math not as an end, but rather as a solid beginning to help teachers
find effective answers to hard problems; but there will always be hard problems .
And there is a need for a group to face up squarely to the diff iculties that
confront classroom teachers every day, searching for ways to answer cries
for "HELP."
The "tasks" Friendly Math Associates undertook at first have , under the
sensitive guidance of Bob Beck, developed into a crusade . Every problem that
arose was always resolved in terms of "what do classroom teachers need?"
... and there is no end to the challenge of that question.
I would like to list those who have helped make CDA Elementary Math
possible. Each has contributed an indispensable piece, but to specify the
particular contributions of each would require a volume. To each of these
people, I owe a full measure of gratitude .

Robert W. Wirtz
Educational Consultants
William Bear
Barbara Beck
Christine Bonfilio
Steven Carl
Paula Crivello
Jana Curtice
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Amie Droke
Barbara Dunning
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SuggestionsAbout "PlaceII1ent"
How can a teacher determine the point of entry
into CDA Math that is most appropriate for a particular child and for a particular group of children?

BEGINNERS
The real question with beginners is "When is it
appropriate to introduce them to any organized materials?" After that time has come , then the individual
beginner should start with Individualized Computation, A1 and groups of beginners can start with
Patterns and Problems, Level A.
When are such materials appropriate?
The answer must focus attention on attitudes,
not on skill development. Children, whether individuals or groups , are ready to encounter new material
when their successes motivate them to move a head.
The crucial criterion for an individual child to move
into Individualized Computation is not "as soon as
he can," but, rather, when he "wants to" and, after
starting , continues to "want to." Similarly, the criterion of readiness for a group of children to enter
into Patterns and Problems is not at the point when
most of the children "are able," but, rather , "when
when the
they can move ahead successfully" ...
group activities develop a " friendly feeling for numbers" in all participants .
Elsewhere , I have spoken out as forcefully as I
can against misguided efforts to "push first grade
performance down to kindergarten" and to describe
desired "performance"
in "behavioral terms" with
"cognitive goals." The "management systems" have
strongly influenced Early Childhood Education programs to train children much as Skinner trains his
pigeons . For these people, cognitive goals are central and are to be pursued without concern for the
attitudes of children . These "managers" fail to learn
from the fact that such "training"
does not show
lasting results . Once the pressures they depend on
are relaxed, the behavior they want is replaced by
behavior that is more consistent with the child's
natu ra I style.
When in doubt about whether or not children are
ready, hold back. If there is an optimum time for
entry into CDA Math, it is far better to begin later

than to begin too soon. However, if the time for
entry seems to be approaching, the teacher should
initiate activities and observe the chi Id ren 's attitudes
during their involvement in these new activities ,
rather than merely noting their ability to comply with
directions .
There is no appropriate placement tactic that
does not depend squarely on the teacher's professional judgment . . and this is true for newcomers
to CDA Math in later grades as well as for beginners .
However, there are several factors a teacher can implement to he\ p determine placement.
Small piles of activity pages from Drill and Practice at the Problem Solving Level might be made
available . Those who show interest need only a word
or two of explanation and they will be able to move
ahead on their own. When children indicate a desire
for more activities of that kind, they can try Individualized Computation , Leve\ A.
Groups of children who enjoy writing numbers and
talking about them are ready to try Patt erns and
Problems, Level A. But ·whenever children who had
been introduced to these materials need to be pushed
to move on, they would learn more by turning to
games and by handling materials with which they
are more familiar.
If local school district guidelines insist on "placement tests , " those requirements are adequately met
Level. The children 's
by My Progress-Primary
ability to handle the first test for Level A, will indicate whether or not they can handle beginning activities in CDA Math, LeveJ A. I earnestly hope, however,
that if these tests are required, each teacher will be
concerned primarily with the child 's attitude toward
the tested activity when deciding whether CDA Math ,
Level A, is appropriate at that time.

NEWCOMERS
By "newcomers:·, mean children who have already
been introduced to materials other than CDA Math.
and My ProgressAgain, My Progress-Primary
Intermediate can be used to find the point at which
each child is "able" to enter CDA Math and move
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ahead on his own . But scores on those tests provide
an indication only of previous skill development , unless the teacher takes on the responsibility of assessing the child's attitude toward the activities within
the test. The child's feelings about what he is asked
to do in arithmetic are better indicators of future
development than the test scores. Negative attitudes
such as inattention , reluctance , numerous erasures,
little progress, grumbling and the like are frequently
manifestations of fear and should serve as a warning
signal to the teacher to reduce the stress on the
child by presenting him with material that is more
familiar ... or simply waiting for a while .
Age, grade placement and test scores are dangerous criteria for placement in CDA Math unless they
are considered as tentative indicators that will help
a teacher make this important professional decision.
Such a judgment must depend mainly on the teacher's familiarity with CDA Math and on a familiarity
with the child and the class as a whole . The appropriate level of materials and timing of their introduction
to a newcomer is largely determined by a child's previously established image of the subject of mathematics and of himself as a learner of mathematics .
Adequate time is required to enable a teacher to become familiar with each child 's need before making
any decision on placement , despite the fact that
many administrators would prefer an immediate decision in the interest of record keeping.
Many teachers have come to know their children
and CDA Math materials by selecting activities from

Drill and Practice at the Problem Solving Level ...
activities the teachers can introduce with confidence
and enjoyment.
In the beginning , these teachers
make their selections without any special concern
about "content area ." Rather , their concern is focused on deciding whether the activity is something
the children will enjoy and whether they will want to
do more of the same, even though the level of difficulty might rise a little .
The activities in Drill and Practice at th e Problem
Solving Level are based on the same view of content
and the same learning theory as the rest of CDA Math
(Levels A through F). Children's reactions to these
activities will signal, to teachers who are watching
how children feel, appropriate points of entry into the
body of these CDA Math materials . Some children
have developed a pervading sense of defeat when
confronted with mathematics. There is no other way
than moving them back to the point where they can
handle the activity with confidence, where their faith
in their ability to learn mathematics can be re-estab lished - where they can begin developing a "friendliness for numbers." If the signals sent out by some
intermediate grade children suggest to the teacher
that they should start with quite elementary activities,
these alert teachers should feel comfortable acting
on that information .
After the foregoing discussion, I hope that I can
assume that no child will be introduced to Individualized Computation, Level D, simply because he is
in the fourth grade or because he is nine years old.

"Counting-OnClub"
Arithmetic begins with learning to count by ones.
After that, it is a never-ending search for shortcuts
to avoid one-by-one counting.
In the beginning , many children are reluctant to
"count.on" - they seem compelled to begin again
For example: suppose the children have two
at "l".
piles of counters, they have counted the number in
each, and recorded the results . . .

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

+

6

=

... and they are asked "How many altogether? " Most
beginners will start counting from "1 " . As they were
introduced to arithmetic, there was no alternative
when asked , "How many?" It may be the case that
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some children think that to start counting from "l"
is one of the rules of the game .

Bruce was excited. For the first time he asked his
new adoptive parents (who have now legally adopted
him) to help him catch up in " arithmetic and reading .

Somewhere along the way, someone, on his own
or in response to gentle urging, will "count-on from
4 " . . "five , six ...
ten " and announce that the
total is "10 " .

How do you begin with a 12-year-old finger count er?

That's the time to stop everything else and have
"Ruth" explain what she had just done.
An overhead projector would help show the whole group how
to count-on.

" Bruce, here is a page showing a special set of
beansticks. The questions are : How many on each
stick and how many all together?" Here is the
first example:

Then Ruth 's name goes up on the chalkboard
as president of the " Counting-On Club". She can
wear a badge to proclaim her status. Then anyone
can join the club by demonstrating the ability to
"count-on."

••••• •
••••• ••

+

Later, "Dave ·· will see the economy of counting-on
from the bigger number:
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

+

6

Bruce started counting.
" Wait. Let's talk about the beansticks . Are they
just any old beansticks 7 "

=

(Every stick on the page had 5 on the left and 0,
1, 2 , 3 or 4 on the right.)

"Six , seven, eight, nine, ten ."
Dave becomes President of the Select
that "counts-on from the bigger number."

Group

These are but indications of many ways we can
dramatize the important notions of arithmetic . Chil dren need to hear often that arithmetic is basically a
search for shortcuts to avoid one-by-one counting and
in the most dramatic ways we can invent .
Counting-on, or using information you already
have to avoid one-by-one counting is a tactic some
children have not yet learned by the time they reach
the intermediate grades.
Bruce was in the fourth grade, already two years
behind his peers. He had been through a rough
experience - bounced from one relative to another,
one foster home to another - one prospective adoption to another . In arithmetic, he was a "finger
counter. " Given sketches or diagrams, he had no
confidence whatever unless he could count, one by
one.
The principal of his new school felt he ought
to be moved closer to his peers a promotion.

"No , all the sticks have 5 beans on one side. "
"Okay, how many beans are there on the first
stick?"
He started to point to each bean and count.
"But you said there were 5 beans on that side, so
you don't have to count them."
"Oh - there are 6 " . . . "So , write that down . And
on the next stick? "
"Seven!"
down.

No counting, a big smile as he wrote it

"Bruce, how many on .both sticks together?"
Bruce began to count.
" Wait a minute. Look at the stick . You told me
there were 5 on the left side of all the sticks . How
much is 5 and 5?"
" Ten." . .. "So how many on the left side of the
pair of sticks?"
"Ten."
sticks?"

. .. " and how many altogether on the two

"Thirteen!"

His face lost its usual tenseness and
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he grinned confidently. He wrote " 13" and to re
thr ough the entire page - with the same verve or
joie de vivre seen a few days later when his friend
let him drive his " min i-bike " with complete abandon
and in violation of all family rules and the laws of
the state.

'StoryProblen1s"

Bruce had fi nally qualif ied for the "Count ing-on
Club. "
Adults may also become more confiden t as th ey
come to understand that there is no mystery at al l
in arithmeticsimply shortcuts to avoid cou nting(and that "memory " is the sho rt est shortc ut of all.)

( an excerpt from Drill and Prac tice at the Problem Solving L evel
- An Alternative . .. pages 32 and 33 1

When chi ldren have learned "2" as a symb ol fo r
twoness, they can be asked to tell a story that has the
idea of "two" in it. Here is one kind ergartner 's response:
" My brother and I were hungry. We went out in
the woods. He climbed one tree and I climbed another. He picked a piece of fruit and ate it . So did I.
The trees said, 'Ouch, ouch 1' "
Later child ren can be asked to te ll stories that
have the ideas of both two and three. "I watched
channel 2 for three hours . .. I walked two blocks to
the store and ate three hamburge rs ... I've only got
two dolls and I wish I had thr ee instead."
When children become quite sure t hat collections
of two thin gs and three th ings taken to get her are
five things and th at the idea is reported in the form
3
5 ," such a statement can be considered
"2
a " headline " or a title. What can you t ell about th at
fit s the headline?

+ =

children. It is an invitation to show indivi dual ity , to
amuse , to get things out. It puts the learner in the
driver 's seat .

+

=

50
100 ' . A tru ck full of
"My headline is '50
dynamite exploded and blew the t ruck driver into 100
pieces. Half of them landed on the beach and half
of them fell in th e ocean."

+

=

4½
7" as a
A fourth grade boy used "2 ½
headline for his story: "On th e way home fro m school
I got my shoes muddy. Then I walked across the liv ing room rug. My mot her bawled me out fo r 2 ½
hours . My fat her bawled me out for 4½ hours. How
long did it take my parents to say nothi ng?"
As thoug ht-starters for headline -story sessions,
one invent ive primary teacher devoted a bul letin
board to recordin g informa tio n ch ildren reported:
"It is 45 steps to the principal's off ice. "
"Our room is 30 feet long. "

"Tw o monsters were chas ing three other monsters .
I'm glad all five of them were running away from me."

"T he dictionary weighs 4 pounds ."

" I have a two-wheeler and my little brother has a
tricycle. We've got five wheels."

"There are 5 days of school each week ,"

"T here are 7 wi ndows in our room."

" Milk is 7¢ a carton ."
As a report of an experiment, a ch ild wrote
"6 - 1
5" on the board . The teacher asked,
"Can you make up a story to fit that number sentence?" One boy came up to the front of the room .
He walked over t o the teacher and kissed her before
explainin g, "I had six kisses . I gave Mrs . Burn s one
of them. I have five left."

Each fact was on a separate piece of tagboard so
t he information cou ld be changed easily. Childr en
were encouraged to use th at info rmation as "though tsta rter s" suggesti ng situati ons fo r real or imagined
happenings or appl ications.

Makin g up stories or describing situations to fit
number sentences can be an exciting highlight for

In almost every teacher' s guide and textbook for
pre-service t rai ning there is buried somewhere the

=

"There are 28 c hil dre n in our class," etc .
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advice ". . and sometimes let the children make up
their own story problems ." But the bulk of advice
these guides and textbooks offer could hardly be calculated lo more effectively separate arithmeti c and
its applications.
Teachers are encouraged to have
children look for "cue words " in story problems.
"And" usually suggests addition; "less than" usually
sug gests subtraction; "of " usually suggests multiplication.
A girl in a British infant school developed her own
set of rules which she found quite reliable: if both
numbers are large, t hen use addition or subtraction;
if both are small, multiply; if one is small and the
other large , then divide!
"Story pro blems" are a source of frustration for
most teachers and children. If a year's moratorium
on all such problems were declared, children would
probably perform at a higher level on the "applica tions" part of th e standardized achievement tests at
the end of the year. Many children would forget all
the frustrations and the rules they were supposed to
remember. They would read the problems and try to
figure out what the question is, and then use common
sense. The arithmetic is usually on the simpleminded side .

The most productive strategy would be to have
children spend a year away from the problems that
authors dream up for textbook s. Instead, they should
make up and solve their own problems. Our experience is that most children will invent and solve problems far more difficu lt than textbook authors would
dare include. Children write about what they understand and there are no semantic hurdles for them to
overcome.
If "p enci l and paper arithmetic" is separated from
"applications"
it can only develop as memorization
with out understanding,
and applications a re an
entir ely new encounter . If arithmetic is introduced
as a means for keeping records of a child's experiments and their outcome, then applications are an
integral part of the learnin g experience. As representations and symbols ta ke the place of objects to be
manipulated, the intimate connection between arithmetic and the real world is maintained as children talk
about their own real and imaginary experiences.

Later, when the need develops in science, in social
studies or any other content areas to use numbers to
help describe an experiment or situation, this is no
new idea . It has been the role of arithmetic from the
very beginning to keep records of experiments with
things and to report about goings -on in the real world.

Memorizing the BasicFactsand Processes
Unless, at some point. children have "auto mat ic
recall" of basic facts and processes , they fall far
behind when computations are required. While t he
"new math" proponents often argu ed that "under •
standing is more importan t ," they had no answer for
a decade of declining test results.
How do you memo rize your tele phone number ,
your address , a poem, the spelling of an unusual
name. the National Anthem, a recipe. a formula?
My feeling is that two tea chers I know have suggested a breakthrough on this question that seems
to have escaped decades of research. Marilyn Bu rns
and Mary Lorton have worked with beginners with a
keen sensitivity to thei r responses in a great variety

of situations. Before outlining their conclusions ,
I would like to recall other approache s to this same
t roub lesome problem.
In "Teachers College" in the early 30's, I was int roduced to the psycho logi cal theories of Thorndike
He maintained that we do a disservic e to children to
have them memorize the "t ables" . . ·•o plus l
equals 1, 1 plus l equals 2, 2 piu s 1 equals 3," etc.
.. and "O times 3 equals 0, 1 times 3 equal s 3. 2
times 3 equals 6, 3 t imes 3 equa ls 9,' ' etc . The
result of learnin g this litany is that when the child
is confronted with the question, "How much is 8
times 3?" he must begi n with "0 t imes 3 " and go
t hrough the whole chart until he comes to the item
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he wants.

When confronted with this question :

An example of this phenomenon is the difficulty
one has with answering the question: " In the Pledge
of Allegiance to the Flag of the United States of
America, what word precedes the expression 'for
which '?" To answer, most people must recite to
themselves the entire pledge until they reach that
phrase before they can answer that " republic" is the
preceding word.
Thorndike's advice was to have the children practice the " basic facts" in "random order " -so
each
is fixed as a single item in the memory-not
part
of a lengthy list.

37
x9
I know I say to myself, "9 times 7 is 63 , put down
the 3 and carry 6 " and I write down:
6

37
x9
3
I am calling up auditory
mitted to memory'

patterns

I have com-

=

7

x2

3
x5

8

x4

etc.

So " memorizing the tables ," as I had done in
school , became passe
. it was replaced by " random drill."
Later , the behaviorists from Watson to Skinner
have added "reinforcement " - immediate reward of
some kind for each correct response - as a power ful motivation to remembe r. Using this technique,
Skinner has trained pigeons to pick defective pills
off pharmaceutical production-line belts with greater
efficiency than human beings (which is a compliment
to Skinner's skills and a greater compliment to human beings).
The logical projection of this tactic would be "pennies for pupils "
. . teachers supplied with, let us
say, $500 per year of pennies - 50 ,000 pennies ready to reward immediately each correct response
a child makes . (And it our goals do not reach beyond
" skill development" , this would produce better test
scores than most programs based on "performanceobjectives-in-the-cognitive -domain " are producing today.)
Marilyn Burns and Mary Lorton searched deeply
into their own experiences and observed children at
work and play. "How do people memorize?" Their
conclusion was that at first people generally remem ber "auditory patterns" - they remember what they
say often enough to themselves or "out loud." And
when called upon for an act of "memory," the reply
is a remembered "auditory pattern."

63 I selected that particular fact - 9 x 7
because it has always been more troublesome than
most other facts . While I went through the " auditory
pattern " stage of recall with all the facts, most of
them eventually blend into "visual patterns ." Now
when I see

3
x2

4
x4

6

x5

etc.

my immediate response is "6 , 30 , 16" ...
an immediate response.

each is

The conclusions of Marilyn Burns and Mary Lorton ,
as I interpret them , would suggest that beginners
would benefit more from many opportunities to say
out loud and to themselves the full expression sug gested by

5
+6

3

x4

and

etc.

"five plu s six is eleven" or "five plus si.x equals
eleven " if you prefer and "four times three equals
twelve , " etc.
" Choral Response" is a tactic that can use the
insight of Burns / Lorton to help groups of children
get on with memorization .
In this activity, a group of children is urged to tell,
for example, the basic addition facts they find most
difficult to remember . These are written on the board
- answers included :

8

9

8

+5

+7

+9

13

16

17

7
+4

11

etc.
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After the list is completed, the leader points to one
of the examples and raises his hand signalling "thinktime." When the leader brings his hand down, every•
one is to whisper the full expression as loudly as he
can - "eight plus nine is seventeen."
There is usually full group participation because
the activity threatens no one; if a child's response is
wrong, no one else knows it . If the response is right,
there is "immediate reinforcement."
After considering the list once or twice in random
order, the answers are erased, and the tempo quick·
ened . Children take over the role of leader ... and
begin seeing how fast they can move the chorus
through the examples.
The appropriate timespan of this activity is short.
Interest is intense; children are keyed to a high pitch
- it often becomes feverish.
In another session, the ch orus is limited to whispering as loud as they can "only the answers." When
the leader holds up his hand signalling "think time''
a member can prepare by repeating an "auditory pat ·
tern " to himself or he may have developed conf idence
in a more visual pattern saying to himself only
the answer.
As the tempo increases this time, it may gently
persuade everyone to shift from auditory to visual
patterns whenever possible.
Choral response is a highly motivating and effec•
tive tactic whenever "memory" is the desired out·
come, regardless of the content area.
My youngest children often ask for nursery rhymes
at bedtime. While many of the well known rhymes
have a rich heritage , I am convinced they are basically
"jibberish" to the children. "Peter, Peter, Pumpki n
Eater .. ."
Sometimes they ask me to say them as fast as I
can , or they join in if the pace is slowed down.
One night. instead of a nursery rhyme, I began ,
"One plus one is two; two plus two is four; three plus
three is six . . . " and on up to "ten plus ten is

twenty".
When I finished t hey asked , "Will you do that one
again, Daddy?"
I slowed it down to the "altogether pace" and we
went up to "ten plus ten is twenty". While they had
been uncerta in along the way, they bot h knew t hat
last line and said it with a flourish .
"Do it again , Daddy 1"
So, I started wit h "ten pl us ten is twenty"
worked down to "one plus one is two."

and

At least once a week they now ask to do " one pl us
one is two "
. always at t he slow pace so they can
join in .
The producers of Sesame Street unders t and t he
impo rtance of help ing young ch ildre n develop usefu l
auditory patterns.
Almost every ch ild who lis tens
to t he prog ram at age four comes to kindergar t en
knowing the audi t ory patterns of "count ing to twenty" and " the alphabet ." ':,
As teachers and parents appreciate mor e fully t hat
most beginners f irst become fami liar with the facts
of arithmetic as auditory patterns , t hey will f ind many
ways to stimulate child ren to use t hose patterns
often - and parents and teache rs will , themselve s,
use those patterns often wit h chi ld ren. However,
children who have memo rized a visual pattern prefer
to respond with cr isp answers rath er than longer
expressions , and they should be encoura ged to do so.
Mari lyn Burns and Mary Lorton have made a most
significant contribut ion to the on-going search for
more efficient ways to help child ren memorize the
basic facts and processes necessa ry for compu t ational fac ility .

,:, Some may not yet have learned to cou nt a pile of 17
blocks reliably, but they know the sounds and need
only t o break t hem up ... one - two-three
- four
. . . as they consider objects in some order and answer
t he quest ion "How many?" with the sound associat ed
with the last item .
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VarietyandCDA Math
CDA Math, in recognizing the importance of hu •
manistic goals as integral to its instructional pro •
gram, has seen the clear need for including a variety
of presentations or formats. One way of attaining
this variety is in the use of pictures , stories and
graphic formats which deal with specific mathemat •
ical experiences. In terms of our learning theory
grid, some of these different kinds of stories start at
simple representational levels while others fall on a
continuum, finally ending up with rather explicit
mathematical proofs.
The covers used on CDA materials have been
chosen from original work s of art done by children .
These lively and authentic covers remind children,
parents and teachers that the materials included are
for children. There is a clear recognition of and re•
spect for the abilities of children in all areas of per·
formance.
This notion extends to the ultimate use of any
CDA Math page for purposes that are particular to an
individual child-that go beyond the normal intent of
the page. Friendliness with numbers is more likely
to be achieved if the child considers the page a per •
sonal possession , a potential extension of one 's own
personality.
Specifically this means that in addition to comput •
ing , experimenting or recording, a child might want
to decorate , color, doodle or dally on a page . All of
this is acceptable . Neatness is not the sole virtue ;
nothing is sacred about a page because it duplicates
the answer book. If a child feels free to react openly
to a page of arithmetic, the revelations there may
provide invaluable insights into the attitudes of that
child about math , school , the child's own self and all
those around .

Even a casual observation of the enthusiasm with
which children welcome comic books has led CDA
Math to incorporate that format as a means of reach ·
ing children in the affective domain. By the time
many children reach the intermediate grades, they
have developed a fear of mathematics textbooks or ,
at best , a boredom with mathematics. The lightness
and humor of comic books which deal with mathe ·
matical situations, directly or indirectly, helps to reestablish a friendliness for numbers in a way that
no amount of formal presentation or practice (com•
putational drill) could accomplish .
In addition to comic books , CDA has included
several partially illustrated
mathematical
stories ,
sometimes using comic book characters , to enhance
and help explain mathematical ideas . Beside pro·
viding human and sometimes humorous situations,
the illustrations help to clarify difficulties presented
by the nature of the mathematical problems. At first
profusely illustrated, the stories become less so as
the complexity of the mathematics develops .
I think that the introduction of rigorous mathe ·
F)
matical proofs (see Patterns and Problems.Level
has never been attempted at the elementary school
level in such a head-on fashion. CDA has included a
few such proofs, written in vocabulary understandable to elementary school children. These proofs,
carried out in careful . step-by .step progressions, are
neither frivolous nor demeaning. Many children will
not be ready to follow the arguments. However, such
proofs provide the opportunity for those children who
have a special interest in and aptitude for mathe •
matics to face up to a challenging and exciting look
into the thinking which goes into substantial mathe·
matical discovery.
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"Diagnosis"and "Prescription''
Preoccupation with skill development and lack of
attention to the feeling of learners has spawned
the "diagnosis -prescription-diagnosis " cycle - (language borrowed from the medical profession).
The irlea is that diagnostic tests will pin-point
the skill which children need , but have not acquired. Then materials are selected to remedy this
particular weakness.
I have been asked to provide references in CDA
Math materials so that if a child is having trouble
with regrouping in subtraction, a teacher can locate
materials to help overcome this weakness. Beyond
cross references (in the annotations) to Drill and
Practi ce at th e Probl em Solving Level and references to Dev eloping Insights into Elem entary Mathematics , there is no attention to isolated skills .
When a child is "having trouble with regrouping in
subtraction" and others around him are not , he is
probably bogged down by arithmetic in general , and
he will have trouble with whatever skill the order
of the day requires . His trouble is probably a symptom of a generally unfriendly attitude toward numbers
and an appropriate response must go to the basic
cause. (More on this in a moment.)
If on the other hand, the difficulty is not basic and
is simply an isolated breakdown in communication,
then it can best be overcome by the peers who have
"got it." Children have a way of helping each other
that adults do not understand. If the materials written by adults or the explanations made by teachers,
aides or parents have not been clearly understood by
some of the children, those children who did understand are the best resource available for those who
did not.
However, very often a child ' s trouble lies far below
the surface in a fear of mathematics - an unfriendly feeling about the subject. No cross reference
to more of the same will help overcome his problem .
He needs a change - and finding a different activity

that is responsive to his needs requ ires all the highest capabilities of a teacher or a parent.
Again, Drill and Practice at th e Problem Solving
Level is one source designed to supply a large variety
of high-interest activities at all levels of difficulty .
And while these activities sometimes seem like
games to the casual observer, each is designed to
move the learner from a completely non -threatening
situation and help shift him from the role of passen ger to that of driver . As such , he will explore what he
thinks are the boundaries of his abilities and find he
can push further than he thought he could.
Until an activity can be found in which the learner
is not overcome by frustration , he will learn more by
doing no "pencil and paper arithmetic. ' '
At the risk of being redundant, I would like to suggest again that listening to children is more revealing than all the tests that have been devised. And by
" listening" I mean trying very hard to hear what the
child is trying to say.
A particularly effective listening technique is to
paraphrase what you think the child is trying to say,
asking if that is what he means. He will answer honestly, and if the response is negative , try another
formulation, and another , if necessary , until he tells
you that you finally got through to what he is thinking
about. Very often, when you do get there, you find
that what 's really on his mind is far distant from
where the discussion began
. deep in the feelings
of the child.
(Teachers and parents can learn much more about
this powerful means of communication in "Parent
Effectiveness
don.)

Training" (PET) by Dr. Thomas Gor-

When techniques of evaluation are related foremost to goals in the " affective domain ," we can learn
to know children much better and are thus better
prepared to help them grow as learners.
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AnswersPro\ ided on Pupil Pages
1

Throughout / ndiuidualiz ed Computation,
l.euels
A through F, some "answers" to examples are given
on all pages.
The technique vanes. In Levels A1. A2 , B1, 8 2 answers are shown on the left side of the page and are
easily found as the child works. Slightly more than
half of the answers are provided - the rest are "on
your own.··
Later, this technique is gradually shifted toward a
multiple choice format. There is an answer box in the
lower right hand corner of the page
umns are labeled with letters.

Rows and col-

Adjacent to most examples. there is a letter meaning that the answer can be found in the row
or column indicated by that letter. If a child's answer
appears in that row or column, he can be reasonably
sure it is correct; if it doesn't appear. he should check
his work. If he still feels he is correct. he should
challenge the answer given books are written
humans who also make mistakes.

by

To foster a healthy skepticism about other people's
answers, some answers given are deliberately
"wrong."
These are pointed out in the annotations
so teachers are alerted to them. And all children
have an opportunity

to ·'catch the author."

I am sure that other mistakes will escape even the
best proof-readers
and there will be other mistakes not pointed out in the annotations.
Finally, there are situations

in which the correct-

ness of an answer depends on how one interprets the
question.
Regardless of the answer given, any answer is correct if it is an appropriate response to a
reasonable interpretation
of the question posed. If
the author is ambiguous, and he sometimes is, there
may be several right answers
The test is "reasonability"
Every answer a child is ready to defend is
worthy of careful consideration.
Human

knowledge

is expanded

by people who

search for new and more comprehensive

answers.

;'JumpingAround"
Pa/terns and Problem5, LeL•el.~A through F, bear
a subtitle: "'Jumping Around in Mathematics."
I hope all teachers will find a more effective way
to order the activities in Pat terns and Problems - a
sequence that meets the needs of their children more
adequately. Perhaps different groups within a class
may '·iump arounc1·· in an order that the group, itself,
helped to sele~,.

Patterns and Problems,J,euels,A,

B and C,have a

sequence some teachers may find useful.

In the first

two thirds (64 pages) most of the basic notions have
been developed. They are extended 1n the last third
(32 pages) but the difficulty is not increased. Annotations indicate when the activity is repeated in the
last third and the page numbers are listed.

In the intermediate grades. some individual students or small groups can select chapters or develop-

Consequently, all learners can sometimes work
successfully "in the back of the book" not only
those who are more mature and able. And we hope

ments that are harder and more demanding,
others may skip those same sections.

this organization will help dispel any notion on the
teacher's part that the book needs to be "covered."

while
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Notes to Parents
In / ndividualized

Computation,

Levels A, B and

C, tests are spotted along the way based on the material covered. On the back of each test page, there
is a letter addressed to parents that can be signed by
the teacher.
These tests and letters help parents know what
has been going on at school in mathematics and suggest what lies immediately ahead. Suggestions are
included of activities parents can help initiate in the
home, such as making bean-sticks to explore beanstick problems.
Parents, in the past, have been made to feel the
schools would rather they didn't help their children
in mathematics. The "notes to parents" leave no
question - their help is needed, earnestly solicited
and welcomed.
(T ranslations of these letters are made available
in Spanish with rights to reproduce . As other ethnic
communities want similar translations they will be
provided .)
Space is provided on t hese combined test -and letters -to -parent pages so the teach er can add whatever seems most helpfu I.

Perhaps these letters to parents can contribute
toward the ultimate goal of community part icipation
in the improveme nt of elementary school mat hemat ics.
At the end of each test , there is a face with eyes
and nose but no mouth . The child is asked to show
"How do you fee l?" by adding t he mout h

·~·
~

to

and all variatio ns in between .

The emphasis on the child 's feeling or attitudes
is a recurring t heme throughout the parent lett ers,
stressing the importa nce of helpi ng children develop
a real friendl iness for numbers as the most effective
prepara ti on for cont inuing to succeed in mathe matics .

Peer GroupTeaching
Many classroom teachers feel they are beseiged
with questions throughout the day that make it virtually impos sible to get anything done.
The call
goes out for smaller classes, more preparatio n time
and more aides. Any or al I of these changes may
help, but such changes are often impractical in terms
of economy of time and money. But, more import antly, in all but the most extreme cases, such changes
may be unn ecessar y.
Class roo m teach ers do need help , but many of
them are overloo kin g their most available and effec tive resource - the very children they are teaching .

In the past , the not ion preva iled that a good classroom was one in whi ch a pri nc ipal could walk by and
hear a pin dro p . Obviously, given sil ence in the
classroom as the gauge of excel lence, chil d ren were
not encouraged to work t ogether or ask each othe r
questions. However , t imes have changed and the re
is now emerging an underst anding on the part of
parents, teache rs and admin istr ato rs t hat a low buzz
of activity and dis cussion is ofte n an indication t hat
learning is going on.
It is now possible for t eachers to shift part of the
responsibility of ind ivi dual expl anations to ot her chil-
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